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Abstract  
Urban areas are prone to climate change impacts. Simultaneously the world’s population increasingly 

resides in cities. In this light, there is a growing need to equip urban decision makers with evidence-

based climate information tailored to their specific context, to adequately adapt to and prepare for 

future climate change.  

To construct climate information high-resolution regional climate models and their projections are 

pivotal, to provide a better understanding of the unique urban climate and its evolution under 

climate change. There is a need to move beyond commonly investigated variables, such as 

temperature and precipitation, to cover a wider breath of possible climate impacts. In this light, the 

research presented in this thesis is centered around enhancing the understanding about regional-to-

local climate change in Berlin and its surroundings, with a focus on humidity. More specifically, 

following a regional climate modelling and data analysis approach, this research aims to understand 

the potential of regional climate models, and the possible added value of convection-permitting 

simulations, to support the development of high-quality climate information for urban regions, to 

support knowledge-based decision-making.  

The first part of the thesis investigates what can already be understood with available regional 

climate model simulations about future climate change in Berlin and its surroundings, particularly 

with respect to humidity and related variables. Ten EURO-CORDEX model combinations are analyzed, 

for the RCP8.5 emission scenario during the time period 1970 ̶ 2100, for the Berlin region. The results 

are the first to show an urban-rural humidity contrast under a changing climate, simulated by the 

EURO-CORDEX ensemble, of around 6 % relative humidity, and a robust enlarging urban drying 

effect, of approximately 2 ̶  4 % relative humidity, in Berlin compared to its surroundings throughout 

the 21st century.  

The second part explores how crossing spatial scales from 12.5 km to 3 km model grid size affects 

unprecedented humidity extremes and related variables under future climate conditions for Berlin 

and its surroundings. Based on the unique HAPPI regional climate model dataset, two unprecedented 

humidity extremes are identified happening under 1.5 °C and 2 °C global mean warming, respectively 

SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 %. Employing a double-nesting approach, specifically designed for this 

study, the two humidity extremes are downscaled to the 12.5 km grid resolution with the regional 

climate model REMO, and thereafter to the 3 km with the convection-permitting model version of 

REMO (REMO-NH). The findings indicate that the convection-permitting scale mitigates the 

SH>0.02 kg/kg moist extreme and intensifies the RH<30 % dry extreme. The multi-variate process 

analysis shows that the more profound urban drying effect on the convection-permitting resolution is 

mainly due to better resolving the physical processes related to the land surface scheme and land-

atmosphere interactions on the 3 km compared to the 12.5 km grid resolution. The results 

demonstrate the added value of the convection-permitting resolution to simulate future humidity 

extremes in the urban-rural context.  

The third part of the research investigates the added value of convection-permitting models to 

simulate humidity related meteorological conditions driving specific climate change impacts, for the 

Berlin region. Three novel humidity related impact cases are defined for this research: influenza 

spread and survival; ragweed pollen dispersion; and in-door mold growth. Simulations by the 

regional climate model REMO are analyzed for the near future (2041 ̶ 2050) under emission scenario 

RCP8.5, on the 12.5 km and 3 km grid resolution. The findings show that the change signal reverses 

on the convection-permitting resolution for the impact cases pollen, and mold (positive and 

negative). For influenza, the convection-permitting resolution intensifies the decrease of influenza 

days under climate change. Longer periods of consecutive influenza and mold days are projected 
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under near-term climate change. The results show the potential of convection-permitting simulations 

to generate improved information about climate change impacts in urban regions to support decision 

makers.  

Generally, all results show an urban drying effect in Berlin compared to its surroundings for relative 

and specific humidity under climate change, respectively for the urban-rural contrast throughout the 

21st century, for the downscaled future extreme conditions, and for the three humidity related 

impact cases. Added value for the convection-permitting resolution is found to simulate humidity 

extremes and the meteorological conditions driving the three impacts cases.  

The research makes novel contributions that advance science, through demonstrating the potential 

of regional climate models, and especially the added value of convection-permitting models, to 

understand urban-rural humidity contrasts under climate change, supporting the development of 

knowledge-based climate information for urban regions. 
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Zusammenfassung 

 

Der Klimawandel hat starke Auswirkungen auf Städte. Gleichzeitig lebt die Weltbevölkerung 

zunehmend in Städten. Vor diesem Hintergrund besteht ein wachsender Bedarf, städtische 

Entscheidungsträger mit evidenzbasierten Klimainformationen auszustatten, die auf ihren 

spezifischen Kontext zugeschnitten sind, um sich an den zukünftigen Klimawandel anzupassen und 

sich darauf vorzubereiten. 

Für die Erstellung von Klimainformationen sind hochauflösende regionale Klimamodelle und ihre 

Projektionen von zentraler Bedeutung, um ein besseres Verständnis des einzigartigen Stadtklimas 

und seiner Entwicklung unter dem Einfluss des Klimawandels zu ermöglichen. Es besteht die 

Notwendigkeit, über die Analyse typischer Variablen wie Temperatur und Niederschlag 

hinauszugehen, um einen breiteren Bereich möglicher Klimaausfolgen abzudecken. Vor diesem 

Hintergrund konzentriert sich die in dieser Arbeit vorgestellte Forschung auf die Verbesserung des 

Verständnisses des regionalen und lokalen Klimawandels in Berlin und seiner Umgebung, mit dem 

Schwerpunkt auf Luftfeuchtigkeit. 

Die vorliegende Doktorarbeit verwendet regionale Klimamodellierungsmethoden und spezielle 

Datenanalyseverfahren, um das Potenzial regionaler Klimamodelle und den möglichen Mehrwert von 

konvektionserlaubenden Simulationen zu erforschen und um die Entwicklung hochwertiger 

Klimainformationen für Städte sowie wissensbasierte Entscheidungen zu unterstützen. 

Im ersten Teil der Arbeit wird untersucht, was bereits mit verfügbaren regionalen 

Klimamodellsimulationen über den zukünftigen Klimawandel in Berlin und Umgebung ermittelt 

werden kann, insbesondere in Bezug auf Luftfeuchtigkeit und verwandte Variablen. Zehn EURO-

CORDEX Modellkombinationen werden für das RCP8.5-Emissionsszenario im Zeitraum 1970-2100 für 

die Region Berlin analysiert. Die Ergebnisse des EURO-CORDEX Ensembles zeigen ein Stadt-Land-

Feuchtedefizit von etwa -6 % relativer Luftfeuchte und eine robuste Zunahme des städtischen 

Trocknungseffekts von etwa -2 bis -4 % relativer Luftfeuchtigkeit am Ende des 21. Jahrhundert. 

Der zweite Teil untersucht, wie sich der Übergang von 12,5 km auf 3 km Modellgittergröße auf  

außergewöhnliche Feuchtigkeitsextreme und verwandte Variablen unter zukünftigen 

Klimabedingungen für Berlin und seine Umgebung auswirkt. Basierend auf den regionalen 

Klimamodellsimulationen des einzigartigen HAPPI-Datensatzes werden zwei Feuchtigkeitsextreme 

identifiziert, die erst bei einer mittleren Erderwärmung von 1,5 °C bzw. 2 °C auftreten können: 

jeweils spezifische Feuchte (SH) >0,02 kg/kg und relative Feuchte (RH) <30 %. Unter Verwendung 

eines speziell für diese Studie entwickelten Double-Nesting-Verfahrens werden die beiden 

Feuchtigkeitsextreme mit dem regionalen Klimamodell REMO auf 12,5 km Gitterauflösung regional 

verfeinert und danach mit der konvektionserlaubenden Modellversion von REMO (REMO-NH) auf 

3 km Gitterweite lokal weiter verfeinert. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass in den konvektionserlaubenden 

Simulationen die feuchten Extreme (SH > 0,02 kg/kg) abgemildert und das trockene Extreme (RH < 30 

%) verstärkt werden. Die multivariate Prozessanalyse zeigt, dass der verstärkte städtische 

Trocknungseffekt in den hochaufgelösten Simulationen hauptsächlich auf die verbesserte Abbildung 

von physikalischen Prozessen im Zusammenhang mit dem Landoberflächenmodell und den damit 

verbundenen Land-Atmosphäre-Wechselwirkungen in den Simulationen mit 3 km Gitterweite im 

Vergleich zu den 12,5 km Simulationen zurückzuführen ist. Die Ergebnisse zeigen den Mehrwert der 

konvektionserlaubenden Auflösung für die Simulation zukünftiger Feuchtigkeitsextreme im Stadt-

Land-Kontext. 
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Im dritten Teil der Arbeit wird der Mehrwert konvektionserlaubender Modelle im Hinblick die 

Bestimmung von feuchtigkeitsbezogene Auswirkungen des Klimawandels in der Region Berlin 

untersucht. Drei neuartige feuchtigkeitsbezogene Auswirkungen werden speziell für diese 

Untersuchung definiert: Ausbreitung und Überleben von Influenzaviren; Ambrosia-Pollen-

Freisetzung; und Schimmelbildung in Innenräumen. Simulationen des regionalen Klimamodells REMO 

werden für die nahe Zukunft (2041 ̶ 2050) für das Emissionsszenario RCP8.5 mit einer 

Rasterauflösung von 12,5 km und 3 km analysiert. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass sich das 

Änderungssignal für Pollen- und Schimmelausbreitung (positiv und negativ) beim Übergang von 12,5 

auf 3 km Auflösung umkehrt. Bei Influenza verstärkt die konvektionserlaubende Auflösung  die 

klimawandelbedingte Abnahme der Influenzatage. In naher Zukunft werden unter 

Klimawandelbedingungen längere Perioden aufeinanderfolgender Influenza- und Schimmelpilztage 

erwartet. Die Ergebnisse zeigen das Potenzial konvektionserlaubender Simulationen zur Erstellung 

verbesserter Informationen über die Auswirkungen des Klimawandels in städtischen Regionen zur 

Unterstützung von Entscheidungsträgern. 

 

Generell zeigen alle Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit einen klimawandelbedingten städtischen 

Austrocknungseffekt in Berlin im Vergleich zu seinem Umland sowohl in der relativen- als auch in der 

spezifischen Luftfeuchte. Dieser ist sichtbar in einem verstärkten RH Stadt-Land-Kontrast am Ende 

des 21. Jahrhundert, in den herunterskalierten zukünftigen Extrembedingungen und in den drei 

untersuchten feuchtebezogenen Klimafolgen. Die konvektionserlaubende Auflösung zeigt einen 

Mehrwert bei der Simulation von Feuchtigkeitsextremen und den meteorologischen Bedingungen für 

die drei ausgewählten Klimafolgen. Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit verdeutlichen das Potenzial 

regionaler Klimamodelle und insbesondere den Mehrwert von konvektionserlaubenden regionalen 

Klimamodellen für das Verständnis der Feuchtigkeitsunterschiede zwischen Stadt und Umland unter 

den Bedingungen des Klimawandels und für die Erstellung wissensbasierter Klimainformationen für 

städtische Regionen. 
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1. Introduction: motivation and research gaps 
 
Human-induced climate change is one of the most pressing challenges humanity faces in the course 
of the 21st century (IPCC, 2021). Occupying only ~3% of the Earth’s land surface, urban areas 
accommodate more than 50% of the world’s population, and up to 70 % is projected to reside in 
cities by 2050 (UN-HABITAT, 2016). Due to the high population density, their compact character, and 
the uniqueness of urban climates, cities are specifically vulnerable to climate change impacts such as 
storm surges, flooding, heat/cold waves, and sea level rise, among others (Rosenzweig et al., 2018).  
 
To adequately face climate change related challenges urban decision makers require tailored, high-
quality climate information and services to develop mitigation and adaptation strategies to build the 
resilient cities of tomorrow (Bai et al., 2018; Baklanov et al., 2018; González et al., 2021; Grimmond 
et al., 2010; WMO, 2019). Information needs can differ strongly per sector and application, and shall 
therefore be context specific, as well as be provided on relevant temporal and spatial scales 
appropriate to the decision-making context. Commonly, urban decision makers are particularly 
interested in information about future extremes, and their changes under climate change, as well as 
climate change impacts (Langendijk et al., 2019a; Lauwaet et al., 2017; Lemos et al., 2012).  
 
Climate services offer a pivotal contribution to the development of context specific, evidence-based 
climate information. Climate services are defined by the European Union (2015) as “the 
transformation of climate-related data - together with other relevant information - into customized 
products such as projections, forecasts, information, trends, economic analysis, assessments, 
counselling on best practices, development and evaluation of solutions and any other service in 
relation to climate that may be of use for the society at large”.  
 

From the definition, it becomes apparent that climate services, and therewith the urban decision 

makers engaged through the services, heavily rely on constructing reliable climate information. At 

the heart of this information construction process lay climate model projections, and the 

understanding of climate processes and their changes under climate change (Gutowski et al., 2021; 

Jacob et al., 2020). In this light, for urban climate services, it is important that climate model 

simulations are capable to represent urban areas and the related local-to-regional climatological 

processes (Baklanov et al., 2018; WMO, 2019).  

Urban areas have a unique climate, and associated meteorological conditions. Cities can influence 
physical processes, fluxes, and interactions on the local-to-regional scale, modifying for instance 
temperature, humidity, wind, and precipitation (Huszar et al., 2014a; Wiesner et al., 2018). 
Commonly, urban areas tend to be warmer (urban heat island effect, UHI), and less moist (urban dry 
island effect, UDI) than its surroundings (Hage, 1975; Lauwaet et al., 2015; Lokoshchenko, 2017). The 
existing urban regional modeling studies are able to represent and project the UHI fairly well for 
different case-study cities worldwide (Chen et al., 2011a; De Ridder et al., 2015; Huszar et al., 2014a; 
Lauwaet et al., 2015; Masson, 2006). Other urban-induced meteorological phenomena are less 
studied especially under projected climate change, despite the potential relevance to urban decision 
makers and urban dwellers.  
 
One of the less studied atmospheric variables is humidity, particularly in the urban-rural context, 
despite the fact that humidity drives critical meteorological processes, such as convection and 
precipitation (Argüeso et al., 2016). Near surface humidity is also directly related to health impacts, 
such as human heat stress (Coccolo et al., 2016). Prior observational studies identified humidity 
differences between cities and their surroundings in past time periods around the world, often 
detecting an urban dry island effect (Fortuniak et al., 2006; Hage, 1975; Jåuregui and Tejeda, 1997a; 
Kuttler et al., 2007a; Lee, 1991; Lokoshchenko, 2017; Moriwaki et al., 2013; Robaa, 2003; Tapper, 
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1990; Unger, 1999a; Unkašević et al., 2001). A recent study published by Zhao et al. (2021) 
investigates mean temperature and mean humidity changes in urban areas across the globe under 
climate change for the winter and summer period, employing a crude emulator approach based on 
global climate model ensemble data. The findings of this global study generally show a decrease in 
relative humidity for cities situated in the mid-latitude, particularly in the summer season and under 
RCP8.5. There are hardly any studies explicitly investigating humidity changes and related variables 
for the urban local-to-regional context under climate change conditions. 

  
Regional climate models (RCMs) are a useful tool to investigate local-to-regional climate processes 
and impacts under climate change. RCMs offer transient climate projections for regions, driven by 
General Circulation Models (GCMs). The future climate projections are using various emission 
scenarios that represent different possible futures, such as the Representative Concentration 
Pathways (RCPs) (Moss et al., 2010). The grid size of regional climate models are typically in the range 
of 50-10 km (Jacob et al., 2020). Grid sizes up to 20-10 km allow for the simulation of larger urban 
areas and urban-rural interactions under longer climatological timescales. The Coordinated Regional 
Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) offers a state-of-the-art global framework for regional 
climate model simulations worldwide, and brings together regional climate modeling groups (Giorgi 
and Gutowski, 2015; Gutowski et al., 2016; Jacob et al., 2014). An active branch within the CORDEX 
framework exists in Europe (EURO-CORDEX) (Jacob et al., 2020, 2014). Standard regional climate 
model projections commonly employ a simple urban scheme, the so-called bulk approach. Urban 
areas are represented as a rock-surface, with a higher roughness length, higher albedo, and no water 
storage capacity. The regional climate models are capable of simulating urban-rural interactions, and 
multi-variate regional processes under climate change. However, the bulk scheme is unable to 
capture inter-city differences and fine-scale urban climate processes (Masson et al., 2020).  
More sophisticated urban climate models exist that have great complexity and are able to simulate 
fine scale meteorological processes and fluxes in the city and on the district, or even building level. 
These models evolved from a subset of micrometeorology, boundary layer, and air quality modeling 
and are predominantly designed to simulate shorter-term weather and climatological phenomena, 
ranging between days up to a few years (González et al., 2021). These urban climate models 
commonly operate on a 10 m – 3 km grid resolution. Mainly due to limited computing power and 
model configurations, these models are unable to simulate longer climatological timescales using 
climate change scenarios, and/or do not capture urban-rural differences and interactions while 
simulating a large set of meteorological variables (Masson et al., 2020).  
 
Although RCMs do not incorporate urban areas in the most sophisticated manner possible, regional 
climate models are currently the best models available that provide long-term climate change 
simulations on the local-to-regional scale for different emission scenarios while simultaneously 
capturing urban-rural interactions and their evolution under a changing climate. In this light, it would 
be important to enhance our understanding about the skill of RCMs to simulate urban areas and 
their surroundings, and what information they can provide for urbanized regions, particularly for less 
commonly investigated variables, such as humidity (Zhao et al., 2021). This knowledge is crucial to 
inform urban climate service developments, as well as to guide further research and model 
development, especially towards the development of cutting-edge regional Earth system models 
with a well formulated urban component (Baklanov et al., 2018; González et al., 2021; Gutowski et 
al., 2021).  
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In order to get a broad understanding about what RCMs can simulate in the urban-rural context 
under climate change, it is useful to investigate mean humidity changes, humidity extremes, and 
climate impacts related to humidity. In addition, another pivotal aspect is to understand if the 
climate change signal is modified under a future climate, and if the signal is different in the city 
compared to its surroundings. Urban decision makers are often particularly interested in extreme 
events and their projected changes under climate change (Langendijk et al., 2019a; Lemos et al., 
2012). There are no prior studies investigating humidity extremes in the urban-rural context. 
Concerning application relevant information, commonly modelling studies have been used to 
simulate the relation between humidity and heat stress in cities (Coccolo et al., 2016; Huszar et al., 
2014b; Zhao et al., 2021). However, humidity is also connected to less eminent health related 
impacts, for instance influenza spread and survival, and pollen dispersion (D’Amato and Cecchi, 2008; 
Davis et al., 2016; Deyle et al., 2016; Hamaoui-Laguel et al., 2015; Lowen et al., 2007; Shaman and 
Kohn, 2009). Built structures, and specifically in-door mold growth, are also influenced by changes in 
humidity (Ojanen et al., 2010; Ritschkoff et al., 2000; Viitanen, 2007). To gain enhanced 
understanding about these less well-understood humidity related impacts, it would be critical to 
connect the impacts with regional climate models output data, to be able to investigate their 
changes under climate change in urban regions.  

One recent advancement in the regional climate modelling community further brings resolving the 
urban component to the forefront, the development of the so-called convection-permitting (CP) 
models (Coppola et al., 2020; Gutowski et al., 2021; Jacob et al., 2020). Convection-permitting 
models are high-resolution regional climate models operating on grid resolutions less than ~5x5 km2. 
The hydrostatic approximation used in regional climate models fails for grid sizes smaller than 
10x10 km2, making the RCM’s solution less reliable at those spatial resolutions. Therefore, CP models 
directly resolve the vertical momentum equation, leading to a better representation of small-scale 
mesoscale circulations and convection, as well as extreme events. In addition, CP models more 
accurately resolve smaller scale atmospheric processes related to the land surface and orography 
fields, leading to improved representation of complex terrain, such as urban areas (Argüeso et al., 
2016; Ban et al., 2014; Coppola et al., 2020; Kendon et al., 2021; Prein et al., 2015).  
 
Convection-permitting models show promise to better resolve cities under climate change, and 
therefore have the potential to provide improved information to decision makers (Gutowski et al., 
2021). The improvements between regional climate models on different resolutions is referred to as 
“added value” (Di Luca et al., 2015). A few studies investigate cities with CP models, and show valid 
results for predominantly the variables temperature and precipitation (Argüeso et al., 2016, 2014; 
Trusilova et al., 2016, 2013). There have been no studies explicitly investigating the added value of CP 
models compared to lower resolution RCMs to simulate and understand humidity related extremes 
and impacts under climate change for urban areas and its surroundings.  
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The major share of urban studies focusses on the city or inter-city scale. If the urban-rural context is 
addressed, primarily the UHI or the effects of cities on precipitation are investigated (e.g. Chen et al., 
2011b; De Ridder et al., 2015; Huszar et al., 2014b; Lauwaet et al., 2015; Masson et al., 2020). 
Advancing the knowledge about urban-rural contrasts is critical to understand the rural interactions 
with the unique urban climate, and the effect of climate change on the local-to-regional scale, 
particularly for less investigated variables such as humidity. It would offer the possibility to tease out 
the urban-induced climate change effects compared to the background climate of the surroundings. 
Various urban-rural climate change studies focused on temperature and/or precipitation use 
statistical or statistical-dynamical downscaling techniques to downscale global climate models 
(GCMs) and/or RCMs (Daniel et al., 2018; Hamdi et al., 2015; Masson et al., 2020). No prior research 
investigates urban-rural humidity contrasts under climate change using dynamically downscaled 
regional climate models, following a multi-variate approach. In this context, of particular relevance is 
the understanding of meteorological processes and their changes under climate change, especially 
when going towards CP scales (Fischer and Knutti, 2013; Prein et al., 2015). In this light, there is a 
need to further investigate urban-rural humidity contrasts, especially under climate change and by 
employing regional climate models.  

 
Addressing the outlined research gaps advances the knowledge on the evolution of humidity under 
climate change in the urban-rural context. In addition, it would give a better understanding of the 
capabilities of regional climate models to provide the underlying scientific knowledge to improve the 
development of urban climate information to support decision makers.  
 
 
The following chapter (Chapter 2) outlines the research questions, describes the research approach 
taken to address the research gaps, and highlights the novelty of the approach. Chapter 3 presents 
the results, by providing the three papers of the dissertation. Chapter 4 discusses the findings across 
the papers, and elaborates on the main limitations of this research. Chapter 5 provides the main 
conclusions of the dissertation by answering the research questions, and by highlighting the novelty 
of the findings. This chapter also elaborates on the implications for climate service development, as 
well as outlines possible future research directions.  
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2. Research approach  

2.1. Objectives and research questions 

 
The overarching objective of this research is to enhance the understanding about regional-to-local 
climate change in the urban-rural context, with a focus on humidity, towards improved climate 
information for urban areas in order to support knowledge-based decision-making. Ultimately, to 
contribute to increasing the resilience of urban areas to projected climate change impacts. 
 
In consonance with the outlined research gaps, this research centers around the following objectives. 
The first objective is to better understand the mean humidity changes in the urban-rural context 
under climate change (research gaps 1, 2, 5). Secondly, future humidity extremes, and their 
meteorological drivers are further investigated to understand their behavior in the urban-rural 
context (research gaps 1, 3, 5). Thirdly, this research connects RCM output data to application 
relevant information, to analyze how climate change affects humidity related impacts, such as for 
instance the aforementioned influenza spread and survival; ragweed pollen dispersion; and in-door 
mold growth (research gaps 1, 3, 5). In order to provide the most leading-edge information available, 
it is of profound interest to understand if convection-permitting models show added value to 
simulate climate humidity extremes and impacts in the urban-rural context (research gaps 1, 3, 4, 5). 
As a first demonstration site, Berlin and its surroundings are selected as the case study region for the 
research (see Chapter 2.2.).  
 
In this light, the following research questions are defined:   

1. What can already be understood with available regional climate model simulations about 

future climate change in Berlin and its surroundings, with a focus on humidity? 

 

2. How does crossing spatial scales from 12.5 km to 3 km grid size affect unprecedented 

humidity extremes and related variables under future climate conditions for Berlin and its 

surroundings? 

 

3. What is the added value of convection-permitting climate models to simulate humidity 

related climate impacts under climate change, for Berlin and its surroundings?  

2.2. Case study region  
 
Berlin and its surroundings are selected as the case study area for this research. The Berlin region is 
particularly suitable to investigate urban-rural contrasts using regional climate model output data, 
because of the relatively flat regional topography, Berlin’s large city size, its location in-land, and the 
distinct urban‐rural landscape heterogeneity. These characteristics are helpful to tease out the 
urban-induced effects on the local-to-regional scale, especially using regional climate models.   
 
Berlin, the capital of Germany, is a large-scale city with around 3.6 million inhabitants covering 
approximately 891.1 km² (Amt für Statistik Berlin-Brandenburg, 2020), located in-land, in the mid-
latitudes at approximately 52.52° N, 13.4° E. Berlin has a temperate continental climate with cold 
winters (mean temperatures around 0-1.5 °C) and warm summers (mean temperatures around  
17-18.5 °C). The land cover of Berlin’s surroundings is roughly 50 % agricultural and grass land, 36 % 
forest and 14 % build up areas and water bodies (Figure 1b) (Amt für Statistik Berlin-Brandenburg, 
2020). The primary investigated domain throughout this research, referred to as the Berlin region, is 
approximately 140 km x 140 km centered around Berlin (black rectangular, Figure 1b). 
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Figure 1. Research area. (a) Germany and (b) a land-cover map indicating Berlin’s administrative 
boundaries (black polygon) and research domain including the surroundings (black rectangular). Land 
cover following CORINE land cover map (EEA, 2000). 
 

2.3. Humidity  
 
Humidity is the central variable investigated in this research. Various humidity variables have been 
designed to understand the amount and the change of moisture in the atmosphere. The choice of 
the humidity variable is critical for the results gained, and should be determined by how humidity is 
fundamentally related to the process or condition of interest. In addition, for certain studies it could 
be more informative to use a humidity variable for a specific time or multiple times per day (when 
available), rather than using a day mean (Davis et al., 2016).  
 
The most commonly used humidity variables are specific humidity and relative humidity. Specific 
humidity is the amount of water vapor in relation to the total mass of water vapor and air combined, 
expressed in kilograms of water vapor per kilogram of moist air (kg/kg). Relative humidity is the 
saturation of the air compared to the maximum water vapor saturated air could contain at a specific 
temperature, expressed as a percentage (%). Hence, relative humidity depends on both humidity and 
temperature. Other humidity variables are for instance vapor pressure, mixing ratio, and absolute 
humidity. These measures have a high inter-correlation with specific humidity, and are at times used 
interchangeably.  
 
This research focusses on specific humidity and relative humidity, in combination with other 
meteorological variables, depending on the specific research question and process or condition of 
interest. Specific and relative humidity are commonly used in the decision-making context (e.g. 
Lauwaet et al., 2017). In addition, regional climate models provide these two humidity measures as 
output variables. These aspects make specific and relative humidity particularly suitable for this 
research.  
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2.4. Regional climate model REMO  
 
The main model used for this research is the regional climate model REMO. REMO is a 
three-dimensional, hydrostatic limited-area model of the atmosphere that has been extensively used 
and tested in climate change studies for Europe (Jacob et al., 2012b; Teichmann et al., 2013). It 
originates from the ‘Europa-Modell’ of the German Weather Service (DWD) (Majewski, 1991). The 
physical parameterizations are largely based on the global climate model ECHAM-4 (Roeckner et al., 
1996) and have been further developed over the course of the last decades. Further detailed model 
specifications can be found in Jacob et al. (2012a) and in Jacob and Podzun (1997).   
 
The land cover scheme within REMO follows a tile approach, based on three basic land surface types; 
land, water, and sea ice (Semmler, 2002). The turbulent surface fluxes and the surface radiation flux 
are calculated separately for each tile and are subsequently averaged within the lowest atmospheric 
level using the respective areas as weights (Rechid and Jacob, 2006; Semmler, 2002). Subgrid 
fractions are specifying further land cover types, including an urban sub-fraction. These fractions are 
not assumed to be located in a specific area of a grid box, but cover a percentage of the total grid box 
area, together summing up to 100 %. For the urban sub-fraction, the REMO model follows the 
so-called ‘bulk’-approach. Sealed urban areas are represented as a rock surface, which is described in 
the model by a relatively high roughness length, high albedo, and no water storage capacities. Urban 
areas also contain water, bare soil, and vegetated surfaces. 
 
The hydrostatic approximation used in regional climate models fails for grid sizes smaller than 
10x10 km2, making the RCM’s solution less reliable at those spatial resolutions (Prein et al. 2015). 
Therefore the non-hydrostatic, convection-permitting model version REMO-NH was developed to 
directly resolve the vertical momentum equation, leading to a better representation of small-scale 
mesoscale circulations and convection (Goettel, 2009). In addition, REMO-NH more accurately 
resolves the orography and the surface types, such as urban areas and its characteristics.  
 

2.5. Research design and overview on papers 

To answer the research questions, the design of this PhD thesis follows a three-step approach, 
resulting in three papers, each one addressing one of the three main research questions. The 
subsequent section connects the three parts of the research by providing a short introduction to 
each paper, the methods used, and how they address the research questions and research gaps. The 
structure of the research approach is visually summarized in Figure 2.  
 

Paper 1: Urban Areas and Urban-Rural Contrasts under Climate Change: What Does the EURO-

CORDEX Ensemble Tell Us? — Investigating near Surface Humidity in Berlin and Its Surroundings 

Gaby S. Langendijk, Diana Rechid, Daniela Jacob  

Research question one seeks to understand what can already be understood with available regional 
climate model simulations about humidity under projected climate change, comparing Berlin to its 
surroundings. This first step forms the groundwork of the research and is presented in Chapter 3.1. 
This part of the research has been published in Langendijk et al. (2019b). It contributes to addressing 
the research gaps 1, 2, and 5, through investigating if regional climate models adequately simulate 
humidity in the urban-rural context, and how humidity changes under climate change (Figure 2). 
 
Ten regional climate model combinations of the EURO-CORDEX ensemble are analyzed. The EURO-
CORDEX multi-model ensemble is selected, because it provides the best state-of-the-art coordinated 
regional climate model dataset on the 12.5 km (0.11°) grid resolution, with transient climate 
simulations from 1970 up to 2100 (Jacob et al., 2014). Multi-model ensembles are proven to provide 
more robust information than using single climate models (Christensen et al., 2007; Pfeifer et al., 
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2015). This approach enables us to derive robust information on potential humidity changes in urban 
areas compared to their surroundings, using transient climate change projections. The 
EURO-CORDEX model data therefore forms the foundation to investigate humidity under climate 
change for the Berlin region.  
 
Using the emission scenario RCP8.5, three main aspects are investigated to answer research 
question 1. Firstly the study explores the climate change trend for relative humidity, specific 
humidity, and temperature through calculating the 30-year running mean for Berlin and its 
surroundings. The Mann-Kendall test (MK-test) is employed to understand the robustness of the 
multi-model ensemble to detect the monotonic trend and direction of change across the model 
combinations. Secondly, to further investigate the climate change signal, the Mann-Whitney-
Wilcoxon test (MWW-test) calculates whether the future distribution (2070 ̶ 2099) differs 
significantly from the historic climate (1971 ̶ 2000). Thirdly, the mean change between the future and 
historic climate is investigated for the annual cycle, and the annual cycle is analyzed on a decadal 
basis between 1970 ̶ 2100.  
 
The outcomes, described in Chapter 3.1. (paper 1), are the first in its kind to show the potential of 
the EURO-CORDEX ensemble to understand humidity changes in the urban-rural context under 
climate change, underpinning the development of climate change information for decision makers.  
 

Paper 2: Added value of convection-permitting simulations for understanding  

future urban humidity extremes: case studies for Berlin and its surroundings 

Gaby S. Langendijk, Diana Rechid, Kevin Sieck, Daniela Jacob 

The second research question investigates how moving to the convection-permitting scale affects 
unprecedented humidity extremes under future climate conditions for Berlin and its surroundings. 
This part of the research is presented in Chapter 3.2. and is published in Langendijk et al. (2021). It 
contributes to addressing research gaps 1, 3, 4, and 5 (Figure 2), by exploring the added value of 
convection-permitting models to simulate future humidity extremes in the urban-rural context. 
 
This paper starts with identifying unprecedented humidity extremes happening under future climate 
change. The identification of future humidity extremes and their potential occurrence requires 
robust statistics on large datasets that offer many years of possible climate futures. Transient 
regional climate model projections are limited in this extent, as they commonly provide data up to 
around 80 years into the future. A unique modelling effort by the “Half a degree Additional warming, 
Prognosis and Projected Impacts (HAPPI)” project offers a large set of global climate model 
simulations for possible future decades under 1.5°C and 2.0°C warmer global mean surface 
temperature than pre-industrial (1861 ̶ 1880) conditions (Mitchell et al., 2017). A large ensemble of 
simulations is created by initializing each so-called member with slightly different initial conditions, 
leading to a large ensemble of possible climates. This ensemble had been downscaled to the 50 km 
(0.44°) grid resolution by the regional climate model REMO for 100 ensemble members, for three 
decades (historic, 1.5°C, and 2.0°C), resulting in a total of 3000 years of climate data (Sieck et al., 
2021). This amount of climate data allows a robust identification of future extremes, and therefore 
the downscaled HAPPI dataset is selected for addressing the second research question.  
 
To understand how the future humidity extremes are affected going from 50 km to the convection-
permitting scale, the identified extremes are downscaled following a two-step approach, to the 
12.5 km (0.11°) with the REMO model, and thereafter to the 3 km (0.0275°) grid resolution with the 
non-hydrostatic, convection-permitting version of REMO (REMO-NH). A novel double-nesting 
downscaling set-up is specifically designed for this research step, particularly applicable to the urban-
rural context. The new data on humidity extremes acquired through the downscaling, is analyzed 
following a process-understanding approach investigating 14 meteorological model output variables 
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on a daily to hourly time scale. The process-understanding approach taken, shows whether the RCM 
represents the meteorological phenomena driving the humidity extremes adequately, and whether 
the extreme meteorological conditions change across spatial resolutions. This approach is particularly 
critical, as unprecedented humidity extremes did not happen in the past climate, and therefore have 
no counterpart with observations to validate their representation in the model data. To ensure the 
urban area is analyzed similarly throughout the spatial resolutions, a novel masking approach is 
developed to extract Berlin from its surroundings across the spatial resolutions.  
 
Up to date, there has been no studies investigating whether or not convection-permitting 
simulations improve the understanding and simulations of future humidity extremes for cities. As a 
first exploratory study, the results presented in Chapter 3.2. show the added value of the convection-
permitting scale to simulate two unprecedented humidity extremes under climate change for Berlin 
and its surroundings. 
 

Paper 3: Improved models, improved information?  

Exploring how climate change impacts pollen, influenza, and mold in Berlin and its surroundings 

Gaby S. Langendijk, Diana Rechid, Daniela Jacob 

The final research question is geared towards the application side, and aims at providing insights into 
how humidity related climate impacts are affected by climate change going to the convection-
permitting scale. Chapter 3.3. takes the Berlin region as its testbed and contributes to addressing 
research gap 1, 2, 3, and 5 (Figure 2). Mainly, this is done through connecting RCM data with 
humidity related climate change impacts, and by understanding the added value of convection-
permitting models in the urban-rural context. This part of the research is published in Langendijk et 
al. (2022). 
 
The third paper aims to improve the understanding about the added value of convection-permitting 
models to simulate humidity related meteorological conditions driving climate change impacts. 
Following an in-depth literature review, three novel impact cases are specifically designed for this 
research in order to connect regional climate model data with humidity related impacts. The three 
impact cases: influenza spread and survival; ragweed pollen dispersion; and in-door mold growth. All 
have direct or in-direct effects on human health, and are therefore specifically of relevance to urban 
dwellers. The impact cases have not been previously investigated with regional climate model data 
under climate change in the urban-rural context. The REMO model output data for the 12.5 km 
(0.11°) and the 3 km (0.0275°) (REMO-NH) grid resolutions are utilized for the historical time period 
(1996 ̶ 2005) and a near-term future time period (2041 ̶ 2050) under the emission scenario RCP8.5 
(Moss et al., 2010). The dataset is produced as a part of the European Climate Prediction (EUCP) 
project (Ban et al., 2021; Lowe et al., 2020). These REMO simulations are selected because they offer 
a cutting-edge dataset that allows for the cross-comparison between the two spatial grid resolutions 
under climate change. In addition, the near-term future period (2041 ̶ 2050) is particularly of 
relevance for policy timeframes, as urban decision makers tend to be specifically interested in 
timespans ranging from multi-annual up to the near-term future (Lauwaet et al., 2017). Chapter 3.3. 
gives insight, for the first time, into the added value of convection-permitting models to simulate 
humidity related meteorological conditions underpinning the three novel impact cases under future 
climate conditions for the Berlin region. 
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Figure 2. Overview of the research design, including the overarching objective, research gaps (RG), 
and research questions (RQ). 
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2.6. Novelty of the research approach  
 
The three papers presented in Chapter 3 offer a knowledge building chain, from gaining a general 
understanding on mean humidity changes under climate change, to investigating in-depth humidity 
extremes across spatial resolutions, and up to exploring the added value of convection-permitting 
simulations to simulate humidity related impacts under future climate conditions – all for the Berlin 
region. The research questions are framed within the broader climate services context, and are 
therefore directed towards information development and the needs of decision makers.  
 
The above sections highlight that none of the posed research questions have been answered in prior 
research. This study is the first to specifically investigate humidity, and related variables in the urban-
rural context under climate change with regional climate models. Convection-permitting modelling is 
an emerging field. There have been hardly any studies on the urban-rural context, and none 
particularly investigated the added value of CP models to simulate humidity extremes and humidity 
related impacts under climate change, in order to understand whether CP models could improve 
climate information for cities. In Chapter 3.2., new future humidity extremes are identified, 
downscaled, and analyzed. A new double-nesting downscaling set-up was particularly designed to 
investigate the urban-rural context with regional climate models at various scales. The set-up could 
serve as a blueprint for similar subsequent studies. Usually “known” extremes are selected and 
downscaled under future climate conditions. The unique approach taken by this thesis offers an 
opportunity to identify and analyze “unknown”, unprecedented humidity extremes. The multi-variate 
process-understanding approach taken to analyze the humidity extremes offers a fresh perspective 
compared to more commonly used approaches that quantify the added value of CP models with 
statistics. The increased attention by society on urban climate change impacts, enhances the need 
for high-quality climate information. This study, is the first to investigate whether the CP resolution 
shows added value to simulate the effect of future climate change on humidity related impact cases: 
influenza spread and survival; ragweed pollen dispersion; and in-door mold growth. The results 
presented in this thesis offer new insights into how regional climate models, and particularly 
convection-permitting models, can provide the underpinning science to construct climate 
information, in relation to humidity, for the urban-rural context. This is pivotal for the development 
of urban climate services, to enable informed decision-making.  
 

3. Results 
 
The subsequent chapter presents the three papers in correspondence with the three research 
questions, and in accordance with the research approach described in Chapter 2.5. 
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3.1. Paper 1: Urban Areas a-Rural Contrasts under Climate Change: What Does the 

EURO-CORDEX Ensemble Tell Us? — Investigating near Surface Humidity in Berlin 

and Its Surroundings 
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Abstract: Climate change will impact urban areas. Decision makers need useful climate information 
to adapt adequately. This research aims to improve understanding of changes in moisture and 
temperature projected under climate change in Berlin compared to its surroundings. Simulations for 
the Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5 scenario from the European Coordinated 
Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment (EURO-CORDEX) 0.11° are analyzed, showing a difference 
in moisture and temperature variables between Berlin and its surroundings. The running mean over 
30 years shows a divergence throughout the twenty-first century for relative humidity between 
Berlin and its surroundings. Under this scenario, Berlin gets drier over time. The Mann-Kendall test 
quantifies a robust decreasing trend in relative humidity for the multi-model ensemble throughout 
the twenty-first century. The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test for relative humidity indicates a robust 
climate change signal in Berlin. It is drier and warmer in Berlin compared to its surroundings for all 
months with the largest difference existing in summer. Additionally, the change in humidity for the 
period 2070–2099 compared to 1971–2000 is larger in the summer months. This study presents 
results to better understand near surface moisture change and related variables under long-term 
climate change in urban areas compared to their rural surroundings using a regional climate multi-
model ensemble.  
 

Keywords: urban climate change; urban–rural interactions; humidity; Berlin; regional climate 
modeling; EURO-CORDEX  

 

1. Introduction  

Climate change poses severe challenges to urban areas and climate change impacts will magnify 
throughout the century alongside rapid ongoing and projected urbanization [1–3]. To adequately 
face these climate-change-related challenges, urban decision makers require tailored climate 
information to develop mitigation and adaptation strategies to build the sustainable cities of 
tomorrow [4–6].   
 
At the foundation of reliable science-driven climate information lies climate projections by climate 
models which can be used to understand and adapt to future climatic changes. Currently, most 
climate data and information produced by urban or climate models are either not scale compliant for 
cities, offer only a limited set of climatological parameters, or are unable to simulate urban–rural 
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interactions. Regional climate models are a promising tool to bridge scales between global climate 
models and local scale urban models, simulating regional scale processes and urban– rural 
interactions under climate change.    
 
The Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) offers a state-of-the-art global 
framework for regional climate model (RCM) simulations and brings together around 30 regional 
climate modeling groups from across the globe [7–9]. Presently, only a limited sub-set of RCMs have 
developed a more complex representation of urban structures for their models and have conducted 
explicit studies on urban areas [10–12]. Due to limited available computing power, most of the 
detailed urban model projections with higher spatial resolutions (100 m–3 km grid size) simulate short 
time ranges, from a few days to a few years, and only focus on a sub-set of climatological variables. 
Often these sophisticated urban climate models simulate mainly meteorological phenomena based 
on temperature and/or heat budgets, such as the urban heat island effect (UHI) [11–16]. Existing 
urban modeling studies are able to represent and project the UHI fairly well for different case-study 
cities worldwide [11,12,15,17–19]. Several studies have indicated that urban areas have an influence 
on their surroundings and their local-to-regional climate, particularly for temperature, wind, and 
precipitation [18,20].   
 
It remains challenging to provide longer time-scale climate projections tailored to urban areas for a 
more diverse set of climatological phenomena [6]. Particularly, change in moisture, and its 
dependent variables such as specific humidity, relative humidity, and temperature, are not well 
understood. Observational studies have identified moisture differences between cities and their 
surroundings in past time periods around the world [21–30]. Some studies have quantified a drying 
in the city, the so-called urban dry island (UDI) effect [e.g., 31,32]. However, to our knowledge no 
studies have explicitly investigated changes in moisture in urban areas relative to their surroundings 
under climate change conditions using a regional climate multi-model ensemble.   
 
Changes in moisture in urban areas under climate change could impact city sectors such as building 
structure, health, and biodiversity, resulting in a profound effect on the livability of cities. For 
instance, relative humidity is of direct importance to human heat stress and health [33–35]. 
Additionally, moisture levels can influence the sustainability of buildings by, for instance, altering the 
moist risks or endurance of building material [36,37]. Furthermore, humidity has an impact on 
vegetation growth, biodiversity, and ecosystem services in urban areas [38].   
 
Despite its importance to living conditions, the impact of climate change on moisture in cities, as well 
as urban–rural moisture contrasts, remains under explored [39]. Enhanced understanding of these 
moisture phenomena and urban–rural interactions would improve climate information. This would 
enable informed adaptation decisions that influence the livability of cities under climate change [4–
6]. In this context, the main objective of this research was to investigate changes in moisture and 
related variables under climate change conditions in the urban–rural context. Berlin and its 
surroundings were selected as the case study area. According to our knowledge, this study is the first 
of its kind to investigate whether the EURO-CORDEX multi-model ensemble captures urban–rural 
contrasts for moisture and related variables such as temperature in Berlin and its surroundings. In 
addition, the study explores the presence of a UDI and quantifies change in the urban–rural moisture 
contrast throughout the twenty-first century under climate change conditions. The research 
outcomes improve understanding of the opportunities and limitations of EURO-CORDEX data´s 
applicability to urban areas and could inform further research on this topic.    
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2. Experiments   

2.1. Research Area   
To investigate humidity under climate change in urbanized areas, we selected Berlin and its 

surroundings. Berlin, the capital of Germany, is a large-scale city with around 3.6 million 

inhabitants covering approximately 891.1 km² [40]. The city is located in-land in a relatively flat 

topography and is surrounded by predominantly forests and agricultural land. The size and 

geographical location of Berlin makes it a suitable case-study to investigate using regional climate 

model output data.   

The grid boxes of the EURO-CORDEX models are around 11 km × 11 km (0.11°), being together 

roughly 120 km2. Approximately seven grid boxes include an urban land-use type for Berlin. Some 

EURO-CORDEX models follow a fractional approach where the fluxes are calculated based on a mix of 

land-use types within one grid box. Other RCMs contain a dominant tile approach in which the fluxes 

are calculated based on the dominant land-use type within one grid box. This results in a different 

representation of the urban surface in the models. In this research, we considered Berlin per its 

administrative borders. Berlin was sliced out from the regional climate model output data through a 

geographically referenced weighted polygon of the administrative city boundaries (black polygon, 

Figure 1b). Because grid boxes and urban representation differ among the investigated models, this 

method provided a consistent data selection approach for Berlin across the model output data. The 

surroundings of Berlin were selected through a rectangular domain from approximately 140 km by 

100 km located around the administrative boundaries of the city (black rectangle, Figure 1b). The 

land cover of the surroundings is roughly 50% agricultural and grass land, 36% forest, and 14% 

built-up areas and water bodies (Figure 1b) [41].   

 

Figure 1. Research area. (a) Germany and (b) a land-cover map indicating Berlin’s administrative boundaries 

(black polygon) and research domain including its surroundings (black rectangle). Land cover follows the 

CORINE land cover map [42].  

 

 

  

( a )   

( b )   
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2.2. Data, Variables, and Climate Scenarios  
This research investigated regional climate model output data provided by the European CORDEX 

(EURO-CORDEX) using an approximately 12 km2 spatial resolution (0.11°) for the period 1970–2099 

[7]. The data used for this study was obtained from the Earth System Grid Federation, CORDEX data 

node [43]. The multi-model ensemble considered for this study consists of ten model combinations, 

including several global circulation models (GCM), which are presented in Table 1. To understand 

how parameterization schemes of regional climate models represent urban areas, we conducted a 

short online survey within the EURO-CORDEX community and studied model documentation [44–52].   

Relative humidity (RH) and specific humidity (SH) are the primary focus variables of this research as 

well as surface temperature at 2 m height (Tas) and minimum and maximum surface temperature at 

2 m height (Tasmin and Tasmax, respectively). Relative humidity (RH in%) is generally calculated by 

the mass of the actual water vapor (Mv in g/m³) at a temperature divided by the mass of water vapor 

in saturation, depending on the temperature (Mg (T) in g/m³) (Equation (1)).   

RH =
𝑀𝑣

𝑀𝑔 (𝑇)
 × 100% (1) 

 

Table 1. Regional climate models and model combinations and their respective simulated variables 

which were investigated in this research (‘x’ means this variable was investigated). Legend: GCM, 

global circulation model; RCM, regional climate model; RH, relative humidity; SH, specific humidity; 

Tas, surface temperature at 2 m height; Tasmax, maximum surface temperature at 2 m height; 

Tasmin, minimum surface temperature at 2 m height.  

Driving 

Data (GCM) 

Regional 

Model (RCM)  

 

Regional  

Modeling  

Group  

 

Humidity  

Variables (RH 

and SH)  

Temperature  

Variables (Tas,  

Tasmax, 

Tasmin)  

EC-EARTH  RCA4  SMHI  x  x  

EC-EARTH  RACMO22E  KNMI  x  x  

EC-EARTH  HIRHAM5  DMI  x  x  

CM5A-MR  WRF331F  IPSL  x  x  

CM5A-MR  RCA4  SMHI  x  x  

HadGEM2  RCA4  SMHI  x  x  

HadGEM2  RACMO22E  KNMI  x  x  

MPI-ESM-LR  REMO2009   GERICS   x  x  

MPI-ESM-LR  RCA4  SMHI  x  x  

EC-EARTH  CCLM4-8-17  CLM community SH only  x  

 

Observations were compared to the model output data to examine if both showed an 

urban-rural contrast for the variables, as well as to determine whether the magnitudes of these 

contrasts were similar. In situ measurements of individual meteorological stations in Berlin and 

its surroundings were obtained from the Climate Data Center (CDC) of the German Weather 

Service (DWD) [53]. These stations are selected and operated according to guidelines of the 

World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) as well as quality controlled to ensure homogeneity 

across the time series and between the different datasets. The particular datasets used for this 

research are based on hourly measurements and/or contain annual means calculated from the 

hourly data for each variable and observation station [54–57]. The measurement data from ten 
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observation stations, of which six are in Berlin and four in the surroundings of Berlin, were 

compared to the multi-model mean between 1970 and 2017. The annual standard deviation for 

each model variable was calculated to investigate the climate variability. The period 1970 until 

2017 was selected to cover the longest timespan available for the observational data as well as 

to comply with the historical model run period. The observation stations are spread across Berlin 

and located in different areas in its surroundings. The exact locations have been presented on a 

map in the Appendix (Appendix A, Figure A1). Local effects influence measurements from 

observation stations [58]. Figure A1b shows the direct surroundings of the observation stations 

through Google Earth images to assist understanding of the local circumstances at each 

measurement station and to get a sense of its representativeness to the urban or rural context. 

RCM projections for the high emission, business-as-usual, Representative Concentration Pathway 

8.5 (RCP 8.5), as defined by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [59], were 

selected for this study. This high-emission scenario has been chosen because it represents the 

most severe possible future under climate change among the available scenarios. We chose the 

worst-case scenario because it probably gives the most striking results for the investigated 

variables between Berlin and its surroundings as well as between the models. The RCP 8.5 

scenario could be a stepping stone to investigation of other RCP scenarios.    

  

2.3. Calculations and Statistics   
To investigate whether the EURO-CORDEX multi-model ensemble captures urban-rural contrasts 

for moisture, model output data and the differences between the regional climate models were 

investigated. Additionally, compliance between the models and the observations was explored. 

The annual mean of the in situ measurements was compared with the annual multi-model mean 

for Berlin, as well as for the surroundings, to analyze the differences and agreements between 

the models and the observations.  

The running mean was calculated to explore whether a climate change trend is present in the 

climate output data for Berlin and its surroundings as well as to understand the differences 

between trends in urban and rural contexts. The running 30-year climatological mean was 

calculated from the annual mean for each variable and model combination for Berlin as well as 

for its surroundings. The multi-model running mean was calculated from the annual running 

mean of the individual model combinations [60]. The Mann-Kendall test (MK test) explores 

whether there is a monotonic trend and the direction of change of a time series 

(increasing/decreasing) [61,62]. Hence, the MK test was performed for each individual model’s 

running mean for all the investigated variables. A robust result of a monotonic trend and 

direction of change for a variable was considered to have been obtained if more than 66% of the 

models showed similar, statistically significant (p value < 0.05) outcomes for the test [63].   

To further understand the climate change signal, the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test (MWW-test) 

(or U-test) was applied to all investigated variables. The test investigates whether the future 

distribution (in this case 2070–2099) differs significantly for a variable compared to the 

distribution for the historic climate (in this case 1971–2000). A robust result was considered to 

have been obtained if more than 66% of the models showed similar results, implying a significant 

climate change signal for a variable [63]. One of the underlying assumptions for conducting a 

MWW-test is that the data is homogeneous of variances. To ensure this criterion was met the 

Levene test was conducted [64]. If the test outcome was not significant, meaning there was 

homogeneity of variances, the MWW-test was undertaken. Model combinations that could not 

pass the Levene test were left out of the climate change signal analysis for each variable.   
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Annual cycles of the variables were studied to understand changes per month and changes in 

annual cycles throughout the century as well as shifts in the seasons for humidity and 

temperature under climate change. The differences between Berlin and its surroundings were 

analyzed. Firstly, the annual cycle on a decadal basis between 1970 and 2100 was calculated for 

the investigated variables through calculating the annual multi-model mean averaged per 

decade. Secondly, a boxplot was created to understand the mean change when comparing 

1971 ̶ 2000 to 2070–2099, as well as the standard deviation and spread per month of the multi-

model ensemble.   

2.4. Daily Cycle   
To further understand the urban–rural daily temperature contrast, underpinning the results for 

humidity, the hourly temperature data of the regional climate model REMO (version: 

MPI-M-ESM-LR_r1i1p1_REMO2009) was investigated [49,50] in addition to the minimum and 

maximum temperature for all the EURO-CORDEX models.  

The mean daily cycle was calculated over the period 1971–2000 for hourly data of the REMO 

model and compared to the observational mean of the hourly data over the same period for each 

day. The hourly data was obtained from the CDC of the DWD [65]. Based hereupon, for January, 

April, July, and October, the daily mean over the month was calculated to understand the daily 

cycle differences throughout the year. For Berlin as well as its surroundings the mean of the 

respective observation stations was considered in the analysis. Differences in the diurnal 

temperature cycle between Berlin and its surroundings were explored for the models and the 

observations to understand the urban–rural contrasts and whether these had been adequately 

simulated by the models. The mean daily minimum and maximum temperature for the period 

1971–2000 in Berlin and for its surroundings were investigated for each EURO-CORDEX model for 

January, April, July, and October to understand whether the models showed comparable results 

to REMO for the daily cycle urban–rural contrast.   

3. Results  
The results section is divided into two main parts. The first part investigates how the EURO-

CORDEX models represent urban areas in their models and whether differences are simulated for 

humidity and temperature between Berlin and its surroundings. To complement the first part, 

the model outcomes were compared with observations. The second part focuses on quantifying 

urban–rural contrasts for humidity and temperature variables under climate change conditions in 

the twenty-first century in Berlin and its surroundings.   

3.1. Models and Observations   
The running mean, calculated over 30 years for each EURO-CORDEX model and variable, was 

investigated to explore the general differences between the models and model combinations as 

well as the main differences between Berlin and its surroundings (Figure 2). Climate change trend 

analysis based on the running mean is discussed in the second part of the results section.   
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Figure 2. Running 30-year mean for 1970–2099 for individual European Coordinated Regional 

Climate Downscaling Experiment (EURO-CORDEX) models and the multi-model mean for (a) relative 

humidity, (b) specific humidity, (c) temperature, (d) minimum temperature, and (e) maximum 

temperature for Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5, comparing Berlin (solid lines) and 

its surroundings (dashed lines).  

Figure 2 clearly demonstrates that all EURO-CORDEX models simulate distinct differences 

between Berlin and its surroundings for each variable. More specifically, the relative humidity 

and specific humidity are lower in Berlin than its surroundings, resulting in a water vapor deficit 

in Berlin compared to its surroundings (Figure 2a,b). Similarly, the temperatures are higher in 

Berlin than in its surroundings for all temperature variables considered in this study (Figure 2c–e). 

The EURO-CORDEX community survey (Appendix A: Table A1) and the studied model 

documentation indicate that the models represent urban areas through their land surface 

scheme and parameterizations, commonly by means of the ‘bulk’ scheme. Following this ‘bulk’ 

approach, sealed urban areas are represented as a rock surface, which is described in the models 

by a relatively high roughness length, high albedo, and no water storage capacities [18,46,49,66]. 

Model outcomes for Berlin show lower RH and higher temperature values than its surroundings 

(Figure 2). This general outcome can be explained as follows. In the models, large areas of Berlin 
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are represented by a rock surface with a high surface runoff rate and a low capacity to store 

water. Hence, the evaporation rates are low and the atmospheric humidity levels decrease. 

Additionally, this leads to a low latent heat flux and a high sensible heat flux [10]. This results in 

higher temperatures and drier conditions simulated for Berlin compared to its surroundings.   

The observations also show that Berlin is drier and warmer compared to its surroundings 

(Figure 3). There is a spread among the observations, particularly for RH, temperature, and 

minimum temperature. The spread of the rural stations is considerably small compared to the 

stations in Berlin. The direct surroundings of all the rural observation stations are characterized 

by agricultural or grass fields (see Appendix A, Figure A1b). This similar land-use type explains the 

relatively small spread among the observational stations in rural areas. In Berlin, the spread 

between the stations is larger. The stations are located in different areas of the city, near 

(former) airports (Tegel and Tempelhof), green spaces (Dahlem), or roads and buildings 

(Ostkreuz, Marzahn, and Alexanderplatz) (see Appendix A, Figure A1b). The direct surroundings 

of observational stations have a profound influence on their measurements [58]. The observation 

station ‘Alexanderplatz’ is located in the city center of Berlin and is surrounded by compact 

buildings and an almost fully sealed surface. This station shows the highest temperature values 

(Figure 3b), which can be explained by the combined influence of its direct surroundings and its 

central location, which is where the city is at its hottest. The measurement values for RH and 

temperature of the stations ‘Tegel’ and ‘Tempelhof’, which are both near (former) airports, are 

similar. Trees and green areas can have a cooling effect in the city. ‘Dahlem’ is slightly cooler and 

more humid than the other stations because it is located near a green space. The colors of 

Figure 3 reflect the urban gradient, respectively showing the darkest red colors for the stations 

located in the inner city and lighter orange-yellow colors for sub-urban observation stations.    

Comparing the model outcomes with the observations, similar generic outcomes can be seen to 

arise for the studied variables. Berlin is drier and warmer compared to its surroundings. Figure 3a 

shows that the multi-model mean simulates the RH annual mean by a slightly lower amount, i.e., 

by 3–10%, than the observations indicate for Berlin. The models slightly overestimate, i.e., by 

0 ̶ 4%, the relative humidity for the surroundings. This leads to a total overestimation by the 

models of the water vapor deficit in Berlin compared to its surroundings of around 3–14%. The 

model spread is presented in the Appendix (Figure A2). The models are centered around the 

multi-model mean and do not show a distinct exception for one or a few models. The standard 

deviation (Appendix, Table A3) for Berlin is lower than 1% for each model and is between 1.5% 

and 2.5% for the surroundings. To summarize, the models are able to capture the rural–urban 

relative humidity contrast, with a dry overestimation in Berlin. This modeled water vapor deficit 

might be an effect of the urban parameterization scheme that results in low evaporation rates 

due to an overestimation of sealed rock surfaces compared to the actual urban surface with 

green spaces [10]. This leads to an increased drying effect in the model simulations compared to 

the observations. The observational station ‘Alexanderplatz’ in Berlin corresponds most correctly 

to the multi-model mean for RH (Figure 3a) and to a lesser extent for temperature (Figure 3b), 

which is in contrast to the other stations further away from the city center. The observation 

station ‘Alexanderplatz’,in the city center,  is surrounded by compact buildings and an almost 

fully sealed surface (see Appendix A, Figure A1). This hints that the simple urban ‘bulk’ scheme in 

RCMs could represent sealed, central urban areas quite adequately with respect to climatological 

annual mean values. Nevertheless (sub-) urban areas with vegetated spaces remain more 

challenging to simulate correctly by regional climate models on the 0.11° spatial scale.   

For the mean annual temperature the models simulate temperature change over the past time 

period in a similar fashion to the observations, simulating namely an approximate increase of 
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around 1.2–1.5 °C between 1970 and 2017 (Figure 3b–d). The temperature difference between 

Berlin and its surroundings is overestimated by the models with a ~2 °C difference between the 

two multi-model means compared to a ~1 °C difference for the observations. This is mainly due 

to an underestimation of the temperature in the surroundings by the models (Figure 3b).   

The standard deviation for the temperature variables calculated over the annual mean for each 

model is <1 °C in Berlin and between 0.5 °C and 1.5 °C for its surroundings (Appendix, Table A3). 

The climate variability is low because it was calculated on an annual basis for a relatively small 

domain. The model spread (Appendix, Figure A2) for the temperature variables is approximately 

3 °C in Berlin and ~4 °C for its surroundings. The global climate models driving RCMs largely affect 

the results for the temperature variables, particularly for CM5A-MR, HADGEM2, and MPI-ESM. 

Generally, the models capture the urban–rural contrast for temperature in a similar fashion as 

the observations, with a slight underestimation of the temperature in the surroundings. The 

models simulate the temperature trend in a comparable manner to the observations. This is 

expected to persist for future projections. The relative humidity trend is largely dependent on the 

temperature trend and therefore expected to be projected adequately by the models.   

The annual maximum and annual minimum temperature show opposite urban–rural contrasts 

for Berlin and its surroundings when comparing the multi-model means with the respective 

observations (Figure 3c,d). The simulated difference in the maximum temperature between 

Berlin and its surroundings is larger than the simulated difference in the minimum temperature 

between both areas. By contrast, the observations show a smaller difference between the 

maximum temperature and the minimum temperature when comparing Berlin and its 

surroundings. This suggests that the models possibly do not capture the temperature difference 

correctly for the nighttime between Berlin and its surroundings. According to previous studies, 

the largest temperature difference between the urban and rural areas, the largest UHI, is 

expected during the night. In winter, the temperature difference between Berlin and its 

surroundings is expected to be smaller compared to other seasons [67,68].    
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Figure 3. EURO-CORDEX multi-model annual mean compared to observation station data 

annual mean in Berlin and its surroundings for (a) relative humidity, (b) temperature, (c) 

minimum temperature, and (d) maximum temperature for 1970–2017.  

Based on the results presented in Figure 3c,d, there is a need to further understand whether the 

nighttime and daytime temperature differences between Berlin and its surroundings are 

adequately simulated by the regional climate models. The EURO-CORDEX community survey 

(Appendix A, Table A1) indicates that all RCMs represent urban areas in a similar fashion through 

a ‘bulk’ parameterization scheme. Hence, each model could be taken as a representative 

example for the other models. In this case, the REMO model was selected to further investigate 

the daily cycle because hourly data was directly available. The REMO hourly historic model mean 

on a daily basis between 1971 and 2000 for January, April, July, and October was compared to 

the equivalently calculated observational mean averaged over the observational stations in and 

outside Berlin. The diurnal cycle of the observations shows a daytime temperature maximum and 

nighttime minimum for both Berlin and its surroundings (Figure 4). Generally, it is during 

nighttime that the largest difference in temperature between Berlin and its surroundings occurs. 

For most months the modeled diurnal temperature cycles show a similar curve to the 

observations. Nonetheless, REMO simulates the largest temperature difference between Berlin 

and its surroundings during the daytime instead of the nighttime, opposing the observations and 

leading to an underestimation of the nighttime urban–rural temperature difference (Figure 4).   
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Figure 4. Temperature diurnal cycle. Hourly average between 1971–2000 for the monthly mean 

of (a) July, (b) January, (c) April, and (d) October. The hourly mean of regional climate model 

REMO (solid lines) is compared to the observational data (dashed lines) for Berlin (black) and its 

surroundings (green) as well as the hourly mean of the surroundings subtracted from the hourly 

mean of Berlin (blue).  

During January the urban diurnal cycle is exacerbated, with a slightly stronger warming during 

the day and generally a stronger cooling at night. This is possibly due to long winter nights and 

short days with limited incoming solar radiation to warm up the urban surface and limited heat 

storage capacity. In reality, urban areas generally warm up faster than their surroundings and the 

heat is stored during the day and slowly released at night, leading to a larger temperature 

difference between a city and its surroundings at nighttime. This is in line with the observational 

diurnal cycles displayed in Figure 4. Conceivably, as a result of the ‘bulk’ parameterization 

scheme, the model is unable to trap the energy adsorbed during the day in the street canyons as 

heat is only stored in the surface layer with minimal thickness and no heat exchange between 

city elements is parameterized in the scheme. Additionally, anthropogenic heat is not considered 

explicitly, further limiting the nocturnal cooling potential of the surface and low atmosphere. 

Consequently, the model results show a stronger temperature difference between Berlin and its 

surroundings during daytime, misrepresenting the actual urban–rural largest temperature 

difference at night measured by the observations.   

Similarly to REMO, the other EURO-CORDEX models investigated contain a ‘bulk’ scheme for 

urban areas. In this light, REMO can be seen to be representative of the other models and similar 

results may be expected. To validate the latter, an additional analysis investigates the daily 

minimum and maximum temperature for each model, comparing Berlin to its surroundings. 

According to previous studies, the UHI should be larger at night than during the day [67]. The 
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results of the analysis are presented in Figure 5. Generally, the models do not show the expected 

outcome. The difference between the minimum temperature in Berlin (urbmin) and the 

minimum temperature in its surroundings (surrmin) is generally smaller (and in January even 

reversed) than the difference between the maximum temperature in Berlin (urbmax) compared 

to the maximum temperature in its surroundings (surrmax). The results for the EURO-CORDEX 

models are comparable to the results found for REMO. In summary, all EURO-CORDEX models 

simulate the UHI. However, the models do not simulate the timing of the UHI correctly. The 

temperature difference between Berlin and its surroundings peaks during the daytime instead of 

the nighttime.   

  

Figure 5. Temperature minimum and maximum for Berlin (urbmin/urbmax) and its 

surroundings (surrmin/surrmax) for the ten-model combination from the EURO-CORDEX multi-

model ensemble. Daily average between 1971–2000 for the monthly mean of (a) July, (b) 

January, (c) April, and (d) October.  

3.2. Humidity under Climate Change   
As mentioned in the first part of the results section, the models generally indicate a water vapor 

deficit in Berlin, and it is on the whole warmer in Berlin compared to its surroundings throughout 

the twenty-first century (Figure 2). With respect to the 30 years running mean, specific humidity 

and temperatures increase throughout the century, both in Berlin and in its surroundings. For 

specific humidity, the difference in the multi-model mean between Berlin and its surroundings is 

constant over time. The temperature difference between Berlin and its surroundings is enlarged 

during the twenty-first century and is particularly characterized by a stronger warming in Berlin. 

Relative humidity is directly related to changes in temperature and specific humidity. The 

temperature increase is larger in Berlin throughout the twenty-first century, causing a decrease 

in RH in Berlin and a slight RH increase in its surroundings (Figure 2a). Urban areas retain heat 

better than their rural surroundings. The model results show that this urban heat island effect is 

likely to be amplified under rising temperatures and climate change conditions. The urban–rural 

diverging pattern for relative humidity was further analyzed with an MK test. The outcomes of 
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the MK test show a robust result for Berlin, with 78% of the assessed models agreeing on a 

significant decreasing monotonic trend in Berlin for relative humidity throughout the century. For 

the surroundings the model agreement of a significant increasing monotonic trend is only 50% 

across the models and therefore not robust. For specific humidity, temperature, and minimum 

and maximum temperature the MK test shows 100% model agreement of a significant increasing 

trend for Berlin as well as for its surroundings (Appendix A, Table A2).  

To enhance understanding of the climate change signal for the studied variables in Berlin and its 

surroundings, an MWW test was conducted. The MWW test outcome for relative humidity 

indicates, for the seven models that passed the Levene test, 71% of the models agree that the 

future distribution (2070–2099) is different from the historical distribution (1971–2000). In other 

words, the climate change signal in Berlin is robust for relative humidity. Thus, RH would 

decrease in Berlin under RCP 8.5 climate change conditions in the twenty-first century. For the 

surroundings, only 25% of the model combinations (eight out of nine passed the Levene test) 

show a different distribution in the future for relative humidity. Hence, the climate change signal 

for RH is not robust for the surroundings of Berlin (Appendix A, Table A2). The GCM CM5A-* 

driven model combinations show a different result for RH than the other model families. The RH 

decrease in Berlin is not significant for the CM5A-* family and the increase in RH in Berlin’s 

surroundings shows significant results for the MWW test.   

To gain insight into the change in the annual cycle under projected climate change in Berlin and 

its surroundings, the monthly multi-model mean on a decadal basis between 1970 and 2100 was 

investigated for each variable (Figure 6).   

  

Figure 6. Decadal annual mean cycle for the period 1970–2100 of the EURO-CORDEX multi-

model ensemble for RCP 8.5 and for Berlin and its surroundings. The figure shows the outcomes 

for the different variables: RH (a/b), SH (c/d), temperature (e/f), minimum temperature (g/h), 

and maximum temperature (i/j).  
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Figure 2 shows that Berlin would get consistently drier (lower RH) than its surroundings 

throughout the year for each decade, particularly in the summer months (Figure 6a). The 

strongest RH change would occur in Berlin in the summer months, with an RH decrease of 

up to 6% in 2090– 2100 compared to 1970–1980 in contrast to hardly any change during the 

winter months. The up to 6% decrease in relative humidity (RH) in Berlin contrasts with an 

average RH of about 66% projected by the RCMs (Figure 2a) and an average of about 73% 

RH measured by suburban stations and 68% RH by the inner-city station (Figure 3a). In 

addition, the 6% projected decrease in RH is comparable to the model spread of 4–5% 

(Figure 2a). Climate change has its strongest effect on the RH annual cycle in the summer 

months. This stronger change pattern in the summer months is also visible for specific 

humidity throughout the decades and to a lesser extent for temperature, underpinning the 

RH results. The strong change in the summer months can be explained by the increase in 

incoming solar radiation in the summer compared to winter, resulting in higher summer 

temperatures [69,70]. This increase in temperature exacerbates the air moisture deficit in 

summer, leading to a stronger drying effect in the urban areas in the summer months. An 

increase in relative humidity in the surroundings of Berlin is visible in May and to a lesser 

extent in June throughout the twenty-first century. This could be explained by low 

evaporation, predominantly cloudy skies, and dormant vegetation resulting in increased soil 

moisture with minimal fluctuations in winter. In spring, around April–May, increased 

vegetation growth removes moisture from the soil through intensive evapotranspiration, 

increasing RH in the atmosphere [70,71].   

 

Figure 7. Mean monthly change for each variable under climate change conditions, comparing 

1971– 2000 to 2070–2099 for Berlin (grey-blue) and its surroundings (green) for (a) RH, (b) 

temperature, (c) SH, (d) minimum temperature, and (e) maximum temperature for RCP 8.5. The 

multi-model median (red line), quartiles (Q1: 25% and Q3: 75%) and whiskers, including 

interquartile range (IQR) (1.5 × IQR (IQR = Q3 − Q1)) indicate the model spread.  
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Figure 7 improves the understanding of the mean monthly change for each variable under 

climate change conditions, comparing 1971–2000 to 2070–2099. It uses box and whisker plots.   

In agreement with previous results, Figure 7 shows the strongest RH decrease by the end of the 

century in the summer months in Berlin of around 2%, in contrast to hardly any change during 

the winter months. It shows a ~2% increase in relative humidity for the surroundings in spring, 

which could be a result of the increase in evaporation as mentioned above. The biggest spread 

among the RCMs occurs in the surroundings and is generally slightly stronger at the end of 

summer (August– September). This could be due to differences in the available soil moisture in 

Berlin’s surroundings. Because of increased evapotranspiration and decreased precipitation, the 

soil moisture is expected to be lower in the summer months. During the end of summer and fall 

the soil moisture recharge phase starts because harvest reduces the biomass and precipitation 

increases [70,71]. August and September are just on the verge of this phase transition, leading to 

potentially higher model uncertainties in relative humidity in the surroundings of Berlin.    

With respect to temperature, the change between 1971–2000 and 2070–2099 would be around 

4– 5 °C in Berlin, with a slightly lower increase in spring (Figure 7). For the surroundings this 

change would be around 2–3 °C in spring and 3–4.5 °C in the other months. Minimum and 

maximum temperature would follow a similar monthly change pattern. However, the minimum 

temperature change would increase slightly more than the maximum temperature, especially in 

spring and summer, with a difference of around 0.0–0.5 °C for Berlin and around 0.0–0.7 °C for its 

surroundings.  

The model spread is around 2 °C for all temperature variables in Berlin and its surroundings, 

except for the minimum temperature in the surroundings, which shows a 4–5 °C difference 

between the models (Figure 2c–e).  

In summary, according to the EURO-CORDEX multi-model ensemble data for the RCP 8.5 

scenario, Berlin is getting drier and faces a larger temperature increase than its surroundings by 

the end of the century under climate change conditions, especially in summer.  

4. Discussion  
All ten EURO-CORDEX model combinations showed a clear difference for humidity and related 

variables between Berlin and its surroundings. Several previous studies have also demonstrated a 

temperature difference between an urban area and its surroundings simulated by one or several 

EURO-CORDEX models [e.g., 10,20,72]. Hence, to our knowledge, this is the first study to take 

into consideration the EURO-CORDEX multi-model ensemble when analyzing humidity variables 

for Berlin and its surroundings. Only this approach enables us to derive information on potential 

future moisture changes in urban areas compared to their surroundings under climate change 

conditions.   

Previous observational studies have investigated moisture differences between a city and its 

surroundings for past time periods. However, the main focus of many of these studies has been 

the diurnal cycle and these studies have been based on observational records only. These studies 

considered a wide range of different methods to analyze moisture, e.g., wet bulb temperature, 

specific humidity, and water vapor pressure. Throughout the world, in many cities a moisture 

deficit has been predominantly found (Cairo: 21, Chicago: 22, Christchurch: 23, Edmonton: 24, 

Lodz: 25, Mexico City: 26, Moscow: 31), but nevertheless urban moisture excess has also been 

identified primarily in others (Belgrade: 27, Krefeld: 28, London: 29, Szeged: 30). Some cities have 

shown a daytime urban moisture deficit, mainly because of reduced evapotranspiration and 

better turbulent mixing in cities and a nocturnal moisture surplus due to continued 
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evapotranspiration, more anthropogenic moisture sources, and fewer surfaces for condensation. 

In addition, some cities have shown a moisture deficit in specific months and a surplus in other 

months. The methods used to measure or derive humidity-related variables vary strongly 

between the studies. The comparableness is limited among the observational studies as well as 

to this regional climate model data driven research. Regional climate models are not yet able to 

represent the complex fine-scale daily humidity cycles described by observational studies. 

Nevertheless, RCMs are the best tool currently available to understand urban– rural moisture 

contrasts under climate change during the twenty-first century. As this is one of the first climate 

model output data studies considering humidity changes under future climate change conditions, 

further research and comparative studies are needed to gain an improved understanding of 

commonalities and differences between cities as well as to assess the main generic conclusions.    

To our knowledge, this is the first study to derive an increase in the moisture deficit in Berlin 

compared to its surroundings under climate change conditions throughout the twenty-first 

century. In line with other studies that have defined the UDI [31,32], it could be concluded that 

Berlin shows an increasing urban dry island effect under climate change. Additionally, 

underpinning the findings of the UDI, an increasing UHI was detected in Berlin under climate 

change conditions throughout the century. An in-depth process understanding study is needed to 

identify which parameters lead to these results, e.g., evaporation, radiation, and cloudiness, etc. 

This could further enhance our knowledge of urban–rural interactions under climate change. 

Additionally, the mean change in the UDI throughout the century could imply a change in 

extremes, variability, or compound events. These are all interesting topics for further research.   

The described UHI for Berlin should be considered with caution. The temperature difference 

between Berlin and its surroundings for the diurnal cycle, particularly at nighttime, is not 

represented adequately by the models. Daniel at al. [10] have also found that the nighttime 

temperature differences between the city and rural areas are underestimated using an RCM with 

a ‘bulk’ approach for the city of Paris as well as other urban areas in France. Sophisticated urban 

schemes would improve the diurnal temperature difference according to Daniel et al. [10]. 

Further research and incorporation of sophisticated urban schemes in RCMs are required to 

address the inadequate representation of the UHI by regional climate models. The 

misrepresentation of the diurnal cycle temperature difference between Berlin and its 

surroundings implies that no comprehensive conclusions for the daily temperature cycle can be 

worked out from this research. The models simulate the timing of the temperature difference 

inadequately on a sub-daily scale. The models capture the mean daily heat budget and urban–

rural temperature contrast. The mean climate change trend results could therefore give a 

plausible indication for the future for temperature and humidity variables. Prior studies have 

identified a connection between the UHI effect and humidity fluctuations in urban areas [e.g., 

21,29,30]. As described previously, the models would be expected to simulate the difference in 

minimum temperature larger between Berlin and its surroundings, and vice versa for maximum 

temperature. Based hereupon, the maximum temperature as well as the simulated maximum 

temperature difference could be overestimated. Higher temperatures lead to an increase in 

saturated water vapor pressure and therefore decreased relative humidity (following Equation 

(1)). Due to overestimation of the daytime maximum temperature difference by the models, 

Berlin might be less dry compared to its surroundings than the models present currently.   

Climate models are subject to uncertainties, though it is commonly conceived that multi-model 

ensemble studies result in a more accurate representation of possible futures than those using 

one single model, reducing the expected uncertainty of the outcomes of this study [73]. The 

results of the MWW test show that the driving GCM influences RCM outcomes for urban–rural 
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contrasts of relative humidity. Further research would be favorable to further improve our 

understanding of this topic. Taking this into consideration, the results of this research should be 

treated with caution and only provide an indication of a possible future change of humidity for 

Berlin compared to its surroundings.   

Running the EURO-CORDEX coordinated simulations with sophisticated urban schemes could 

potentially change and profoundly improve the outcomes of this type of research, in particular 

with respect to the daily temperature cycle [10]. Furthermore, it would be of high interest to 

explore whether the climate change signal for relative humidity would change under state-of-

the-art convection permitting models to understand whether simulations on higher spatial 

resolutions would result in an improved representation of climate change impacts in urban areas.  

It would also be important to explore the usability of the findings, particularly with respect to 

relative humidity for different city sectors and to seek an improved understanding of how to 

tailor information in a useful manner for urban decision makers.  

5. Conclusions  
Humidity changes under climate change conditions are poorly understood in urban areas. 

Changes in humidity can alter living conditions for city inhabitants and an increasing need 

therefore exists to enhance our knowledge. However, many urban models and climate models 

are currently either not scale compliant for cities and offer only a limited set of climatological 

parameters, or do not simulate urban–rural interactions. This work aimed to improve 

understanding of the change in moisture and temperature variables under climate change, 

ultimately to be able to equip urban decision makers with science-based information to adapt to 

projected humidity changes. EURO-CORDEX regional climate model simulations (0.11°) were 

analyzed for RCP 8.5 with a focus on relative and specific humidity, as well as temperature 

variables, throughout the century for Berlin and its surroundings.  

The main results show that Berlin is getting drier and is facing a larger temperature increase than 

its surroundings towards the end of the century under climate change conditions. This is 

particularly profound in summer, with a mean decadal RH decrease of up to 6% when comparing 

1970–1979 with 2090–2099. Berlin is warming more strongly than its surroundings throughout 

the entire year, i.e., by ~2° C when comparing 1971–2000 with 2070–2099. This study discloses 

for the first time that the EURO-CORDEX multi-model ensemble is able to capture a humidity 

difference between Berlin and its surroundings, as well as quantifies the respective climate 

change urban–rural trends throughout the century. Additionally, the study also shows limitations 

of the RCMs in this respect. For the historic climate period (1970–2017), the outcomes are similar 

between the model simulations and observations, though there is a slight overestimation of the 

water vapor deficit in Berlin by the models. A comparison between the REMO model and 

observations for the historic diurnal temperature cycle shows that REMO simulates a larger UHI 

during daytime. The RCMs are unable to represent the expected dominant nighttime urban heat 

island effect adequately. This might have profound influence on overall RCM results for urban 

areas and needs to be addressed in the future. The running mean over 30 years shows a 

divergence throughout the twenty-first century for relative humidity between Berlin and its 

surroundings, with Berlin getting drier over time, which was validated by the Mann-Kendall test. 

The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test for relative humidity indicates a robust climate change signal in 

Berlin. Berlin is drier and warmer for all months, with the largest difference compared to its 

surroundings in the summer. Also, the change in humidity in 2070–2099 compared to 1971–2000 

is largest in the summer months. In summary, this study shows for the first time an increasing 

urban dry island under climate change conditions throughout the twenty-first century in Berlin. 
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Appendix A  

Table A1. EURO-CORDEX community survey outcomes on urban representation in RCMs used for 

EURO-CORDEX 0.11° simulations.  

Name of  
Institution  

Model  
Versions Used 

for  
EURO-CORDE 
X Simulations 

on ESGF  

Urban 

Representation  
Description and References  

Climate  
Service  
Center  

Germany  
(GERICS)  

REMO2009  Bulk  
Land-use type urban. Urban is treated as rock surfaces.  

Roughness length and albedo adjusted. No field capacity, nor 

vegetation. Fractional approach [49,50].  

Swedish  
Meteorologic al 

and  
Hydrological  

Institute  
(SMHI)  

RCA4  Bulk  

Land-use physiography is based on ECOCLIMAP land-
surface database [45].  

RCA4 includes no further direct reference to urban 

parameterizations [48].   

Royal  
Netherlands  
Meteorologic al 

Institute  
(KNMI)  

RACMO22E  Bulk  

RACMO22E is based on CY31r1 Urban fraction based on  
ECOCLIMAP land-surface database [45]. Dominant tile 

approach. Roughness lengths and surface interactions 

adjusted for urban land cover [46].   

Danish  
Meteorologic al 

Institute  
(DMI)   

HIRHAM5  Bulk  
HIRHAM5 [51] includes ECHAM4 [52]. Urban represented 

through adjusted constant surface parameters.   

Institute  
Pierre Simon  

Laplache  
(IPSL)   

CM5A-MR- WRF331F  Bulk  

The vegetation/soil parameters are adjusted for urban land 
surface type (e.g., albedo and roughness length) [66] in  

NOAH-LSM [47]. Urban Canopy model available but not turned 

on for EURO-CORDEX simulations.   

Climate  
Limit-Area  
Modeling  

Community  
(CLM)   

COSMO-CLM  Bulk  
Surface land cover type urban. Each sub-grid land cover type is 

a separate column for energy and water calculations [44]. 

TERRA-LM is used for EURO-CORDEX simulations.   
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Table A2. Outcomes of the Mann-Kendall (MK) test, Levene test, and Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) test for relative 

humidity for Berlin and its surroundings.  

    MK Test    Levene Test  MWW Test   

  
Model Combination 

(GCM_RCM)  
Direction  p Value   

t  
Value   

p  
Value   

t  
Value   

p Value   

Berlin  

EC-EARTH_RCA4  Decreasing  
2.58 ×  
10−06  0.0003  0.9855  226  0.0002  

EC-EARTH_RACMO22E  Decreasing  
3.33 ×  
10−15  0.2236  0.6380  156  

2.54 ×  
10−06  

EC-EARTH_HIRHAM5  No trend  0.8689  0.3136  0.5775  446  0.3161  
CM5A-MR_WRF331F  No trend  0.5196  16.184  0.2082  405  0.1455  

CM5A-MR_RCA4  Decreasing  
3.97 ×  
10−11  61.218  0.0162  159  

3.10 ×  
10−06  

HadGEM2_RCA4  Decreasing  
5.64 ×  
10−07  21.851  0.1446  231  0.0002  

HadGEM2_RACMO22E  Decreasing  0.0000  0.1718  0.6800  40  
2.92 ×  
10−10  

MPI-ESM-LR_REMO2009(r1)  Decreasing  
2.22 ×  
10−16  57.208  0.0199  80  

8.94 ×  
10−09  

MPI-ESM-LR_REMO2009(r2)  Decreasing  
4.88 ×  
10−14  24.869  0.1201  102  

5.14 ×  
10−08  

Surroundings  

EC-EARTH_RCA4  No trend  0.3124  91.139  0.0037  447  0.3211  
EC-EARTH_RACMO22E  No trend  0.7353  29.544  0.0908  474  0.4663  
EC-EARTH_HIRHAM5  Increasing   0.0329  0.4255  0.5167  372  0.0642  
CM5A-MR_WRF331F  Increasing   0.0061  0.6487  0.4238  331  0.0180  

CM5A-MR_RCA4  Increasing   0.0001  0.3001  0.5858  227  0.0002  
HadGEM2_RCA4  Increasing   0.0225  0.0003  0.9870  364  0.0512  

HadGEM2_RACMO22E  No trend  0.7967  0.0299  0.8632  460  0.3891  
MPI-ESM-LR_REMO2009(r1)  No trend  0.4589  0.0414  0.8395  452  0.3467  
MPI-ESM-LR_REMO2009(r2)  No trend  0.8154  0.0099  0.9212  462  0.4000  

Table A3. Standard deviation for each model combination and for the investigated variables calculated over the  
annual mean for the period 1970–2016.  

      Variables   

  
Model Combination 

(GCM_RCM)  
RH (%)  SH (-)  Tas (°C)  Tasmax (°C)  Tasmin (°C)  

Berlin  

EC-EARTH_RCA4  0.80  0.00017  0.60  0.59  0.62  
EC-EARTH_RACMO22E  0.76  0.00017  0.62  0.60  0.64  
EC-EARTH_HIRHAM5  0.46  0.00013  0.48  0.46  0.52  
CM5A-MR_WRF331F  0.55  0.00022  0.85  0.83  0.88  

CM5A-MR_RCA4  0.58  0.00021  0.79  0.80  0.78  
HadGEM2_RCA4  0.61  0.00019  0.71  0.71  0.71  

HadGEM2_RACMO22E  0.71  0.00021  0.78  0.77  0.79  
MPI-ESM-LR_REMO2009(r1)  0.72  0.00014  0.47  0.47  0.49  
MPI-ESM-LR_REMO2009(r2)  0.68  0.00014  0.52  0.54  0.54  

Surroundings  

EC-EARTH_RCA4  1.83  0.00026  0.75  0.79  0.78  
EC-EARTH_RACMO22E  1.64  0.00024  0.82  0.83  0.80  
EC-EARTH_HIRHAM5  1.51  0.00021  0.79  0.80  0.81  
CM5A-MR_WRF331F  2.14  0.00029  1.34  1.35  1.38  

CM5A-MR_RCA4  1.56  0.00030  1.09  1.20  1.04  
HadGEM2_RCA4  2.39  0.00030  0.99  1.14  0.90  

HadGEM2_RACMO22E  1.98  0.00025  1.06  1.08  1.06  
MPI-ESM-LR_REMO2009(r1)  1.88  0.00026  0.71  0.77  0.72  
MPI-ESM-LR_REMO2009(r2)  2.11  0.00023  0.82  0.87  0.86  
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Figure A1. Locations of observational stations (a) and their surrounding environments (b).  

Map data from 2019 GeoBasis DE/BKG, Google, Germany. 
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Figure A2. Yearly mean for each model of the EURO-CORDEX multi-model ensemble compared 

to the multi-model mean for 1970–2017. The variables presented are (a) relative humidity, (b) 

specific humidity, (c) temperature, (d) minimum temperature, and (e) maximum temperature.   
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Climate extremes affected cities and their populations during the last decades. Future 
climate projections indicate climate extremes will increasingly impact urban areas 
during the 21st century. Humidity related fluctuations and extremes directly underpin 
convective processes, as well as can influence human health conditions. Regional 
climate models are a powerful tool to understand regional-to-local climate change 
processes for cities and their surroundings. Convection-permitting regional climate 
models, operating on very high resolutions, indicate improved simulation of convective 
extremes, particularly on sub-daily timescales and in regions with complex terrain such 
as cities. This research aims to understand how crossing spatial resolutions from 
~12.5 km to ~3 km grid size affect humidity extremes and related variables under future 
climate change for urban areas and its surroundings. Taking Berlin and its surroundings 
as the case study area, the research identifies two categories of unprecedented future 
extreme atmospheric humidity conditions happening under 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C mean 
warming based on statistical distributions, respectively near surface specific humidity 
>0.02 kg/kg and near surface relative humidity <30%. Two example cases for each 
future extreme condition are dynamically downscaled for a two months period from 
the 0.44° horizontal resolution following a double-nesting approach: first to the 0.11° 
(~12.5 km) horizontal resolution with the regional climate model REMO and thereafter 
to the 0.0275° (~3 km) horizontal resolution with the non-hydrostatic version of REMO. 
The findings show that crossing spatial resolutions from ~12.5 km to ~3 km grid size 
affects humidity extremes and related variables under climate change. Generally, a 
stronger decrease in moisture (up to 0.0007–0.005 kg/kg SH and 10–20% RH) and an 
increase in temperature (1–2 °C) is found on the 0.0275° compared to the 0.11° 
horizontal resolution, which is more profound in Berlin than in the surroundings. The 
convection-permitting scale mitigates the specific humidity moist extreme and 
intensifies the relative humidity dry extreme in Berlin, posing challenges with respect to 
health for urban dwellers.    
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1. Introduction 

Urban populations have become increasingly affected by climate extremes over the course of the last 

decades (Masson et al., 2020; Mishra et al., 2015; Rosenzweig et al., 2018). Climate projections 

indicate extreme events will further increase in frequency and intensity in the future under climate 

change (Alexander, 2016; IPCC et al., 2012; Myhre et al., 2019). Urban areas and its population are 

prone to the impacts of climate extremes, for instance heatwaves and heavy precipitation 

(Grimmond et al., 2010; Rosenzweig et al., 2018). Commonly investigated underlying climatic 

variables, such as temperature and mean precipitation are relatively well understood for urban areas 

(Argüeso et al., 2016; Wiesner et al., 2018). Other climatic variables such as humidity and particularly 

its extremes, are less commonly investigated despite their critical importance to urban areas.  

Humidity fluctuations and extremes are key to convective meteorological phenomena and related 

extreme events. It is a direct source of water influencing the intensity and frequency of precipitation 

events, droughts, as well as heatwaves (Fischer and Knutti, 2013; Hardwick Jones et al., 2010). High 

humidity levels combined with high temperatures result in greater thermal stress for humans, and 

can lead to increased mortality rates, especially during heat waves (Coccolo et al., 2016; Raymond et 

al., 2020). Exposure to heat-humidity extremes is projected to increasingly pose health challenges to 

the global population in the upcoming decades under 1.5° and 2.0 °C warming (Li et al., 2020). 

Whereas, low humidity levels can lead to more severe influenza epidemics by providing the right 

conditions for influenza spread and survival, particularly in fall and winter in temperate climates 

(Dalziel et al., 2018; Davis et al., 2016; Lowen et al., 2007; Shaman and Kohn, 2009). Much of the 

observed wintertime increase of mortality in temperate regions is attributed to influenza (Shaman et 

al., 2010). This shows that humidity levels can impact human health. It is therefore pivotal to 

understand humidity fluctuations and extremes, particularly under future climate change.  

To gain a thorough understanding on humidity extremes and their impacts it is critical to advance the 

knowledge on the drivers of humidity extremes, at various spatial scales, and particularly in a 

multivariate context with a focus on process understanding (Bai et al., 2018; Fischer and Knutti, 2013; 

Sharma et al., 2013; Sillmann et al., 2017). Improved regional-to-local understanding of humidity 

extremes under climate change for cities supports the development of climate information tailored 

to the needs of urban decision-makers and stakeholders, to inform adaptation towards increased 

resilience in urban areas (Aerts and Botzen, 2014; Bai et al., 2018; Baklanov et al., 2018; Langendijk 

et al., 2019a). Regional climate models (RCMs) are a powerful tool to understand meteorological 

processes on regional-to-local scales under climate change, as they simulate multivariate dynamical 

interactions including those of urban areas and their surroundings. RCMs currently simulate a variety 

of horizontal grid resolutions, from roughly 50 km × 50 km, to 12.5 km × 12.5 km, and further down 

to 3 km × 3 km grid resolutions (Jacob et al., 2020). The very high horizontal resolution of 

3 km × 3 km, the so-called convection-permitting scale, offers promising prospects to improve the 

simulation of convective systems, clouds, and precipitation, particularly for areas with complex 

terrain such as cities (Ban et al., 2014; Coppola et al., 2020; Masson et al., 2020; Prein et al., 2015). 

Previous studies indicate convection-permitting simulations particularly show large benefits on sub-

daily timescales and for extreme values, compared to little improvements for mean values averaged 

over time (Argüeso et al., 2016; Prein et al., 2015). Despite being propitious, until now, no research 

investigated whether or not finer spatial resolutions improve the understanding and simulation of 

future humidity extremes for cities.  

Two main humidity variables are investigated in this research. Firstly, specific humidity, which is the 

amount of water vapor in relation to the total mass of water vapor and air combined, expressed in 

kilograms of water vapor per kilogram of moist air. Secondly, relative humidity, which indicates how 
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saturated the air is compared to the water vapor fully saturated air could contain at a specific 

temperature, expressed as a percentage. The following abbreviation are used in this research for 

referring to specific humidity: SH, and relative humidity: RH.  

This study takes Berlin and its surroundings as the case study area. Prior research shows urban areas 

are generally less moist than its surroundings, often referred to as the urban dry island (UDI) effect 

(Hage, 1975; Langendijk et al., 2019b; Lokoshchenko, 2017). Langendijk et al. (2019b) indicates that 

Berlin shows an increase in specific humidity, and a decrease in relative humidity until the end of the 

century. The latter is stronger in Berlin than in its surroundings. It remains unknown how urban 

areas, for instance through this “drying” effect, influence the meteorological conditions 

characterizing humidity extremes.  

By the authors’ knowledge, there has been no study until now that investigates if increased model 

resolutions affects the simulation of urban-rural meteorological processes for unprecedented future 

humidity extremes under climate change. Therefore, with a focus on Berlin, this first study is 

centered on the following research question: “How does crossing spatial resolutions from ~12.5 km 

to ~3 km grid size affect unprecedented future humidity extremes and related variables under 

climate change for Berlin and its surroundings?”  

 

2. Method  

The research contains three main methodological parts: 1) the identification of unprecedented 

future extreme conditions for the Berlin region; 2) new experiment set up for downscaling extremes; 

3) analysis of the downscaled model output data.  

2.1. Research area  

Berlin and its surroundings are selected as the case-study region, because of the relatively flat 

regional topography, Berlin’s large city size, and the distinct urban-rural landscape heterogeneity. 

These aspects make Berlin and its surroundings suitable to investigate urban-rural contrasts using 

regional climate model output data.  

Berlin, the capital of Germany, is a large-scale city with around 3.6 million inhabitants covering 

approximately 891.1 km2 (Amt für Statistik Berlin-Brandenburg, 2020), located in-land at 

approximately 52.52° N, 13.4° E. The land cover of Berlin’s surroundings is roughly 50% agricultural 

and grass land, 36% forest and 14% build up areas and water bodies (Fig. 1b) (Amt für Statistik Berlin-

Brandenburg, 2020). The primary investigated domain is approximately 140 km by 140 km centered 

around Berlin (black rectangular, Fig. 1b).  
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Fig. 1. Research area. (a) Germany and (b) a land-cover map indicating Berlin’s administrative boundaries (black 

polygon) and research domain including the surroundings (black rectangular). Land cover following CORINE 

land cover map (EEA, 2000; Langendijk et al., 2019b).  

 

2.2. Identifying future extreme conditions  

2.2.1. Models and data  

The first step of the research identifies future extreme conditions related to atmospheric moisture, 

occurring under 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C global warming. This research uses the model output data 

produced by the “Half a degree Additional warming, Prognosis and Projected Impacts” (HAPPI) 

project (Mitchell et al., 2017; Sieck et al., 2021). This dataset is a unique modelling effort that aims at 

generating large ensembles of climate model simulations which enable investigations on how the 

climate, and in particular extreme events, might differ from present day under 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C 

warmer futures than pre-industrial conditions. The HAPPI global circulation model (GCM) simulations 

use prescribed sea-surface temperatures (SST) for respective periods, following the Atmospheric 

Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) style (Gates, 1992). Three simulation periods are selected: a 

historical decade (2006–2015) with observed SSTs, and two projected periods with 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C 

warmer global mean surface temperature than pre-industrial (1861–1880) conditions. For the latter 

two periods, CMIP5 mean SST anomaly patterns for the respective global warming are added to the 

observed SST pattern used for the historical decade. Lastly, greenhouse gas forcing is constructed 

from RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 emission scenarios, respectively. For each period a large ensemble of 

simulations are performed, each member initialized with slightly different initial conditions, leading 

to a large ensemble of possible climates. A detailed description of the HAPPI experiment design can 

be found in Mitchell et al. (2017).  
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From the larger HAPPI consortium, the ensemble simulations from the GCMs are dynamically 

downscaled by the regional climate model REMO (Sieck et al., 2021). The REMO 2015-HAPPI version 

(Jacob et al., 2012a) was applied for the standard European CORDEX domain on a 0.44° (~50 km) 

horizontal resolution, using the boundary conditions from the HAPPI GCM model ECHAM6 (Stevens 

et al., 2013) with 100 members per period, resulting in a total of 1000 model output years for each 

global warming period (3000 years of climate data). The large number of model output years can 

cover a wide range of possible extremes, leading to more robust statistics and results. The HAPPI 

model output data is available on a daily resolution. A further description of the downscaling 

approach can be found in Sieck et al. (2021).  

2.2.2. Extreme event distributions  

Statistical distributions of the historical, 1.5 °C, and 2.0 °C periods are calculated from the HAPPI data 

to identify future extreme conditions under 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C global mean warming, particularly 

related to moisture.  

A domain centered around Berlin is selected, consisting of four grid boxes (Annex Fig. A1) that 

approximately match the primary domain of investigation showed in Fig. 1. The studied variables are: 

specific humidity (SH), relative humidity (RH), 2m-temperature, 2m-minimum temperature, 

2m-maximum temperature and precipitation. Two types of extreme value distributions are 

calculated in order to define categories of unprecedented future extreme events under and/or above 

a specific humidity threshold. Firstly, the generalized extreme value probability density function 

(GEV-PDF) over the 90th and 10th percentile of each variable is computed for each period over the 

spatially averaged domain (Annex Fig. A1). The GEV-PDF constructs a distribution over the values 

above the 90th and below the 10th percentile for all years for each variable. For RH and SH the 5th 

and 95th percentile distributions are also calculated. Secondly, the GEV-PDF is calculated over the 

block maxima and block minima of each variable for each year for all ensemble members in each 

period. The block maxima and minima are respectively the largest and smallest values within each 

simulated year. Based on the tails of the distributions the extreme conditions are selected that only 

happen under 1.5–2.0 °C mean warming and do not occur during the historical period.  

2.3. Downscaling  

2.3.1. Models  

The identified extreme conditions based on the HAPPI (0.44°) model output data 

(ECHAM6-REMO2015) are downscaled following a double-nesting approach with a first downscaling 

step to the 0.11° horizontal resolution (~12.5 × 12.5 km grid box size) by REMO (2015-HAPPI version) 

and thereafter to the 0.0275° horizontal resolution (~3 × 3 km grid box size) by applying the 

non-hydrostatic, convection-permitting version of REMO (REMO-NH, 2015-HAPPI version).  

The regional climate model REMO is a three-dimensional, hydrostatic limited-area model of the 

atmosphere that has been extensively used and tested in climate change studies for Europe (Jacob et 

al., 2012b; Kotlarski et al., 2014). It originates from the ‘Europa-Modell’ of the German Weather 

Service (DWD) (Majewski, 1991). The physical parameterizations are largely based on the global 

climate model ECHAM-4 (Roeckner et al., 1996) and have been further developed over the course of 

the last decades. Model specifications can be found in Jacob et al. (2012a) and in Jacob and 

Podzun (1997).  

The land cover scheme within REMO follows a tile approach, based on three basic land surface types; 

land, water, and sea ice. Subgrid fractions are specifying further land cover types, including an urban 

sub- fraction. These fractions are not assumed to be located in a specific area of a grid box, but cover 
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a percentage of the total grid box area, together summing up to 100 %. The turbulent surface fluxes 

and the surface radiation flux are calculated separately for each tile and are subsequently averaged 

within the lowest atmospheric level using the respective areas as weights (Rechid and Jacob, 2006; 

Semmler, 2002).  

For the urban sub-fraction, the REMO model follows the so-called ‘bulk’-approach. Sealed urban 

areas are represented as a rock surface, which is described in the model by a relatively high 

roughness length, high albedo, and no water storage capacities (Langendijk et al., 2019b). Langendijk 

et al. (2019b) indicates that the simple urban bulk-scheme shows the urban-rural contrast for 

temperature and humidity variables. The simple scheme is less skilled in simulating the timing of the 

peak of the urban heat island at night.  

The hydrostatic approximation used in climate models fails for grid sizes smaller than 10 × 10 km 

(Prein et al., 2015) making the RCM’s solution less reliable at those spatial resolutions. Therefore the 

non-hydrostatic model version REMO-NH was developed to directly resolve the vertical momentum 

equation, leading to a better representation of small-scale mesoscale circulations and convection 

(Goettel, 2009). In addition, REMO-NH more accurately represents the surface and orography fields. 

The non-hydrostatic formulation significantly improves model simulation output on fine horizontal 

resolutions, particularly for mountainous regions and urban areas (Argüeso et al., 2016; Ban et al., 

2014; Coppola et al., 2020; Prein et al., 2015).  

2.3.2. Set-up  

A downscaling experiment set-up is developed to downscale the identified extreme conditions from 

the 0.44° spatial scale to finer spatial and temporal resolutions, particularly tailored to the needs of 

this research.  

The domain sizes are defined for the 0.11° and 0.0275° horizontal resolutions to support the double-

nesting approach. Matte et al. (2017) show that the distance needed for the small-scale features 

(so-called spatial spin-up) to develop is proportional to the jump of resolution (Matte et al., 2016). 

The boundaries used within our nesting approach (e.g. the boundaries of the nested model and our 

analysis domain) is respecting the spatial spin-up zone as recommended by Matte et al. (2017). The 

resulting domains for the double-nesting downscaling are presented in Fig. 2. The domains have a 

size of respectively 129 × 129 grid boxes centered around Berlin for the 0.11°, as well as for the 

0.0275° horizontal resolution. The domains are selected based on the above rationale, whilst 

balancing computing costs and the strength of the boundary forcing in order for the model to 

capture the extreme when downscaled.  

The appropriate spin-up time is determined to be around 15 days. This is comparable to spin-up 

times set by similar studies (Leps et al., 2019; Matte et al, 2016, 2017). The spin-up time is tested for 

REMO (0.11°) and REMO-NH (0.0275°) for one case of each identified extreme. The following model 

output variables are investigated: SH, RH, 2m-temperature, evaporation, soil wetness, soil 

temperature, deep soil temperature, surface pressure, vertically integrated SH, and surface sensible 

heat flux. A stable state is found for most variables within 1–4 days after starting the simulation, and 

after ~10 days for 2m-temperature, surface pressure, evaporation, soil wetness (not shown). This is 

in line with studies by Denis et al. (2002) and Jerez et al. (2020). Following similar studies, the total 

simulation period for downscaling each extreme condition is 2 months for the first downscaling step 

from 0.44° to 0.11° horizontal resolution, and 1.5 month for the second step from 0.11° to 0.0275° 

horizontal resolution (Denis et al., 2002; Herceg et al., 2006; Leps et al., 2019; Matte et al, 2016, 

2017). The nesting interval frequency for downscaling the HAPPI data to the 0.11° horizontal 

resolutions is 6-hourly, and 1-hourly for further downscaling from the 0.11° to the 0.0275° horizontal 
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resolution. The time step for all downscaled simulations is 60 seconds. The downscaled model output 

data is available on an hourly temporal resolution.  

 

Fig. 2. The domains for the double-nesting approach, the HAPPI (0.44°) standard European domain (left), the 

0.11°- domain (middle) and the 0.0275°- domain (right).  

 

2.4. Data analysis  

The analysis of the model output data across the spatial resolutions (0.11°, 0.0275°) is focused on 

Berlin and its direct surroundings (Fig. 1b). In order to compare the results across the horizontal 

scales, a coherent masking approach is developed to distinguishing Berlin from its surroundings. The 

urban area is defined by the grid cells containing an urban fraction larger than 0.3 as prescribed by 

the REMO land surface cover scheme. The grid boxes with an urban fraction >0.3 outside of the 

administrative boundaries of Berlin are excluded from the city mask (black polygon, Fig. 1b). This 

approach is followed for both horizontal resolutions. The resulting city masks for 0.11° and 0.0275° 

horizontal resolutions cover relatively similar areas for Berlin, with the 0.0275° mask capturing the 

actual city size and boundaries more accurately (Fig. 3). The masks for the surroundings include all 

grid boxes outside the city mask and within the primary domain of interest of 140 km by 140 km 

centered around Berlin (black rectangular, Fig. 1b). Table 1 shows the amount of grid boxes for 

different urban fractions for Berlin on the 0.11° and 0.0275° horizontal resolutions.  

The downscaled extreme conditions are studied with a focus on understanding meteorological 

processes characterizing the extreme conditions. The following 14 model output variables are 

spatially averaged over the grid boxes representing Berlin (black polygon Fig. 1) and its surroundings 

(black rectangle Fig. 1) and thereafter analyzed: SH, RH, 2m-temperature, 2m-maximum 

temperature, 2m-minimum temperature, surface evaporation, relative soil moisture, soil 

temperature, surface pressure, 10-m wind speed, vertically integrated SH (integrated over the total 

atmospheric column up to the model top), surface sensible heat flux, sensible latent heat flux, and 

total precipitation. The analysis particularly focusses on four aspects: 1) differences due to spatial 

resolution (0.11° vs. 0.0275°); 2) urban-rural contrast (Berlin vs. surroundings); 3) comparison of 

cases (two examples of each selected extreme condition); 4) cross-comparing selected extreme 

conditions.  

One additional analysis is performed to understand if the models on the different horizontal 

resolutions (0.11° and 0.0275°) behave similarly to the observations and in order to put the results 

for the humidity extremes into context. Observations are compared with historical model output 

data for the months when the selected extremes occur, for the time slice 1996–2005. The hourly in-

situ measurements are obtained from the DWD Climate Data Center (DWD, 2019), stemming from 

ten observation stations, of which six are located in Berlin, and four in the surroundings of Berlin. The 
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observation stations and their respective locations are presented in the appendix of Langendijk et al. 

(2019b). DWD does not provide in-situ observations for specific humidity. Therefore, specific 

humidity is derived from observed mean daily vapor pressure (e) in hPa and air pressure (P) in hPa 

from observations (DWD, 2021), using the following formula (Stull, 2017):  

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
 ε ∗𝑒

𝑃−𝑒∗(1− ε)
                 (1) 

Where ε = 0.622 g vapor/g dry air is the ratio of gas constants for dry air to that for water vapor.  

 

The model data consists out of EURO-CORDEX REMO2015 transient model simulations on a 0.11° 

horizontal resolution driven by the MPI-ECHAM6 model, and the REMO-NH (version 2015, driven by 

REMO 2015) model output data on convection-permitting scales produced as a part of the European 

Climate Prediction system project (EUCP) for the period 1996–2005 (Lowe et al., 2020). The main 

variables of interest are investigated, respectively RH, SH and temperature, to understand the 

general differences between the horizontal resolutions and observations.  

 

Fig. 3. Masks for Berlin, based on urban fraction > 0.3 for 0.11° (left) and 0.0275° (right) horizontal resolutions.   

 
Table 1  

Amount of grid boxes for different urban fractions for Berlin on the 0.11° and 0.0275° horizontal resolutions.    

 Amount of grid 
boxes  

 

Urban fraction  0.11° 0.0275° 
>0.3  5  76  
>0.4  3  63  
>0.5  3  60  
>0.6  2  47  
>0.7  2  42  
>0.8  0  30  
>0.9  0  20  
1  0  18  
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3. Results  

The result section is divided into two main parts: 1) identification of unprecedented future extreme 

conditions and respective meteorological process understanding; 2) analysis of the downscaled 

extreme conditions across spatial and temporal scales. The discussion of the results is directly carried 

out while presenting the findings throughout the results section.  

3.1. Future extreme conditions  

3.1.1. Identification of future extreme conditions  

Statistical distributions are calculated based on the HAPPI data (0.44°, ECHAM6-REMO2015) to 

identify future extreme conditions (see section 2.2.2). Generally, the investigated domain shows a 

shifted mean with warmer (~1 ̶ 2 °C) and more humid (SH) conditions under 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C, which 

is more profound under 2.0 °C (Annex, Fig. A2). The 90th and 95th percentile distributions for relative 

humidity show a decrease in RH for 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C compared to historical simulations, and an 

increase in RH for the 5th and 10th percentile distributions. The RH block maxima and minima 

distributions both show a slight decrease in moisture for 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C warming compared to the 

historical decade, particularly for the block minima. The percentile distributions for precipitation do 

not show a clear tendency. The precipitation block maxima shows increased frequency and intensity 

of rain extremes, particularly under 2.0 °C warming (Annex, Fig. A2).  

Generally, there is an increase in the intensity and frequency visible for the tail-extremes under 

1.5 °C and 2.0 °C warming compared to the historical decade, for the block maxima distributions for 

2m-temperature, 2m-minimum temperature, 2m-maximum temperature, precipitation, SH, and for 

the block minima distributions for RH. These tail- extremes are more profound under 2.0 °C warming 

than 1.5 °C warming (Annex, Fig. A2).  

This research particularly concerns moisture related variables, respectively SH and RH. Based on the 

above findings, the block maxima for SH and block minima for RH are therefore further investigated 

to identify future extreme conditions. Fig. 4 shows the respective distributions for SH (block maxima) 

and RH (block minima). In the tails of both distributions, roughly above 0.02 kg/kg SH and below 

30 % RH, extreme conditions occur that only happen under 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C warming, and not during 

the historical decade. The thresholds SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 % are therefore selected to further 

investigate extreme conditions.  

The selected thresholds, SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 %, occur 0 days in the historical decade simulated 

by the HAPPI ensemble members. For SH>0.02 kg/kg, the threshold is surpassed 2 days under 1.5 °C 

warming, and 10 days under 2.0 °C warming. For RH<30 %, the threshold is surpassed 6 days under 

1.5 °C warming, and 5 days under 2.0 °C warming. These extreme condition days occur in different 

years of the simulated decades and within different ensemble members of the HAPPI dataset. In-situ 

observations for relative humidity daily means (DWD, 2019) show that, although extreme conditions 

of around 30–40% exists, no extreme conditions of RH<30 % occurred in Berlin and its surroundings 

during the respective simulated historical period (2006–2015). The specific humidity values derived 

from the DWD in-situ observations for 2006–2015 do not show values larger than 0.02 kg/kg. This 

indicates that the selected extreme conditions, SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 %, are a category of 

unprecedented future extreme humidity events.  
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Fig. 4. The block maxima for SH (left) and block minima for RH (right) distributions based on the HAPPI 

ensemble members for the historical decade (1996–2005), 1.5°C and 2.0°C simulated periods.  

 

3.1.2. Meteorological process understanding of future extreme conditions  

The main meteorological characteristics are investigated for the extreme condition days surpassing 

the SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 % thresholds, in order to understand whether the extreme conditions 

show similarities and to identify representative extreme conditions for further downscaling. This 

analysis also verifies if the extreme conditions are an artifact of one ensemble member, or a result of 

odd, not physically plausible, model behavior.  

The findings show that all extreme condition SH>0.02 kg/kg days occur in July and August, and are 

characterized by very high specific humidity values (SH: 0.020–0.023 kg/kg), mean daily temperature 

of around 30 °C, and maximum daily values reaching almost 40 °C shortly before and during the peak 

of the extreme condition. Generally, warm air can hold more moisture than cold air, therefore the 

high specific humidity levels are expected to occur during these warm summer days. No precipitation 

occurs during the extreme condition and the incoming shortwave radiation is relatively high 

(250 W/m2) compared to the mean of the historic decade (100 W/m2) (Table 2). During the weeks 

before the extreme condition precipitation occurs within regular bounds, providing the soil with 

sufficient moisture content (soil moisture >0.7). This enables relatively high latent heat fluxes and 

therefore high evaporation rates shortly before and during the extreme condition (Table 2). 

These meteorological conditions are driven by the synoptic weather conditions of a warm front, 

where temperatures and moisture rise after the warm front replaced the cold air mass. Before the 

warm front passes precipitation is likely to occur, and after the warm front the skies become clear, 

and temperatures as well as humidity levels increase. This is the so-called warm sector. The 

combination of the above meteorological characteristics lead to extreme days with SH>0.02 kg/ kg. A 

visualization describing the meteorological processes is provided in Fig. 5. In addition, Table 2 shows 

the mean values of all extreme conditions for each variable, as well as the comparison to the 

respective overall mean values of the historical decade.  
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Table 2  

Daily mean values calculated over all ensemble members of each extreme condition for 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C future 

warming, compared to the overall mean of the historical decade (1996–2005).    

 SH>0.02 kg/kg  RH<30 %   

Variables  1.5
°
C  2.0

°
C  1.5

°
C  2.0

°
C  

SH (kg/kg)  0.02015  0.0211  0.0019  0.0017  

RH (%)  79  74  27  26.25  

2m-temperature (
°
C)  29.4  30.4  8.5  9  

2m-maximum temperature (
°
C)  36  37  11.3  13  

2m-minimum temperature (
°
C)  23.5  24.5  7  6.5  

Soil wetness (m)  0.37  0.38  0.34  0.22  

Relative soil moisture (%)  0.86  0.88  0.79  0.51  

Surface pressure (Pa)  101700  101400  101060  102000  

Shortwave radiation (W/m2)  259  261  44  66  

Longwave radiation (W/m2)  425  433  277  271  

Sensible heat flux (W/m2)  5  10  − 35  − 38  

Latent heat flux (W/m2)  143  65  12  7  

Precipitation (kg/m2/s)  0.00001  0.000019  ~0  ~0  

Surface wind speed (m/s)  2.6  2.6  6.7  6.7   

 

All extreme condition RH<30 % days occur in November, and are characterized by very low relative 

humidity (RH: 23–30 %) and specific humidity (SH: 0.0016–0.0020 kg/kg) values (Table 2). During the 

autumn months before the extreme condition occurs, the relative soil moisture is lower than usual 

for most (approx. 80 %) ensemble members (not shown). In the course of the days before the 

extreme only little precipitation occurs. The mean daily temperature is around 9 °C. The incoming 

shortwave radiation is lower than the historical average, as well as the relative soil moisture and 

latent heat flux (Table 2). The meteorological characteristics indicate that this extreme is driven by 

the synoptic weather condition of a passing cold front. The high wind speeds (~6.7 m/s) are also 

typical for a fast moving cold front (Fig. 5, Table 2). After the cold front passes the skies clear up, 

surface pressure increases, and the dry air advection leads to low humidity levels (Spankuch et al., 

2011). The combination of the above meteorological characteristics lead to the extreme days with 

RH<30 %. A visualization describing the meteorological processes is provided in Fig. 5.  

 

Fig. 5. Schematic visualization of meteorological characteristics of the extreme conditions SH>0.02 kg/kg (left) 

and RH<30 % (right), mean values for 2.0°C warming (see Table 2). 
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All the extreme days of each individual extreme condition, SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 %, show similar 

meteorological characteristics. This similarity among the extreme days implies that the identified 

extreme conditions (SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 %) are not physically improbable model artifacts.  

The extreme condition days are generally slightly extremer under 2.0 °C than under 1.5 °C warming, 

up to 0.03 kg/kg moister (SH) and 3 % less moist (RH). Particularly for SH>0.02 kg/kg the extreme 

days occur more frequent under 2.0 °C warming, respectively 10 days compared to 2 days under 

1.5 °C warming. Warm air can hold more moisture than cold air, therefore it can be expected that 

higher global mean global temperatures could lead to more extreme moist days, particularly in 

summer. In total 4 ensemble members, 2 ensemble members each for both RH<30 % and 

SH>0.02 kg/kg, show two consecutive days of the extreme condition under 2.0 °C warming. No 

consecutive extreme days occur under 1.5 °C. This indicates humidity extremes might occur more 

frequent and could last longer under 2.0 °C warming compared to 1.5 °C warming, and could 

potentially become even more profound under stronger temperature increase. This is in line with 

previous studies, such as Alexander (2016) and IPCC et al. (2012). For each threshold (SH>0.02 kg/kg 

and RH<30 %) two ensemble member extreme condition examples, further referred to as cases, are 

selected for further downscaling. The cases are picked from the simulated decades with a 2.0 °C 

warmer future in order to understand the more extreme possible future conditions for Berlin and its 

surroundings. For both extreme conditions, SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 %, the first example case 

(Case1) is a single day peak extreme condition and the second example case (Case2) is an extreme 

condition lasting two consecutive days. The meteorological differences between the example cases 

of each extreme conditions are relatively similar. Therefore the final example cases for downscaling 

are arbitrarily selected from the available cases based upon the above criteria. The cases are labelled 

according to their extreme, respectively for SH>0.02 kg/kg CaseSH1 and CaseSH2, and for RH<30 % 

CaseRH1 and CaseRH2.  

The example cases for each extreme condition can be described as follows. CaseSH1, with a peak 

value of 0.021 kg/kg SH, occurs in HAPPI ensemble member number 32 on 14 July in year 9 within 

the simulated decade under 2.0 °C warming. With a peak value of 0.023 kg/kg SH, CaseSH2 is 

simulated by HAPPI ensemble member number 87 and happens on 7 and 8 August in year 7. For 

RH<30 % CaseRH1, with a bottom low of 27 % RH, originates from HAPPI ensemble member number 

26 and occurs on 10 November of year 2 of the simulated decade under 2.0 °C warming. With its 

lowest value of 25 % RH, CaseRH2 happens on 1 and 2 November in year 4 within the simulation of 

HAPPI ensemble member number 6.  

3.2. Extremes across scales  

3.2.1. Downscaled extreme conditions  

Following the described double nesting approach (section 2.2.), Case1 and Case2 of each extreme 

condition, respectively SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 %, are dynamically downscaled from 0.44° to 0.11°, 

and thereafter from the 0.11° to the 0.0275° horizontal resolution (Fig. 2).  

A 1.5 month time series for all four downscaled cases, CaseSH1, CaseSH2, CaseRH1, and CaseRH2, is 

presented in Fig. 6 (SH>0.02 kg/ kg, top row; RH<30 %, bottom row). The model output data shows 

that all four cases occur approximately around the same dates as in the original HAPPI data (0.44°), 

on the 0.11° as well as on the 0.0275° horizontal resolution. The extreme cases are clearly detectable 

for Berlin and its surroundings. CaseSH1 and CaseRH1 do not surpass the extreme conditions 

thresholds anymore, respectively SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 %. Nevertheless an extreme peak is still 

clearly visible for these downscaled cases, almost reaching the respective extreme conditions 

thresholds. CaseSH2 and CaseRH2 do surpass the respective extreme conditions thresholds. This can 
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be explained by the fact that Cases1 only just surpasses the extreme thresholds in the HAPPI data (by 

0.001 kg/kg for CaseSH1 and 3 % for CaseRH1), and both Cases2 are two consecutive days in the 

HAPPI data and therefore result in more profound extreme values when downscaled to finer 

resolutions. In addition, the selected domain for downscaling has been relatively small with a strong 

boundary forcing, which enables the extreme condition to persist across model grid resolutions.  

CaseSH1 and CaseSH2 of the SH>0.02 kg/kg extreme condition are surpassing the threshold of 

SH>0.02 kg/kg on additional dates besides the expected extreme event date in the downscaled 

simulation period, for the 0.11° and thereafter the 0.0275° horizontal resolution (Fig. 6). These 

extreme conditions are not present in the HAPPI (0.44°) data (not shown). These additional extreme 

conditions are on 19 July and around 30 July for CaseSH1, particularly surpassing the SH>0.02 kg/kg 

threshold around 30 July. A less distinct extreme condition can be found for CaseSH2 on 14 August, 

with a peak SH value of almost 0.2 kg/kg (Fig. 6). CaseRH1 and CaseRH2 of the RH<30 % extreme 

condition are spread over approximately 3–4 days on the 0.11° and 0.0275° horizontal resolution, 

compared to 1 day (Case1) and 2 days (Case2) at the 0.44° horizontal resolution.  

The additional occurrence of the extremes for SH>0.02 kg/kg and the prolonged duration of the 

extremes for RH<30 % can be explained as follows. The coarser resolution (0.44°) averages values 

within a grid box over a relatively large area, as well as averages over the temporal resolution of a 

day mean. The land-atmosphere interactions and its fluxes get better resolved when the grid 

resolution increases to the 0.11° and thereafter the 0.0275° horizontal resolution. The finer grid 

boxes can generate larger and more peak values, resulting in additional extremes. Following similar 

rationale for the temporal scales, resolving fine temporal resolutions of up to an hour can prolong 

the duration of the extreme condition. This corresponds with similar findings for low-level aerosol 

concentration peaks in REMO by Pietikäinen et al. (2012).  

Fig. 6. The 1.5 month time series for Case1 and Case2 of both extreme conditions (SH>0.02 kg/kg, upper row; 

RH<30 %, bottom row) on 0.11° and 0.0275° horizontal resolutions, for Berlin and its surroundings.  
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Spatial maps are presented in Fig. 7 showcasing CaseSH1 and CaseRH1 during the peak hour of the 

extreme condition. The city boundaries and inner city differences are increasingly visible for Berlin on 

the 0.0275° horizontal resolutions for CaseSH1, showing a clear urban dry island. CaseRH1 shows 

Berlin moister than its surroundings on the 0.11° and hardly any urban-rural contrast on the 0.0275° 

horizontal resolution. The reason behind the latter finding is further explained in section 3.2.3. 

 

Fig. 7. Spatial maps for Berlin and its surroundings on the 0.11° (top row) and 0.0275° (bottom row) horizontal 

resolutions for SH for the peak hour of CaseSH1 (left column), and for RH for the peak hour of CaseRH1 (right 

column). 

3.2.2. Context of the extremes  

Before further analyzing the downscaled extreme conditions in more detail, the following analysis is 

presented to provide supporting context to interpret the results. Historical model output data from 

the EUCP dataset is compared with in-situ observations (DWD, 2021, 2019), for Berlin and its 

surroundings, on the 0.11° and 0.0275° horizontal resolution.  

Fig. 8 shows boxplots for the variables RH, SH, and temperature for the period 1996–2005, averaged 

over the months in which the extreme conditions occur, respectively July and August 

(SH>0.02 kg/kg), and October and November (RH<30 %).  

The boxplots show that overall the models (0.11° and 0.0275°) are in line with the observations. 

Relative humidity is lower in Berlin than its surroundings for the observations and model data, by 

approximately 5 %. Specific humidity is lower in Berlin than its surroundings for the observations, by 

0.0001 kg/kg in October–November and 0.0012 kg/kg in July–August. This urban-rural SH contrast is 

not well captured by the model data in October–November, but is captured in July–August on the 

0.0275° horizontal resolution, showing a clear added value on the convection-permitting scale for 

these months. The temperature is higher by 1–2 °C in Berlin. This urban-rural contrast is largest in 

summer months, underpinning the SH>0.02 kg/kg extreme condition.  
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The observations for October and November show a larger urban-rural contrast than the model 

simulations, for both RH (approx. ~4 percentage points) and temperature (+1–2 °C). Overall, the 

observations are not clearly closer to the 0.11° or to the 0.0275° horizontal resolution. Concluding, 

when looking at these mean values no substantial added value is derived from going to finer 

resolutions except for the specific humidity urban- rural contrast (Fig. 8).  

 

Fig. 8. Boxplots comparing observations with EUCP model output data of REMO (0.11°) and REMO-NH (0.0275°) 

for the variables RH, SH (no in-situ observations available through DWD), and temperature for the period 

1996–2005, for the months in which the extreme conditions occur, respectively July and August 

(SH>0.02 kg/kg), and October and November (RH<30 %). 

 

3.2.3. Added value of convection-permitting simulations  

The downscaled cases, Case1 and Case2, for each extreme condition, SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 %, 

are further analyzed to understand the differences between the spatial resolutions, for Berlin and its 

surroundings. Fourteen model output variables are studied for five days around the extreme 

condition, 2–3 days before as well as 2–3 days after the extreme peak.  

The 5-day time series are based on the spatial average calculated over the grid boxes representing 

Berlin (see black polygon Fig. 1, and Fig. 3) and its surroundings (black rectangle Fig. 1). The analysis 

focusses on four main aspects: 1) differences between spatial resolutions (0.11° vs. 0.0275°); 2) 
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urban-rural contrast (Berlin vs. surroundings); 3) comparing the cases (Case1 vs. Case2 of each 

extreme condition); 4) comparing the extreme conditions (SH>0.02 kg/kg vs. RH<30 %).  

To visually guide the analysis, Fig. 9 presents plots for eight selected key variables showing the 

computed differences between Berlin and its surroundings (difference = Berlin – surroundings), for 

the 0.11° and the 0.0275° horizontal resolution, for each case (Case1 and Case2), and for each 

extreme condition SH>0.02 kg/kg (Fig. 9A) and RH<30 % (Fig. 9B). The full time series, for all the 

fourteen model output variables are presented in the Annex (Fig. A3, Fig. A4, and Table A1).  

Overall, the meteorological characteristics of the downscaled cases are in line with the 

meteorological characteristics and synoptic situation described for each extreme condition on the 

0.44° horizontal resolution based on the HAPPI simulations (section 3.1.2, Fig. 5, and Table 2). Among 

Case1 and Case2 of each of the extreme conditions, SH>0.02 kg/ kg and RH<30 %, similar overall 

meteorological characteristics are found (Annex Fig. A3 and Fig. A4). This implies that REMO captures 

the extreme events and its meteorological conditions adequately in the downscaled simulations. 

However, detailed differences are found investigating the downscaled cases further.  

Looking into the SH>0.02 kg/kg extreme condition, the two downscaled cases (CaseSH1 and 

CaseSH2) show that the urban area mitigates the high specific humidity levels, indicating a clear 

urban dry island effect, which is enhanced on the convection permitting scale (Fig. 10). On the 

0.0275° horizontal resolution the SH decreases up to 0.005 kg/kg and the RH up to 20 % compared to 

the 0.11° horizontal resolution (Fig. 9A–a,b). Concerning the urban-rural contrast, Berlin is up to 

10 % RH and up to 0.008 kg/kg SH less moist than its surroundings (Fig. 9A–a, b). Nevertheless, the 

city still faces high SH levels up to 0.016 kg/kg (CaseSH1) and 0.020 kg/kg (CaseSH2) on the 0.11° 

horizontal resolution (Fig. 10). The SH peak values are lower in Berlin for the 0.0275° horizontal 

resolutions, with SH levels up to 0.013 kg/kg (CaseSH1) and 0.016 kg/kg (CaseSH2) (Fig. 10). It implies 

extreme moist summer days will be less humid in Berlin than its surroundings under 2.0 °C global 

warming, particularly on the 0.0275° horizontal resolution.  

The results for the RH<30 % extreme condition show, despite a small urban-rural contrast, that the 

downscaled extreme events will be less moist on the convection permitting scale, particularly in 

Berlin. On the 0.0275° horizontal resolution the SH decreases up to 0.0007 kg/kg and the RH up to 

10 % compared to the 0.11° horizontal resolution (Fig. 9B–a,b). Only a small urban-rural moisture 

contrast is found, especially on the 0.0275° horizontal resolution. Interestingly, Berlin is moister (RH 

and SH) than its surroundings for the 0.11° horizontal resolution for both cases during the bottom 

low of the extreme condition (Fig. 10). This reverses for RH on the 0.0275° horizontal resolution, 

where Berlin shows lower relative humidity levels than its surroundings, particularly for CaseRH1 

(Figs. 7 and 10). The small urban-rural contrast and slight urban drying effect for CaseRH1 on the 

0.0275° horizontal resolution corresponds with the Boxplots (Fig. 8), which show a small urban-rural 

RH contrast in October and November. The findings for the RH<30 % extreme condition indicate an 

intensification of the dry extreme condition on the convection-permitting scale during the peak of 

the extreme events, particularly for CaseRH1.  
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Fig. 9A. Differences plots during the 5 days around the downscaled extreme condition SH>0.02 kg/kg for each 

case (Case1 and Case2). Differences between Berlin and its surroundings calculated for the 0.11° and the 

0.0275° resolution (difference = Berlin-surroundings).  
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Fig. 9B. Differences plots during the 5 days around the downscaled extreme condition RH<30 % for each case 

(Case1 and Case2). Differences between Berlin and its surroundings calculated for the 0.11° and the 0.0275° 

resolution (difference = Berlin-surroundings).  
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Fig. 10. 5-day time series around the extreme conditions, SH>0.02 kg/kg (top row) and RH<30 % (bottom row), 

for respectively SH and RH, showing Case1 and Case2, for Berlin and its surroundings, for the spatial resolutions 

0.0275° and 0.11°. 

 

Overall, the results for both extreme humidity conditions, SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 %, show that the 

convection-permitting scale is less moist than the 0.11° horizontal resolution, especially in Berlin 

compared to its surroundings.  

The intensified moisture reduction on the 0.0275° horizontal resolution in Berlin can be explained by 

the fact that urban areas are represented in the REMO model through a sealed “rock” surface. The 

urban representation is characterized by a greater heat capacity and reduced water storage, 

resulting in higher soil temperatures, lower soil moisture, and reduced surface evaporation, 

explaining the reduced humidity levels and higher temperatures in Berlin compared to its 

surroundings (Langendijk et al. 2019a). The model results for the respective variables show this 

urban effect clearly for both extreme conditions (Fig. 9A/B, Annex; Fig. A2, Fig. A3). Higher 

temperatures of approximately 0.5 °C–4.0 °C are found for both extreme conditions in Berlin 

compared to its surroundings, which is more profound by ~1.0 °C for the 0.0275° compared to 0.11° 

horizontal resolution (Fig. 9A/B-c). Furthermore, the soil moisture in Berlin is up to 0.3 lower than its 

surroundings, and the urban-rural soil moisture contrast is up to 0.1 larger on the 0.0275° than on 

the 0.11° horizontal resolution (Fig. 9A/B-h). In addition, the soil temperature in Berlin is up to 

0.25 °C higher than its surroundings (Fig. 9A/B-g), and the urban-rural soil temperature contrast is 

approximately 0.05 °C larger on the 0.0275° than 0.11° horizontal resolution. The surface 

evaporation is up to 0.35 mm less in Berlin than its surroundings, and the urban-rural evaporation 

contrast is up to 0.2 mm larger on the 0.0275° compared to the 0.11° horizontal resolution 

(Fig. 9A/B-d).  
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Clearly, the typical urban characteristic are more pronounced on the 0.0275° than on the 0.11° 

horizontal resolution. This is mainly due to the larger amount of urban grid boxes on the 0.0275° 

horizontal resolution (Fig. 3). In addition, these grid boxes contain a larger urban fraction, of around 

0.6–1, compared to the 0.11° horizontal resolution, with no grid boxes containing an urban fraction 

larger than 0.8 (Table 1). Therefore, the urban grid boxes on the convection-permitting scale are 

better resolved, particularly leading to a stronger reduction in moisture and stronger warming, 

especially in Berlin compared to its surroundings.  

In summary, the presented results in this chapter show the convection-permitting scale resolves 

Berlin, and its typical urban characteristics, more pronounced than the 0.11° horizontal resolution. 

For both extreme conditions, SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 %, the 0.0275° horizontal resolution is drier 

and warmer than the 0.11° horizontal resolution, particularly in Berlin compared to its surroundings. 

The convection-permitting scale mitigates the SH>0.02 kg/kg moist extreme and intensifies the 

RH<30 % dry extreme.  

4. Discussion  

This research shows how crossing spatial resolutions from ~12.5 km to ~3 km grid size affects two 

humidity extreme conditions, SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 %, occurring under 2 °C global mean 

temperature change, comparing Berlin to its surroundings. The results section directly discussed the 

outcomes in detail, therefore this discussion section focuses on key aspects underpinning the study.  

The results of this research indicate temporal mean values only show limited differences and 

improvements going to finer horizontal resolutions, except for the specific humidity urban-rural 

contrast in July–August which shows added value on the 0.0275° horizontal resolution (Fig. 8). For 

the extreme conditions, and its drivers, changes in the variables are clearly visible for all the 

downscaled cases on the finer scales, particularly for Berlin (Fig. 9). This is in line with Ban et al. 

(2014) and Prein et al. (2015), who indicate convection-permitting simulations show larger benefits in 

the tail-distributions compared to mean values.  

Climate model projections are inherently subject to uncertainty. Regional climate models are 

dependent on global climate models for their boundary conditions, feeding in the large scale climate 

conditions. Global climate models may not simulate all key dynamical patterns adequately that 

influence natural variability and related extremes on the local scale, such as atmospheric blocking, jet 

stream position, or teleconnections (Sillmann et al., 2017). The HAPPI method, by its design, 

specifically targets to reduce the uncertainty in climate model responses and internal variability, in 

order to understand the impact of an additional half degree of warming from 1.5 °C to 2.0 °C 

(Mitchell et al., 2017). Nevertheless, the identified extreme conditions of this research remain 

subject to internal variability and related uncertainties. Additionally, dynamical downscaling methods 

can result in model artifacts. For instance the choice of domain, spin-up, and nesting approach may 

result in a too strong or too weak boundary forcing, leading to misrepresenting extremes while 

downscaling to finer resolutions (Bellprat et al., 2019; Matte et al., 2016; Sillmann et al., 2017; von 

Trentini et al., 2019).  

Commonly scientific studies relate their findings to observations to gain understanding about 

uncertainties and biases to enhance the robustness of the results. Because it is virtually impossible to 

compare unprecedented future extreme conditions that did not happen in the past with 

observations, this research took a physical process-understanding approach. The in-depth 

meteorological characterization of the extreme conditions validated the physical plausibility of the 

extremes and the underlying drivers. To further enhance the robustness of the presented results it 

could be desirable to assess in more detail how the spatial differences and urban-rural contrasts 
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found in this study relate to natural and internal variability, as well as to the uncertainty arising from 

the downscaled model simulations. In addition, it would be beneficial to understand if slightly less 

extreme conditions would have similar meteorological characteristics to the downscaled extremes 

investigated in this research.  

The results show the convection-permitting scale resolves Berlin, and its typical urban characteristics, 

more pronounced than the 0.11° horizontal resolution. The convection permitting scale mitigates the 

SH>0.02 kg/kg moist extreme and intensifies the RH<30 % dry extreme. This indicates that the 

convection permitting scale is able to better capture the urban characteristics than the HAPPI data 

(Annex; Fig. A1), as well as the 0.11° resolution. To ensure we adequately simulate climate change 

extremes and impacts in cities, it is important to move towards convection-permitting resolutions.  

The REMO model represents urban areas through a bulk-scheme. Forgone studies show that 

including a sophisticated urban parameterization scheme or an urban model can enhance the urban 

heat island effect, improve the diurnal cycle, and potentially lead to stronger warming and increased 

drying in urban areas compared to the bulk- approach (Daniel et al., 2019; Karlický et al., 2018; 

Langendijk et al., 2019b). This implies the reduced moisture and enhanced warming found for Berlin 

on finer spatial resolutions in this study might get more profound using sophisticated urban schemes. 

It would be important for further studies to include urban parameterizations in regional climate 

models to adequately capture the urban effects, particularly on the convection-permitting scale 

(Daniel et al., 2018; Hertwig et al., 2021). The SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 % unprecedented extreme 

conditions may have important implications for human health. The moist extreme, SH>0.02 kg/kg, is 

mitigated in Berlin, particularly on the convection-permitting resolution, resulting in a reduction of 

moisture in the city. This implies that urban dwellers would be slightly less affected by the moist 

extreme than people living in the rural areas, potentially leading to a reduced mortality rate. 

Nevertheless, it is important to note that this unprecedented extreme moist condition happening 

under 2.0 °C warming would imply an overall increase in favorable conditions for heat stress 

compared to the historical period. The RH<30 % extreme provides favorable conditions for the 

spread and survival of influenza. The convection-permitting resolution shows that Berlin is drier than 

its surroundings, potentially leading to increased influenza in the city with negative effects on the 

health of urban dwellers.  

This research focuses solely on two humidity extreme conditions in Berlin and its surroundings. It 

would be important to understand the changes and benefits on the convection-permitting resolution 

for different types of extremes and for other cities. Further studies on climate extremes in urban 

areas, with additional regional climate models that potentially include sophisticated urban schemes, 

could be beneficial to compare the results of this study.  

 

5. Summary and conclusions  

This research investigates how crossing spatial resolutions from ~12.5 km to ~3 km grid size affects 

humidity extremes and related variables under 2 °C global mean temperature change for Berlin and 

its surroundings. Two meteorologically plausible unprecedented categories of future extreme 

humidity conditions are identified for Berlin and its surroundings based on statistical distributions of 

the HAPPI data, respectively SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 %. Two example cases of each extreme 

condition are downscaled following a double-nesting approach, from the 0.44° to the 0.11° 

horizontal resolution by REMO and thereafter from the 0.11° to the 0.0275° horizontal resolution 

with REMO- NH. The differences between the spatial resolutions and the urban- rural contrast are 

analyzed for Berlin and its surroundings, following a meteorological process-understanding approach.  
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The main results show that the convection-permitting scale resolves Berlin, and its typical urban 

characteristics, more pronounced than the 0.11° horizontal resolution. The 0.0275° horizontal 

resolution is less moist than the 0.11° horizontal resolution for the downscaled cases of both 

extreme conditions, for SH>0.02 kg/kg (0.005 kg/kg SH and 20 % RH) and for RH<30 % 

(0.0007 kg/kg SH and 10 % RH). Higher temperatures of approximately 1.0 °C ̶ 2.0 °C are found for 

both extreme conditions for the 0.0275° simulations compared to 0.11° horizontal resolution. The 

differences between the 0.11° to the 0.0275° horizontal resolution are generally more profound in 

Berlin compared to its surroundings, especially indicating warmer temperatures and a stronger 

decrease in moisture (RH and SH) on the 0.0275° horizontal resolution in the city. This urban drying 

effect and the associated urban-rural contrast is larger for the SH>0.02 kg/kg extreme condition 

compared to the RH<30 % extreme condition, particularly on the convection- permitting scale. The 

convection-permitting scale mitigates the SH>0.02 kg/kg moist extreme and intensifies the RH<30 % 

dry extreme.  

The enhanced reduction in moisture is predominantly due to the increase of urban grid boxes with 

larger urban fractions on the 0.0275° horizontal resolution compared to the 0.11° horizontal 

resolution. On the 0.0275° horizontal resolution the underpinning variables show higher 

2-m temperatures, higher soil temperatures, lower soil moisture, reduced surface evaporation, and 

lower wind speeds, especially in Berlin. This implies the sealed urban surface is resolved more 

profoundly on the 0.0275° horizontal resolution. It demonstrates the improved capability of the 

convection-permitting simulations to capture the typical urban drying effect in Berlin for the two 

extreme conditions.  

The results for the SH>0.02 kg/kg extreme condition imply that extreme moist summer days will be 

less humid in Berlin than its surroundings under 2.0 °C global warming, particularly when simulated 

on the convection-permitting scale. This humidity reduction could partly mitigate human heat stress 

in the city during the extreme event compared to its surroundings, potentially reducing the mortality 

rate. The RH<30 % extreme condition, with its low relative humidity values, could possibly favor the 

spread and survival of influenza particularly in Berlin, leading to negative health effects. Follow-up 

studies would be needed to further investigate the relationships between the extremes and various 

sectors, and applications. This could inform the development of climate information and services for 

urban areas, as well as the modelling needs and directions for RCM developments in the context of 

cities.  
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ANNEX  

Figure A1. Selected domain (four grid boxes) for identifying the extremes based on the HAPPI (0.44°) data, 

centered around Berlin. Example variable shown is temperature.   

 

Figure A2. The block maxima and block minima distributions, and 90
th

 and 10
th

 percentile distributions (for RH & 

SH also 5
th

 and 95
th

 percentiles) based on the HAPPI ensemble members, for RH, SH, 2-m temperature, 2-m 

maximum temperature, 2-m minimum temperature, and precipitation, for the historic decade (1996 – 2005), 

1.5°C and 2.0°C simulated periods.  
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Figure A3. SH>0.02 kg/kg extreme condition, 5-days time series around the extreme conditions. 
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Figure A4. RH<30 % extreme condition, 5-days time series around the extreme conditions. 
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Table A1. Summary of key results, based on four main aspects: difference between spatial resolutions 

(0.11° vs. 0.0275°); urban-rural contrast (Berlin vs. surroundings); comparing the cases (Case1 vs. 

Case2 of each extreme condition); comparing the extreme conditions (SH>0.02 kg/kg vs. RH<30 %). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Variable SH>0.02 RH<30 SH>0.02 RH<30

Relative humidity (RH) (%) 

decrease up to 20% 
decrease up to 10% 

(particularly CaseRH1) 

decrease up to 10% 

varying between decrease and increase, for 0.0275° 

and CaseRH2. 

CaseRH1: Berlin ~5% moister than surroundings for 

0.11°. 

Specific humidity (SH) (kg/kg) 

decrease up to 0.005 kg/kg 
decrease up to 0.0007 kg/kg 

(particularly CaseRH1) 

decrease up to 0.008 kg/kg 

varying between decrease and increase, for 0.0275° 

and CaseRH2. 

CaseRH1: Berlin up to 0.0008 kg/kg moister than 

surroundings for 0.11°. 

2-m temperature (°C) 

increase by 1-2°C 

(especially during day time)

increase by ~1°C 

(especially during day time)

increase up to 2°C 

(increase for 0.0275° up to 0.03°C 

larger than for 0.11°) 

increase up to 1°C 

CaseRH1: decrease up to 1.2°C for 0.11°

2-m minimum temperature (°C) 

increase by 1-2°C 

(especially during day time)

increase by ~1°C 

(especially during day time)

increase up to 2°C 

(increase for 0.0275° up to 0.03°C 

larger than for 0.11°) 

increase up to 1°C 

CaseRH1: decrease up to 1.2°C for 0.11°

2-m maximum temperature (°C) 

increase by 1-2°C 

(especially during day time)

increase by ~1°C 

(especially during day time)

increase up to 2°C 

(increase for 0.0275° up to 0.03°C 

larger than for 0.11°) 

increase up to 1°C 

CaseRH1: decrease up to 1.2°C for 0.11°

10-m windspeed (m/s) 
increase up to 1 m/s decrease up to 0.8 m/s decrease up to 1.5 m/s decrease up to 3 m/s

Surface pressure (hPa) 

increase up to 1 hPa increase up to 1 hPa 

increase up to 1hPa

(increase for 0.0275° up to 0.5 hPa 

larger than for 0.11°)

increase up to 1hPa

(increase for 0.0275° up to 0.5 hPa larger than for 

0.11°)

Vertically integrated SH (kg/kg) 

decrease, particularly during 

extreme event peak
Minimal spatial differences increase up to 1 kg/kg Limited urban-rural contrast, increase up to 1 kg/kg 

Relative soil moisture (-)

decrease up to 0.2 decrease up to 0.2 

decrease up to 0.5

(decrease for 0.0275° up to 0.1 larger 

than 0.11°) 

decrease up to 0.35

(decrease for 0.0275° up to 0.1 larger than 0.11°) 

Surface evaporation (mm)

decrease up to 0.2 mm 

minimal urban-rural contrast 

CaseRH1: decrease up to 0.1 mm 

in Berlin

decrease up to 0.3 mm. 

(decrease for 0.0275° up to 0.2 mm 

larger than for 0.11°) 

CaseRH1: increase up to 0.1 mm. Urban-rural contrast 

smaller for 0.0275° than 0.11°.

CaseRH2: minimal urban-rural contrast. 

Surface latent heat flux (W/m2) 

increase up to 200 W/m2 

minimal urban-rural contrast 

CaseRH1: increase up to 100 

W/m2 

decrease up to 250 W/m2. 

(decrease for 0.0275° up to 

~150W/m2 larger than for 0.11°) 

CaseRH1: increase up to 100 W/m2. For 0.0275° 

urban-rural contrast is up to ~80W/m2  smaller than 

0.11°.

CaseRH2: minimal urban-rural contrast.

Surface sensible heat flux (W/m2) 

increase up to 100 W/m2

minimal urban-rural contrast 

CaseRH1: increase up to 100 

W/m2 in Berlin

increase up to 200 W/m2. 

(increase for 0.0275° up to ~150W/m2 

larger than for 0.11°)

minimal urban-rural contrast. 

(CaseRH1: decrease up to 80 W/m2 for 0.11°) 

Total precipitation (mm) 

0.11° light precipitation 

events, 0.0275° hardly any 

precipitation 

light precipitation for 0.11° before 

extreme condition. 0.0275° no 

precipitation

no clear urban-rural contrast no clear urban-rural contrast 

Soil temperature (°C) 

decrease up to 0.2°C decrease up to 0.2°C

increase up to 0.2°C. 

(increase for 0.0275° up to 0.05°C 

larger than 0.11°) 

increase up to 0.25°C. 

(increase for 0.0275° up to 0.07°C larger than 0.11°) 

Spatial differences

(going from 0.11° to 0.0275°)

Urban-rural contrast 

(Berlin compared to surroundings) 
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Urban decision makers rely on evidence-based climate information tailored 
to their needs to adequately adapt and prepare for future climate change 
impacts. Regional climate models, with grid sizes between 10–50 km, are a 
useful outset to understand potential future climate change impacts in 
urban regions. Recently developed convection-permitting climate models 
have grid sizes smaller than 5 km, and better resolve atmospheric 
processes related to the land surface like convection, and complex terrain 
such as cities. This study investigates how the convection- permitting 
model REMO simulates changes in climate conditions in the urban-rural 
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future (2041–2050) under emission scenario RCP8.5. Taking the Berlin 
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1. Introduction 

High-quality, science-based climate information for cities and its surroundings is crucial for urban 

decision makers and dwellers in order to prepare for and adapt to climate change (Baklanov et al., 

2018; Rosenzweig et al., 2018). This information shall be tailored to the needs of urban decision 

makers, suitable for their specific application and context (Bai et al., 2018; Baklanov et al., 2018). 

Urban areas have distinct climatological characteristics that differ from its surroundings, e.g. 

the urban heat and dry  island effect (e.g. Langendijk et al., 2019; Lokoshchenko, 2017; Masson 

et al., 2020). Therefore, climate change may manifest differently in cities than its direct 

surroundings. Environmental factors, and more specifically meteorological conditions, are key 

drivers for climate change impacts in urban areas (Masson et al., 2020; Rosenzweig et al., 

2018). 

Models are a useful outset to understand changes in meteorological conditions in cities as a 

result of climate change. Regional climate models simulate the Earth’s key physical climate 

processes and their interactions. They divide the Earth’s surface and overlying atmosphere into a 

giant grid. The model calculates meteorological variables, such as temperature, humidity and 

precipitation, for each grid cell. The horizontal grid size, or “grid resolution”, of regional climate 

models are typically in the range of 50–10 km, with around 20–30 vertical layers (Jacob et al., 

2020). Grid sizes up to 20–10 km allow for the simulation of larger urban areas under longer 

climatological timescales, using simple urban schemes. The models are commonly unable to 

capture intra-city differences and fine- scale urban climate processes (Langendijk et al., 2019). 

The newly developed, so-called, convection-permitting (CP) climate models are high-resolution 

regional models of the Earth’s climate that have a horizontal grid size of less than 5 km, and around 

40–50 vertical layers. CP models better resolve the land surface and convective processes, leading to 

improved representation of small-scale processes in the atmosphere and complex terrain, such as 

cities (Argüeso et al., 2016; Ban et al., 2021, 2014; Coppola et al., 2020; Kendon et al., 2021; Prein et 

al., 2015). This can result in clear improvements, so-called added value, to simulate climate change 

impacts, which subsequently allows for better-informed decision making (Di Luca et al., 2015). 

There has only been limited research on the added value of CP models to simulate and 

understand climate change impacts in urban areas compared to its surroundings. Therefore, this 

research explores the potential of convection- permitting models to improve the simulation of 

climate change impacts in urban areas and its surroundings. The study compares regional climate 

model output on the 12.5 km grid resolution and the 3 km convection-permitting resolution, using 

Berlin and its surroundings as testbed. 

1.1. Impact cases 

To investigate the effect of the convection-permitting scale on climate conditions related to climate 

change impacts, three so-called impact cases are defined: influenza spread and survival, ragweed 

pollen dispersion, and indoor mold growth. These impact cases are selected because they all have 

direct or in-direct effects on human health, and they have been hardly investigated by previous 

studies, especially not under future climate change and in the urban-rural context. The three 

impact cases are defined  by meteorological conditions, foremost underpinned by the variables 

humidity and temperature. The change in meteorological conditions for each impact case under 

climate change is studied. The following section introduces the impact cases and defines the 

meteorological con- ditions that favor the cases based on existing literature. This study particularly 

considers humidity and temperature. Humidity is expressed as specific humidity (SH), which is the 

amount of water vapor in relation to the total mass of water vapor and air combined, expressed in 

kilograms of water vapor per kilogram of moist air (kg/kg). In addition, it considers relative humidity 
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(RH), the saturation of the air compared to the water vapor the fully saturated air could contain at 

a specific temperature, expressed as a percentage (%). 

1.1.1 Influenza survival and transmission 

The infectious disease influenza, commonly known as “flu”, is one of the most deadly of all airborne 

and upper-respiratory in- fections (Fuhrmann, 2010). Much of the observed wintertime increase of 

mortality in temperate regions is attributed to seasonal influenza (Shaman et al., 2010). On average, 

22,000 deaths and over 3 million hospitalizations in USA are attributed to influenza each year 

(Fuhrmann, 2010). In 2017/18 around 25.100 people died in Germany during the most deadly 

influenza wave in 30 years (RKI, 2019). A previous study investigating the historic time period 1970–

2016 showed long-term climate variations influenced the influenza-like illness incidence rates in the 

Netherlands, through changes in absolute humidity and temperature (Caini et al., 2018). Although of 

profound interest, the potential impacts of future climate change on influenza epidemics is poorly 

understood, and no studies have directly investigated this interplay (Chong et al., 2020; Goodwins 

et al., 2019). 

The connection between humidity and influenza is likely multifactorial, including impacts on 

virus stability and viability, host susceptibility, and human behavior (Davis et al., 2016). 

However, many studies show low humidity, often occurring in combination with low 

temperatures, is the predominant factor defining the transmission and survival of the influenza 

virus (Davis et al., 2016; Lowen et al., 2007; Lowen and Steel, 2014; Marr et al., 2019; Park et al., 

2020; Peci et al., 2019; Shaman et al., 2011). Model pre- dictions suggest that approXimately half 

of the average seasonal differences in US influenza mortality can be explained by seasonal 

differences in absolute humidity alone (Barreca and Shimshack, 2012). Soebiyanto et al. (2015) 

show a clear inverse relationship between specific humidity and influenza exists in Europe, and 

particularly in Berlin. Two hypotheses are proposed by Shaman and Kohn (2009) to explain the 

humidity-influenza relationship: (i) virus-laden droplet nuclei are more efficiently produced at 

lower humidity because of increased evaporation of expelled droplet particles, therefore more virus 

remains longer in the atmosphere; (ii) influenza virus survival increases as humidity decreases, 

such that the airborne virus remains viable longer at lower humidity levels (Shaman and Kohn, 

2009). 

Literature indicates a controversy of the appropriate humidity variable selection to study the 

humidity and influenza relationship. Many studies showed a relationship between low RH and 

influenza virus transmission and/or survival (Lowen et al., 2007; Lowen and Steel, 2014; Marr et al., 

2019; Noti et al., 2013; Park et al., 2020). Though other studies show that SH or absolute humidity 

(AH) would be preferable over RH to investigate the humidity-influenza relationship, as SH/AH would 

constrain the transmission and survival of influenza more significantly than RH (Barreca and 

Shimshack, 2012; Chong et al., 2020; Peci et al., 2019; Shaman et al., 2011; Shaman and Kohn, 

2009). Considering this discussion, specific humidity is selected to define the influenza threshold 

for this research. 

A non-linear relationship between influenza transmission and survival exists that is most sensitive 

to low humidity values, leading to increases in the spread of influenza among humans (Barreca 

and Shimshack, 2012; Beest et al., 2013; Shaman et al., 2011, 2010). Specific humidity levels 

below approXimately 6 g of water vapor per kilogram of air (0.006 kg/kg) are associated with 

increases in influenza mortality (Barreca and Shimshack, 2012). This is also in line with studies by 

Shaman et al., (2011, 2010 especially Fig. 1). Cold temperatures around ~5°C optimize the 

influenza conditions (Lowen and Steel, 2014; Park et al., 2020). The Robert Koch Institute (RKI, 

2020) points out that influenza is mainly occurring in winter months in Brandenburg and Berlin. 
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This is confirmed by Soebiyanto et al. (2015) who indicate influenza is mainly prevalent in 

December – March in Berlin. 

The selected meteorological threshold to investigate the influenza impact case is therefore,  

SH < 0.006 kg/kg, jointly with low temperatures from 2°C up to 6°C, for the period  

December – March (Table 1). 

Table 1 
Defined humidity thresholds and meteorological conditions per impact case: influenza spread and 
survival; ragweed pollen dispersion; and in-door mold growth. 
 

 Influenza Pollen Mold 

Meteorological variables  SH<0.006 kg/kg & 2  ̶  6°C RH<60%  RH>80% & 10°C  ̶  40°C  

Months December – March July – October  entire year  

Time/days - 5am until 2pm 2  ̶  10 consecutive days 

 

1.1.2. Ragweed pollen dispersion 

Ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia L.) is an invasive annual weed, native from North America, and 

currently one of the main allergenic species in Europe (Cunze et al., 2013; Ghiani et al., 2016). 

Ragweed is expected to particularly expand its range due to climate change in Northern Europe 

(Cunze et al., 2013; Storkey et al., 2014). In this regard, Hamaoui-Laguel et al. (2015) estimate that by 

2050 airborne ragweed pollen concentrations will be about four times higher than they are now in 

Europe. Climate change could increase the length and severity of the pollen season and, as a 

consequence, the related pollen allergy (D’Amato and Cecchi, 2008; Ziska et al., 2003). 

Due to regional urbanization-induced temperature and higher CO2 levels in cities ragweed grows 

faster, flowers earlier, and produces significantly greater ragweed pollen in urban than rural areas 

(Bergmann et al., 2012; Ziska et al., 2003). Epidemiological studies have demonstrated that 

urbanization, high levels of vehicle emissions and western lifestyles are correlated to an increase in 

the frequency of pollen-induced respiratory allergy, prevalent in people who live in urban areas 

compared to rural areas (D’Amato and Cecchi, 2008). Reinhardt et al. (2003) estimated the 

consequential costs for the treatment of patients allergic to ragweed to lie between €19 and €50 

million per year for Germany under current climate conditions. In Berlin and its surroundings, 

extensive ragweed pop- ulations are reported and ragweed pollen are measured (Buters et al., 2015; 

Kannabei et al., 2013; Zink et al., 2012). Around 15  ̶  18% of  Berlin’s  population  suffers  from  a  

pollen  allergy,  resulting  in  approXimately  500,000  ̶  615,000  affected  people  just  in  this  city 

(Bergmann et al., 2012). 

Different meteorological and human factors influence pollen growth, length of the season, or 

transport through the atmosphere (e.g. Sofiev et al., 2013). There is specific evidence that low 

relative humidity, often occurring with higher temperatures, favors the release of pollen locally, 

directly enhancing pollen dispersion rates, while high humidity is associated with lower airborne 

pollen concentrations (Bianchi et al., 1959; D’Amato and Cecchi, 2008; Silverberg et al., 2015; Sofiev 

et al., 2013; Zink et al., 2012). Zink et al. (2012) found that the majority of the pollen in Germany 

originated in local areas. The ragweed pollen release period from a single flower lasts only up to 6 h 

(Prank et al., 2013). The pollen release can be strongly reduced, or even halted, by high relative 

humidity associated with rain, which can cover wider areas than the rain event itself (Sofiev et al., 

2013). 
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Ragweed pollen emissions are considered a threshold process, dominated by low relative humidity, 

with a threshold of around <60% RH (Bianchi et al., 1959; Menut et al., 2014; Sofiev et al., 2013; Zink 

et al., 2012). The main ragweed flowering season is from August to September in Europe, however 

flowers can be found from July to October in the Berlin region (Kannabei et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016; 

Prank et al., 2013). The end of flowering has been found to be correlated spatially and temporally 

with the onset of the first frost (Kannabei et al., 2013; Storkey et al., 2014). Local ragweed pollen 

emission mainly takes place during the morning hours: it starts shortly after sunrise and continues 

until early afternoon (Bianchi et al., 1959; Dingle et al., 1959; Laaidi and Laaidi, 1999; Zink et al., 

2012). 

The selected humidity threshold for the pollen impact case is RH < 60%, from 5 am until 2 pm, during 

July – October (Table 1). 

1.1.3. Indoor mold growth 

Indoor mold is a fungal growth that develops on building materials, expedited by particular outdoor 

temperatures, and humidity conditions (Sedlbauer, 2001). In Germany mold is one of the main 

causes of damage to buildings. The “Third Report on Building Damages” by the Federal Government 

of Germany estimated the costs resulting from mold fungi damages to amount more than 200 million 

Euro per year (Bundesministerium für Raumordnung, 1995). In addition, extensive mold growth in 

buildings can negatively affect human health, by causing and enhancing respiratory complications 

and related diseases such as asthma (Davis et al., 2016). Studies show that historic buildings are 

particularly prone to mold growth and damage (Curtis, 2010; Hao et al., 2020; Huijbregts et al., 

2012). In Berlin every fourth house is built in the 1920s/30s, and around 50% of the building are older 

than 1960 (SSW, 2018). 

A literature review by Hao et al. (2020) indicates that moisture risks are more likely to occur in 

buildings due to changes in the external climate and subsequent changes in the indoor climate. 

Leissner et al. (2015) particularly project higher mold risks in Northern parts of Germany by the mid 

as well as by the end of the century, based on derived mold index from regional climate model 

projections. A study by Huijbregts et al. (2012) found mold growth will increase due to climate 

change for two historic museum buildings in the Netherlands and Belgium, particularly driven by 

rising relative humidity levels. 

The growth and spreading of mold fungi mainly depends on the climatic boundary conditions at the 

surfaces of construction parts and inside buildings. The decisive parameters are relative humidity, 

temperature and the corresponding substrate (Huijbregts et al., 2012; Johansson et al., 2012; 

Leissner et al., 2015; Lourenço et al., 2006; Ojanen et al., 2010; Pietrzyk, 2015; Sedlbauer, 2001; 

Viitanen and Ojanen, 2007; Viitanen et al., 2010). Despite the complexity of indoor climate, a direct 

correlation between internal and external conditions has been found and verified (Hao et al., 2020), 

including a strong correlation between indoor and outdoor absolute hu- midity (Nguyen et al., 2014). 

Outside relative humidity, in combination with temperature, is of critical importance to indoor mold 

growth. 

Many studies identify conditions around >80% relative humidity and temperatures of 10°C – 40°C to 

be favorable for mold growth (Johansson et al., 2012; Leissner et al., 2015; Ojanen et al., 2010; 

Sedlbauer, 2001; Viitanen et al., 2010). Sedlbauer (2001 (especially Figure 9)) shows 2 – 16 

consecutive days of favorable mold growth conditions enhance mold expansion. 
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The  selected  meteorological  condition  for  the  mold  impact  case  is  RH  >80%  and  10°C  ̶  40°C,  

during  the  entire  year.  2 –10 consecutive days of favorable mold growth conditions are also 

considered. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Study area 

Berlin and its surroundings is selected as the case-study region. The capital of Germany, Berlin, is a 

large-scale city with around 3.6 million inhabitants covering approximately 891.1 km2 (Amt für 

Statistik Berlin-Brandenburg, 2020), located in-land at approximately 52.52°N, 13.4°E. The land cover 

of Berlin’s surroundings is roughly 50% agricultural and grass land, 36% forest and 14% build up areas 

and water bodies (Fig. 1b) (Amt für Statistik Berlin-Brandenburg, 2020). Berlin and its surroundings 

are particularly suitable to investigate urban-rural contrasts using regional climate model output 

data, because of the relatively flat regional topography, Berlin’s large city size, and the distinct 

urban-rural landscape heterogeneity. The primary investigated domain is approximately 140 km by 

140 km centered around Berlin (black rectangular, Fig. 1b). 

 

Fig. 1. Research area. (a) Germany and (b) a land-cover map indicating Berlin’s administrative 

boundaries (black polygon) and research domain including the surroundings (black 

rectangular). Land cover following CORINE land cover map (EEA, 2000; Langendijk et al., 

2019). 
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2.2. Models, data, and analyses 

To evaluate the performance of the regional climate model used to investigate the Berlin region, 

observations are compared with model output data driven by the ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset on 

12.5 km (0.11°) and 3 km (0.0275°) spatial resolution, by respectively the regional climate model 

REMO, and its non-hydrostatic convection-permitting version (REMO-NH) (Ban et al., 2021; Lowe et 

al., 2020). REMO is a three dimensional, hydrostatic limited-area model (Jacob et al., 2012; Kotlarski 

et al., 2014), originating from the ‘Europa-Modell’ of the German Weather Service (DWD) (Majewski, 

1991). The physical parameterizations are largely based on the global climate model ECHAM-4 

(Roeckner et al., 1996) and have been further developed over the course of the last decades. Model 

specifications can be found in Jacob et al. (2012) and in Jacob and Podzun (1997). The non-

hydrostatic convection-permitting model version, REMO-NH, directly resolves the vertical 

momentum equation, leading to a better representation of small-scale mesoscale circulations and 

convection (Goettel, 2009; Langendijk et al., 2021). 

For the model evaluation, relative humidity, specific humidity and 2-m temperature are investigated 

at a daily time-step, averaged over each year during the ERA-interim driven period 2000–2009. The 

REMO output data used for this study was produced as part of the European Climate Prediction 

(EUCP) project (Ban et al., 2021; Lowe et al., 2020). In-situ station observations are obtained from the 

DWD data store (DWD, 2021), for five stations in Berlin and five in the surroundings. The locations of 

the observational stations are presented in the appendices, Fig. A1. The DWD does not provide in-

situ observations for specific humidity. Therefore specific humidity is derived from observed mean 

daily vapor pressure (e) in hPa and air pressure (P) in hPa from DWD in-situ station observations 

(DWD, 2021), using the following formula (Stull, 2017): 

 

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
 ε ∗𝑒

𝑃−𝑒∗(1− ε)
           (1) 

 

Where ε = 0.622 g vapor/g dry air is the ratio of gas constants for dry air to that for water vapor. 

The land cover scheme of REMO follows a tile approach, based on three basic land surface types; 

land, water, and sea ice. Subgrid fractions are specifying further land cover types, including an urban 

sub-fraction. These fractions are not assumed to be located in a specific area of a grid box, but cover 

a percentage of the total grid box area, together summing up to 100% (Rechid and Jacob, 2006; 

Semmler, 2002). The urban fraction per grid box for the Berlin region is presented in Fig. 2. For the 

urban sub-fraction, the REMO model follows the so-called ‘bulk’ approach. Sealed urban areas are 

represented as a rock surface, which is described in the model by a relatively high roughness length, 

high albedo, and no water storage capacities (Langendijk et al., 2019). Langendijk et al. (2019) 

indicate that the simple urban bulk-scheme shows the urban rural contrast for temperature and 

humidity variables under climate change. The simple scheme is less skilled in simulating the timing of 

the peak of the urban heat island at night. 

A consistent masking approach is developed (following Langendijk et al., 2021) to define the urban 

area in the 12.5 km and 3 km model output data to allow for coherent analysis across grid 

resolutions. The urban area contains all the grid cells with an urban fraction larger than 0.3 as 

prescribed by the REMO land surface cover scheme within the administrative boundaries of Berlin 

(Black polygon, Fig. 1b). The masks for the surroundings include all grid boxes outside the city mask 

and within the primary domain of interest of approximately 140 km by 140 km centered around 
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Berlin (black rectangular, Fig. 1b). This approach is followed for both horizontal resolutions. The 

resulting city masks for the 12.5 km and 3 km grid resolutions cover relatively similar areas for Berlin, 

with the 3 km mask capturing the actual city extent and boundaries more accurately (Appendices: 

Fig. A3). 

 

Fig. 2. The urban fraction per grid box of the REMO land surface scheme, for the 12.5 km and 

3 km grid resolutions. 

To give insight into the model performance compared to observations, the following statistical 

measures are calculated for the averaged annual mean for the ERA-interim driven period  

(2000–2009) for Berlin and its surroundings, as well as for the averaged monthly data, respectively 

called the annual cycle, for the ERA-interim driven period (2000– 2009) for Berlin: 

 Root mean square error (RMSE): absolute measure of the overall error in the estimates 

relative to the observed values, expressed in the same units and scale as the data itself. It 

can take any positive value with zero indicating a perfect lack of error. 

 Mean bias error (MBE): measures the extent to which the estimated value deviates from the 

observed value. It can take any value, with negative values indicating systematic under-

estimation and positive values, over-estimation, and zero indicating a perfect lack of bias. 

 Pearson correlation coefficient: varies between 1 and 1 with 0 implying no correlation. 

Correlations of 1 or 1 imply an exact linear relationship. 

 Standard Deviation (St. Dev.): a measure of the amount of variation or dispersion of a set of 

values. A low standard deviation in- dicates that the values tend to be close to the mean of 

the set, while a high standard deviation indicates that the values are spread out over a wider 

range. 

In order to conduct the calculations, the model output data is spatially averaged over the grid boxes 

representing Berlin (black polygon Fig. 1, Appendices: Fig. A3) and its surroundings (black rectangle 

Fig. 1). The observations are averaged over the different stations, respectively for Berlin and its 

surroundings (Appendices: Fig. A2). The median, and range of the station measurements are 

relatively similar, except for Berlin-Alexanderplatz (Appendices: Fig. A2). This station data is slightly 

warmer and less moist (RH) compared to other stations in Berlin. Probably because the station is 

located in the city center surrounded by a sealed surface (Appendices: Fig. A1). 

The analysis of the impact cases, influenza, pollen, and mold, aims to understand the added value on 

the 3 km grid resolution, compared to the 12.5 km grid resolution, to simulate climate change 

impacts in the Berlin region. The REMO model output data for the 12.5 km and the 3 km (REMO-NH) 
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grid resolutions are utilized for the historical time period (1996–2005) and a near-term future time 

period (2041–2050) under the emission scenario RCP8.5 (Moss et al., 2010), forced by the global 

climate model MPI-ESM-LR (Stevens et al., 2013). The REMO output data was produced as part of the 

European Climate Prediction (EUCP) project (Ban et al., 2021; Lowe et al., 2020). 

Using the above-mentioned REMO model data, the specified meteorological conditions for each 

impact case are investigated (Table 1). Firstly, the change in the occurrence of the days that fulfill the 

respective conditions is calculated. The number of days on which the impact case occurs within each 

decade is then divided by ten years, resulting in the mean projected change of days/year (d/yr) for 

each respective time period (historical and future). Secondly, consecutive periods of days under or 

above the thresholds are calculated for each impact case, following the same rational. The change in 

d/yr between the future decade and the historical decade is referred to as “change signal” in this 

research. To calculate a robust climate change signal, averaging over a time period of 20–30 years in 

the future as well as over a 20–30 years historical time period would be required (Hawkins et al., 

2020; IPCC, 2013). Due to limited computing power convection-permitting simulations are currently 

only available for decades. Therefore, this study shows the “change signal”, which provides an 

indication of the climate change signal as it carries the fingerprint of climate change. The following 

comparisons are examined throughout the analysis: the 12.5 km grid resolution vs. the 3 km grid 

resolution; the historical time period (1996–2005) vs. the near-term future time period (2041–2050); 

and Berlin vs. its surroundings. The near-term future period (2041–2050) is particularly relevant for 

policy timeframes, as (urban) decision makers tend to be specifically interested in timespans ranging 

from multi-annual up to the near-term future (Lauwaet et al., 2017). 

3. Results 

3.1. Model performance across grid resolutions 

The outcomes of the model evaluation show that the REMO model, on both the 12.5 km and 3 km 

grid resolution performs reasonably in line with the observations for Berlin and its surroundings, 

based on the statistical tests (Table 2, Appendices: Table A1). For the annual mean values averaged 

over the period 2000–2009, the 12.5 km grid resolution is frequently outperforming the 3 km 

convection-permitting resolution, particularly for specific and relative humidity. For temperature, the 

surroundings show an improvement for the RMSE and MBE on the 3 km resolution compared to the 

12.5 km resolution. Worth noting, the RH urban-rural contrast shows a slight improvement for the 

RMSE and the Pearson correlation coefficient (Appendices: Table A1). 

The statistical values for the annual cycle show more improvements than the annual mean values for 

the 3 km grid resolution, in Berlin. The REMO model outputs for relative humidity shows better 

correspondence with observations on the 3 km resolution than the 12.5 km resolution for the 

months August, October, and November (RMSE and MBE), but the model is performing worse during 

the period from January to April (Table 2). This implies potential improved capability of REMO-NH to 

simulate the pollen impact case, as the relative humidity threshold occurs in July – October. The 3 km 

resolution shows improvements for specific humidity in Berlin during the summer months June – 

August, and in November (RMSE and MBE) (Table 2). The Pearson correlation coefficient is higher for 

8 out of 12 months for the 3 km resolution compared to the 12.5 km resolution. This improvement, 

particularly for the months December – March, increases the confidence that the 3 km resolution 

may improve the simulations for the influenza impact case. For temperature, the 3 km resolution 

shows improvements in Berlin for almost all months, except March, April and May (RMSE, and/or 

MBE, and/or Pearson) (Table 2). This may lead to improved simulation of the impact cases that co-

depend on temperature, respectively influenza and mold. 
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Table 2 

Statistical outcomes for the annual cycle, RMSE, MBE and Pearson correlation coefficient for relative 

humidity, specific humidity, and temperature, comparing monthly mean observations with the 

12.5 km and 3 km grid resolution, for Berlin, for the ERA-interim period (2000–2009). The green 

marking shows where the 3 km outperforms the 12.5 km grid resolution, compared to observations. 

 

 

 

Relative 

Humidity 

            

 

Jan.  Feb.  March  April  May June July  Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov.  Dec. 

12.5 km           

  

          

RMSE (%): 7.53 8.57 6.56 6.20 4.29 3.73 4.84 3.66 3.29 5.09 4.60 5.87 

MBE (%): -7.14 -8.12 -6.04 -4.32 -2.62 -2.22 -2.62 -1.47 0.69 4.23 2.92 -4.32 

Pearson corr.: 0.43 0.45 0.83 0.47 0.47 0.36 -0.12 0.34 0.44 0.31 0.48 0.05 

3 km                         

RMSE (%): 10.73 13.45 15.44 17.40 8.96 4.46 4.39 3.01 3.34 4.33 3.62 8.87 

MBE (%): -10.43 -13.24 -15.10 -17.07 -7.79 -3.14 -2.87 -0.48 1.39 2.73 -2.18 -8.16 

Pearson corr.: 0.13 0.33 0.69 0.66 0.09 0.33 0.08 0.33 0.52 0.16 0.51 0.02 

Specific 

Humidity                          

12.5 km    

           RMSE (kg/kg): 0.0003 0.0003 0.0006 0.0008 0.0008 0.0011 0.0013 0.0010 0.0008 0.0003 0.00032 0.0003 

MBE (kg/kg): 

-

0.0002 

-

0.0003 

-

0.0005 

-

0.0007 

-

0.0007 

-

0.00095 

-

0.0012 

-

0.00094 

-

0.0007 

-

0.0001 0.00020 

-

0.0001 

Pearson corr.: 0.74 0.81 0.61 0.93 0.85 0.51 0.66 0.78 0.85 0.91 0.72 0.83 

3 km   

           RMSE (kg/kg): 0.0005 0.0005 0.0008 0.0012 0.0011 0.0010 0.0010 0.0012 0.0007 0.0004 0.00027 0.0005 

MBE (kg/kg): 

-

0.0004 

-

0.0005 

-

0.0007 

-

0.0011 

-

0.0010 

-

0.00087 

-

0.0009 

-

0.00089 

-

0.0006 

-

0.0002 

-

0.00016 

-

0.0004 

Pearson corr.: 0.79 0.84 0.61 0.93 0.86 0.61 0.61 -0.36 0.86 0.90 0.77 0.89 

2-m 

Temperature                          

12.5 km   

           RMSE (°C): 1.05 0.94 1.11 0.71 0.95 1.20 1.07 0.93 1.11 0.87 0.96 1.08 

MBE (°C): 0.63 0.79 0.43 -0.17 -0.47 -0.91 -0.86 -0.68 -0.92 -0.49 0.63 0.73 

Pearson corr.: 0.68 0.85 0.87 0.96 0.77 0.57 0.76 0.89 0.90 0.89 0.86 0.88 

3 km                          

RMSE (°C): 0.77 0.93 1.49 1.63 1.14 0.96 0.69 0.66 1.12 0.81 0.88 0.61 

MBE (°C): 0.20 0.80 1.11 1.46 0.47 -0.44 -0.21 -0.44 -0.82 -0.21 0.66 0.40 

Pearson corr.: 0.77 0.87 0.85 0.96 0.69 0.69 0.73 0.91 0.85 0.89 0.89 0.96 
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Fig. 3. Annual cycle for daily observations (black), 12.5 km grid resolution (blue) and 3 km grid 

resolution (green), for relative humidity, specific humidity and 2-m temperature, 10-year 

mean for the ERA-interim period (2000– 2009). The urban-rural difference is calculated by 

subtracting the results for the surroundings from those for Berlin. (For interpretation of the 

references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 
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These results are underpinned by Fig. 3, showing the time series of the mean annual cycle, averaged 

over 2000–2009, for Berlin and its surroundings. For relative humidity the REMO model results are in 

line with the observations for the summer months up to October. The model simulations 

overestimate relative humidity values for winter and spring, in Berlin and its surroundings. The 

relative humidity urban-rural contrast shows a similar pattern, and is underestimated in the winter. 

The 3 km resolution shows an improvement compared to the 12.5 km grid resolution, mainly in 

January to March. For specific humidity, the models overestimate SH in summer, which is larger for 

the surroundings than Berlin. This leads to an overestimation of the specific humidity urban-rural 

contrast in summer months. The REMO model results are largely in line with observations for 

temperature, for Berlin and its surroundings. The temperature urban-rural contrast, is 

underestimated in winter months. This can explain the underestimation of the RH urban-rural 

contrast in the same months, because temperature and RH are closely related. The temperature 

urban-rural contrast underestimation in winter is most probably caused by the absence of 

anthropogenic heat in the REMO model, and the limited capacity of the bulk scheme to retain 

warmth (Jin et al., 2021). 

Fig. 4. Spatial maps for the Berlin region on the 12.5 km (left) and 3 km (right) grid resolution, 

showing the 10-year mean (2000–2009) for relative humidity, specific humidity and 

2 m-temperature. Note: relative humidity has a different colour bar for 12.5 km and 3 km 

grid resolution. 
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A clear urban-rural difference between Berlin and its surroundings is detectable on the spatial maps 

presenting the mean for the period 2000–2009, in Fig. 4. Berlin is less humid (SH: ~0.0011 kg/kg,  

RH: ~2%) and warmer (~0.5°C) than its surroundings for both spatial resolutions. The 3 km grid 

resolution is overall more moist (RH and SH) in the Berlin region. There is more detail visible on the 

3 km than the 12 km spatial resolution. For instance, the city boundaries of Berlin and the suburbs 

(urban-rural transition) become visible on the 3 km resolution, as well as a decrease in temperature 

and an increase in humidity can be detected around the river Spree (Fig. 4). This enhanced level of 

detail on the 3 km resolution can be mainly explained by the increase of the amount of grid boxes 

with urban fractions and better resolving the land surface on the 3 km grid resolution (Fig. 2). 

In summary, the model evaluation shows that the REMO model, on the 12.5 km and 3 km grid 

resolution, is performing reasonably in line with the observations. Statistical improvements are found 

on the 3 km resolution for specific months for the different variables, potentially indicating that the 

3 km resolution may better simulate the variables that underpin the meteorological conditions for 

the impact cases. Enhanced spatial detail is clearly detectable on the 3 km compared to the 12.5 km 

grid resolution. 

 

3.2. Climate change related impacts across grid resolutions: Influenza, pollen, mold 

The impact cases, influenza, pollen, and mold, aim to demonstrate the difference and potentially the 

added value on the 3 km grid resolution, compared to the 12.5 km grid resolution, to simulate 

climate change impacts in the Berlin region. The following results reveal how the defined 

meteorological conditions change for each impact case under near-term climate change for Berlin 

and its surroundings. 

3.2.1. Less influenza days per year, but longer periods of consecutive influenza days 

The REMO model outcomes show that the influenza days, happening from December to March with 

a day mean of SH < 0.006 kg/kg and temperatures between 2– 6°C, will decrease under the 

considered future climate conditions, comparing the near-term period 2041–2050 with the historical 

period 1996–2005 (Fig. 5). However, the duration of periods with consecutive influenza days are 

projected to become longer in the considered future decade (Fig. 6). 

A stronger change signal is found for the 3 km resolution, with a decrease of 2 influenza d/yr 

compared to around 1 influenza d/ yr for the 12.5 km resolution for the future period, for both Berlin 

and its surroundings (Fig. 5, Appendices: Table A3). The decrease in influenza days in the near-term 

future period could be explained by overall warmer temperatures under climate change, resulting in 

a smaller amount of cold days in the winter (e.g. Brasseur et al., 2017). The warmer temperatures 

could lead to higher humidity levels, as warm air can hold more moisture. This is also in line with 

Langendijk et al. (2019), who indicate specific humidity increases under future climate change 

(RCP8.5) throughout the 21st century in the Berlin region. The stronger decrease of influenza days on 

the 3 km resolution may be a result of the convection-permitting scale, which tends to have slightly 

higher specific humidity levels than the 12.5 km resolution, particularly in the winter months, as 

shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 

Uninterrupted periods of consecutive influenza days occur in the historical period with an average 

duration between 2– 8 consecutive days (Fig. 6, interquartile range), with a median of 4 days for all 

time slices and resolutions, and extreme periods up to 50 consecutive influenza days (Fig. 6). Fig. 6 

indicates that the duration of the periods with consecutive influenza days will increase under 
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near-term future climate change, especially for the 3 km resolution, by ~2 – 3 consecutive days 

(expansion of upper quartile (Q3) of boxplot). This is shown in Fig. 6 by the interquartile range 

change from 2 – 8 to 2 – 10 consecutive influenza days for Berlin under near-term climate change. 

The model evaluation indicates that the REMO model on the 3 km resolution better simulates 

specific humidity (Pearson correlation coefficient) and temperature (RMSE, and/or MBE, and/or 

Pearson) during the months December – March. Despite a relatively small difference between the 

3 km and 12.5 km resolution, it is expected that the convection-permitting scale may bring about 

more reliable results for the influenza impact case. 

The urban-rural contrast is minimal for influenza, with a 0 – 0.3 d/yr difference between Berlin and 

its surroundings (Fig. 5, Appendices: Table A3). This is in line with observations and model outcomes 

for the winter months for specific humidity (Fig. 3).  

3.2.2. More pollen days on the convection-permitting scale, and in Berlin, under future climate 

conditions 

There is an increase in pollen days, characterized by a day mean of RH < 60% in July – October, 

simulated under future climate conditions on the 3 km resolution, especially in Berlin compared to its 

surroundings (Fig. 5). Notably, the 12.5 km resolution indicates a decrease of 4 d/yr in Berlin and 

1 d/yr for its surroundings in the future period 2041–2050, in contrast to an increase of 0.2 d/yr in 

Berlin and 2 d/yr in the surroundings for the 3 km resolution. There is a sign change for the change 

signal going from the 12.5 km to the convection-permitting resolution. Following previous literature, 

an increase in pollen days under climate change is expected, especially in Berlin, because it would 

become hotter and less moist in the city, especially in the summer months (Argüeso et al., 2014; 

Langendijk et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2020; Lokoshchenko, 2017; Zhao et al., 2021). Taking this into 

consideration, the convention permitting resolution behaves closer to the expectations. This is 

probably the case because REMO-NH better resolves the urban surface, and therefore better 

simulates the drier and warmer urban conditions and the urban dry island effect in the summer, 

compared to the 12.5 km resolution (Table 1). This is in line with the statistical improvements found 

for the 3 km grid resolution for the RH urban-rural difference (Fig. 3, Appendices: Table A1). 

Therefore, an added value for the convection-permitting scale is detected to simulate the pollen 

impact case. 

There is a large urban-rural contrast, with more pollen days in Berlin, for both the 12.5 km and 3 km 

grid resolutions, ranging from 5–6 d/yr in the historical period and 3 d/yr in the future period. The 

urban-rural difference for relative humidity is also clearly visible on the spatial maps (Fig. 4), and is 

more detailed for the 3 km resolution. This overall result is expected, as Berlin is generally less moist 

than its surroundings, resulting in more pollen days in the city (Langendijk et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 

2021). The decrease of the urban- rural contrast in the future period compared to the historical 

period can be explained by the relative increase of pollen days in the surroundings, for the 3 km grid 

resolution. For the 12.5 km grid resolution the pollen days show a stronger relative decrease in 

Berlin, compared to the surroundings. 

The periods of consecutive pollen days range from 2 – 3 days, with extremes up to 7 days. No major 

difference is found for the consecutive pollen days under future climate conditions, nor for the 

different resolutions in this respect. 
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Fig. 5.  Mean change in days per year (d/yr) for each impact case: influenza; pollen; and mold. 

Showing the grid resolutions (3 km and 12.5 km), under near-term future climate conditions 

vs. historic climate conditions (= future (2041–2050) - historical (1996–2005) and urban-rural 

contrast (= Berlin - surroundings) (see Appendices: Table A3). 
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Fig. 6. Boxplots showing the consecutive days for each impact case: influenza; pollen; and 

mold. For Berlin (blue) and its surroundings (green), for the grid resolutions (12.5 km (left) 

and 3 km (right)), for historical (1996– 2005) and near-term future (2041– 2050) period. 

Boxplots: the model median (red line), quartiles (Q1: 25% and Q3: 75%), and whiskers  

(1.5 * IQR (IQR = Q3 - Q1)) indicate the model spread. (For interpretation of the references to 

colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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3.2.3. Less mold days on the convection-permitting resolution, but longer consecutive periods, under 

future climate conditions 

Mold days, defined by a day mean of RH >80% and temperatures between 10 – 40°C, will become 

less under near-term climate conditions on the 3 km resolution for the Berlin region (Fig. 5). 

Nevertheless, the periods of consecutive mold days become longer for the future period 2041 –

 2050, especially on the convection-permitting resolution (Fig. 6). 

Worth noting is the sign change of the change signal going from the 12.5 km to the 3 km grid 

resolution (Fig. 5). An increase of 11 (Berlin) – 13 (surroundings) mold d/yr is found for the 12.5 km 

resolution for the future time period, in contrast to the 3 km resolution, which shows a decrease of 

18 (Berlin) – 15 (surroundings) mold d/yr under near-term climate change conditions (Fig. 5, 

Appendices: Table A3). Following previous literature, mold days are expected to decrease under 

climate change, especially in Berlin in the summer. It will become warmer, and relative humidity 

decreases particularly in the urban area, as there is little moisture available in the city to be added to 

the atmosphere (Argüeso et al., 2014; Langendijk et al., 2019; Lokoshchenko, 2017; Zhao et al., 

2021). This leads to the conclusion, that the convection-permitting scale (REMO-NH) better resolves 

the urban surface, leading to warmer temperatures and reduced relative humidity, especially in 

Berlin, resulting in less mold days under near-term climate conditions. A clear added value on the 

convection-permitting scale is identified for simulating mold days in an urban-rural context, similar to 

the pollen impact case. 

Longer periods of consecutive mold days are projected for the 3 km and 12.5 km resolution under 

future climate conditions. The period of consecutive mold days generally ranges between 2 – 8 days, 

with extremes up to 170 consecutive days (Fig. 6). The median shifts from 3 to 4 consecutive days for 

the 3 km resolution. This is a critical change, as prior research shows that indoor mold growth 

strongly increases after four consecutive mold days (Sedlbauer, 2001). In addition, the upper quartile 

(Q2) increases for the future, especially on the convection-permitting resolution, making longer 

consecutive mold periods more likely.  

Berlin has 15 mold d/yr less than its surroundings on the 12.5 km resolution, and 11 d/yr on the 3 km 

grid resolution, for the historical period. An even larger urban-rural contrast is found for the future 

period with Berlin showing less mold days than its sur- roundings by 17 d/yr on the 12.5 km and 14 

d/yr on the 3 km resolution (Fig. 5). This urban-rural difference is also clearly visible on the spatial 

maps (Fig. 4), and is more detailed on the 3 km resolution. Berlin is expected to be less moist than its 

surroundings and therefore experiencing less mold days. This gets larger under climate change, as 

the city get drier (RH) and warmer, and its surroundings might have more capacity to add additional 

moisture to the atmosphere when warming (Langendijk et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2021). 

 

In summary, the 3 km grid resolution, the convection-permitting scale, improves the simulations for 

the impact cases in the Berlin region, compared to the 12.5 km grid resolution. This influences the 

results for influenza, leading to a more profound decrease of influenza days under future climate 

conditions. A sign change of the change signal is identified for the 3 km compared to the 12.5 km grid 

resolution for the impact cases pollen, and mold, showing an increase in pollen days and a decrease 

in mold days under near-term climate conditions. There is an added value detected on the 

convection-permitting resolution to simulate the climate change impact cases. 
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4. Discussion and conclusions 

The outcomes of this research confirm that the convection-permitting resolution better resolves 

regional-to-local scales, for complex terrains such as urban areas (Argüeso et al., 2016; Coppola et al., 

2020; Kendon et al., 2021; Prein et al., 2015). Improved urban detail is found (Fig. 4), as well as a 

stronger change signal for influenza, and a sign change of the change signal for the pollen and mold 

impact case, moving from the 12.5 km to the 3 km grid resolution. The model evaluation and the 

pollen case indicate that particular added value is found in the summer months, which is in line with 

other literature that show improvements particularly in this season (Ban et al., 2014; Kendon et al., 

2021; Prein et al., 2015). This may be particularly true for Berlin, as the simple urban scheme may 

better capture the heat retention and related urban moist reduction in the summer months (Fig. 3, 

Table 2), compared to the winter months. The urban scheme does not include anthropogenic heat, 

which may be one of the key reasons that the model underestimates the temperature and urban 

moist reduction in the winter (Jin et al., 2021). 

The results show little improvement for the annual mean values for the 3 km grid resolution. This is 

in contrast to the added value found on a monthly basis for the annual cycle. The REMO-NH model at 

3 km resolution shows improved statistical outcomes for specific months for temperature, and to a 

less extent for relative and specific humidity, as well as for the meteorological conditions of the 

impact cases, and the RH urban-rural contrast. This is in line with e.g. Argüeso et al. (2016) and Prein 

et al. (2015), who show that the convection-permitting scale mainly shows added value on shorter 

timescales, rather than for annual means (Ban et al., 2014; Kendon et al., 2021). 

This study relies on one model and one decade under near term future climate conditions using the 

RCP8.5 scenario. The outcomes are model depended and only reflect one possible future, for one 

future decade. Therefore, similar studies with different models and under different climate change 

scenarios are needed, in order to compare and validate the results of this study (Coppola et al., 2020; 

Fosser et al., 2020). In conjunction, only the near-term period is investigated for climate change 

impacts. The changes for the impact cases may look different for the far future, e.g. up to 2100. 

Additionally, comparing historic periods with future periods with a minimal duration of 20–30 years 

would be needed to distill a robust climate change signal and/or the climate change effect on the 

impact cases. To adequately assess the impact cases under longer term climate change, transient 

high-resolution climate change simulations would be preferred. 

Despite the added value found for the 3 km grid resolution in this study, it is crucial to further reflect 

if the change signal is more trustworthy on the convection-permitting scale, and which change 

signals can be reliably captured by coarser-resolution models (Fosser et al., 2020; Kendon et al., 

2021). Although, this research implies that for the pollen and mold impact case the 3 km resolution is 

showing a more reliable sign of the change signal, robustness shall be further assessed using other 

models and approaches, as well as longer time periods up to 20 to 30 years (Hawkins et al., 2020; 

IPCC, 2013). The change in the sign may trigger a difference in the response by decision makers from 

inaction to action. Here, the challenge arises how to best communicate the divergent results 

stemming from the 12.5 km and 3 km grid resolution, especially to urban planners and decision 

makers (Kendon et al., 2021). 

In addition, the results on the 3 km show clear improvements, but also highlight that the effect of the 

urban parametrization is no longer negligible at this grid resolution (Argüeso et al., 2016; Trusilova et 

al., 2013). Sophisticated urban models have greater complexity and are able to simulate fine scale 

meteorological processes and fluxes in the city and on the district, or even building level. 

Sophisticated urban schemes could improve the simulation of the urban local-to-regional 

interactions, e.g. the overestimation of relative humidity in the winter, and the overestimation of the 
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SH urban-rural contrast in summer (Daniel et al., 2019). It would be important to consider 

incorporating anthropogenic heat in the winter. This study calculates averaged values over Berlin, to 

understand mean changes for the city compared to its surrounding. Nevertheless, local conditions 

may affect the impact cases significantly, which needs to be investigated with more sophisticated 

urban models. 

4.1. Implications for the impact cases 

The results of this research show a stronger decrease of influenza days on the convection-permitting 

scale under near-term future climate conditions (2041 ̶  2050), but consecutive periods become 

longer particularly on the 3 km grid resolution. The longer influenza periods might enhance spreading 

and the survival of the virus and could increase the related infections and therefore hospitalizations, 

in line with e.g. Chong et al. (2020). Generally, projected warmer and moister winters under climate 

change could potentially lead to a decrease in influenza. Though, other research shows that a 

warmer winter might spark an enhanced influenza pandemic with early onset the subsequent year 

when it is colder and/or less moist (Towers et al., 2013). Further research is needed to investigate 

seasonal cycles, extremes, and match them with further relevant factors to understand the 

interactions with climate change (Chong et al., 2020; Goodwins et al., 2019). 

Higher amounts of pollen days are simulated on the 3 km grid resolution, especially in Berlin, under 

near-term future climate conditions. The increase of pollen days on the convection-permitting 

resolution coincides with the estimation by Hamaoui-Laguel et al. (2015) that by 2050 airborne 

ragweed pollen concentrations will be about four times higher than they are now in Europe. In 

addition, climate change could increase the length and severity of the pollen season and, as a 

consequence, the associated pollen allergy (D’Amato and Cecchi, 2008; Ziska et al., 2003). Ragweed 

is expected to expand its range due to climate change in Europe, particularly in the Northern parts of 

the continent (Cunze et al., 2013; Storkey et al., 2014). In this context, the sign change of the change 

signal on the convection-permitting scale is therefore of particular relevance, as the increase in 

pollen days coincides with other climate change effects on ragweed pollen prevalence. Urban 

planners and decision makers shall take people suffering from pollen allergy into account when 

planting in public spaces (Bergmann et al., 2012). To prevent the further spread of ragweed, the 

plants shall be systematically registered and destroyed (Buters et al., 2015; Pflanzenschutzamt Berlin, 

2021). 

A decrease in the amount of mold days/year for the near-term period are expected on the 3 km grid 

resolution, but the consecutive periods might get longer. This finding is in line with Bertolin and 

Camuffo (2014), who show a decrease for a relatively similar indicator “Time of wetness” (RH > 85%, 

and temperatures >0°C), under RCP4.5 in the Berlin region. Despite this overall decrease, the longer 

periods of consecutive mold days, may imply more indoor mold growth. Particularly the shift in the 

median from 3 to 4 consecutive days in the future, may enhance indoor mold growth, as this is a 

critical threshold for mold growth shown by studies from Sedlbauer (2001) and Viitanen and Ojanen 

(2007). Climate change may lead to warmer winters and prolonged mild temperatures between fall 

and spring. This could provide improved mold growth conditions and lengthen the optimal mold 

growth period. Other studies also found possible increases in indoor mold growth under climate 

change (Huijbregts et al., 2012; Leissner et al., 2015). These studies focus on specific, vulnerably 

buildings, using sophisticated building models and by constructing a mold index on various variables. 

Further coupling the climate projections used in this research to building models at specific locations 

might change the results. More detailed models and follow up studies would be helpful to 

understand the climate change effects for specific buildings, streets, or a neighborhood. 
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The impact cases are designed around humidity thresholds, and their simulated changes under 

near-term future climate conditions. Other factors have not been directly taken into account that 

could influence the outcomes of the impact cases, and the potential effects on human health. 

For instance, for influenza, it would be important to further simulate and understand the role of 

changes in human behavior, the susceptibility to the virus of city dwellers, the indoor temperature 

and humidity, as well as to better understand how the effect would be different in other climate 

regimes (e.g. tropics) (Davis et al., 2016; Deyle et al., 2016). Dalziel et al. (2018) investigated 603 

cities in the United States of America (USA) to understand the connection between urbanization and 

influenza. Influenza epidemics in smaller cities are shorter and strongly linked to humidity 

fluctuations. Whereas in larger cities non-climate factors have a more profound influence and a 

milder response to climate factors is found. Outdoor, as well as indoor, air pollution are associated 

with higher influenza incidence, and increased severity of the health risks related to the virus, 

particularly in winter months with low temperatures (Meng et al., 2021; Murtas and Russo, 2019; 

Song et al., 2021; Su et al., 2019; Toczylowski et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2016). Studies show a positive 

association between higher influenza risks and people who suffer from asthma as well as other 

respiratory allergies, obesity, or are recipient of a treatment for a chronic disease (Guerrisi et al., 

2019; Hirota et al., 1992; Jain and Chaves, 2011; Karki et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2013). Prior studies 

show lifestyle choices, such as smoking enhance influenza risks (Choi et al., 2014; Guerrisi et al., 

2019; Wong et al., 2013). In contrast, regular exercise and healthy diets counter health risks 

associated with influenza (Hirota et al., 1992; Wong et al., 2013). Certain studies indicate that women 

are more prone to influenza risks (Guerrisi et al., 2019; WHO, 2010). Particularly, the severity of the 

disease is worse among pregnant women (WHO, 2010). In this context, it is important to take into 

account that the rate of exposure to influenza could be higher for women than men, because they 

more often are caregivers and/or work in health-care occupations (WHO, 2010). 

For the pollen impact case, it would be crucial to understand the quantity of ragweed plants in the 

city and how many allergic people live in the city (D’Amato and Cecchi, 2008). Urban environments 

provide beneficial growing conditions for ragweed mainly due to higher temperatures and CO2 

emissions (Cvetkovski et al., 2018; Deutschewitz et al., 2003). Simultaneously, the high levels of air 

pollution in cities worsen pollen allergies of its inhabitants (Leru et al., 2021; Sedghy et al., 2018), 

with ozone being the most inflammatory pollutant (Kay et al., 2020). On another note, Voros et al. 

(2018) show that parents with the genetic tendency to develop allergic diseases (atopy) have 

children that develop pollen allergies more frequently (Voros et al., 2018). Also, smokers are more 

likely to suffer from allergy symptoms (Leru et al., 2021). Kusunoki et al. (2017) investigated 520 

children at an age of 10, and found that the sensitization rate to ragweed was significantly decreased 

with increases in fruit intake. This hinds at diet choices might even influence the severity of ragweed 

pollen allergies. 

For the mold impact case, the substrate and the indoor climate are pivotal to further understand the 

mold growth in the building (Ojanen et al., 2010; Ritschkoff et al., 2000; Sedlbauer, 2001; Viitanen 

and Ojanen, 2007). Indoor mold growth has been associated in many studies with an increased risk 

and amplification of asthma and respiratory illness (Hurraß et al., 2017; Mendell and Kumagai, 2017; 

Seguel et al., 2017; Sinclair et al., 2018). There is some evidence mold exposure leads to lower lung 

function, dermatitis, and non-respiratory symptoms (e.g. eye symptoms, headache, fatigue) 

(Norb¨ack, 2020). Particularly, moldy work and home environments are known to raise the exposure 

rate, and respectively the related health risks (Dales et al., 1991; Hurraß et al., 2017). In Germany, 

mold damage is found in every 10th home (Wiesmüller et al., 2016). Studies for the United States of 

America indicate higher asthma prevalence and related morbidity for Black and Latinx communities 

than for White Americans, directly associated with the higher levels of mold contamination in their 
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homes (Grant et al., 2022; Sinclair et al., 2018). This indicates that racial/ethnic/social inequities may 

enhance the health risks in connection with indoor mold growth (Grant et al., 2022). 

Interdisciplinary research shall be undertaken to better understand the interaction between the 

changing climate and other critical non-climatic factors that influence the health related aspects of 

each impact case. 

4.2. Concluding remarks 

Concluding, the convection-permitting scale, improves the simulations for the impact cases, 

influenza, pollen, and mold in the Berlin region, compared to the 12.5 km grid resolution. This is one 

of the first studies that explores these impact cases under future climate conditions in the urban-

rural context, with convection-permitting models. Influenza shows a more profound decrease of 

influenza days on the convection-permitting scale under future climate conditions, but longer 

consecutive periods especially on the 3 km grid resolution. A difference in the sign of the change 

signal is identified for the 3 km compared to the 12.5 km grid resolution for the impact cases pollen, 

and mold. The convection-permitting resolution performs more in line with observations, and 

available literature on urban processes, showing an increase in pollen days and a decrease in mold 

days under near-term climate conditions. The pollen days are more prevalent in Berlin. Mold periods 

are projected to increase in its duration under near-term climate conditions, showing a stronger 

increase on the 3 km grid resolution. The convection-permitting resolution affects, and generally 

improves the outcomes for the impact cases, and shows an added value, indicating the potential of 

convection-permitting simulations to generate improved information about climate change impacts 

for urban areas and its surroundings. This is of importance for the development of climate services 

for urban areas, as the improved information could enable urban planners and decision makers to 

more adequately prepare for and adapt to future climate change impacts. 
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Appendices 

 

 

Fig. A1. Locations of the observational stations in Berlin and its surroundings. 
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Fig.  A2.  Boxplots show the averaged day mean of observational station data for relative 

humidity and 2-m temperature, for the period 2000   ̶ 2009  , for Berlin and its surroundings. 

REMO model data averaged for the same period 2000  ̶  2009 is presented on right side of 

figure, respectively for REMO 12.5 km and REMO-NH 3 km grid resolutions. 
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Fig. A3.  Masks for Berlin, based on urban fraction >0.3, for 12.5 km (0.11°, left) and 3 km 

(0.0275°, right) grid resolutions. 

 

Table A1 

RMSE, MBE and Pearson correlation coefficient for relative humidity, specific humidity, and 

temperature, day mean 2000  ̶  2009, for Berlin comparing observations with the 12.5 km and 

3 km grid resolution. Calculated the mean over the 10 years per day. 

 

 

 

 

 

Berlin 

12.5 km  

Berlin 

3 km 

Surroundings 

12.5 km 

Surroundings 

3 km 

Urb-rur 

contrast 

12.5 km 

Urb-rur 

contrast 

3 km 

Obs Berlin 

vs Obs Surr 

Relative 

Humidity                

RMSE (%): 5.57 9.50 4.49 7.73 2.43 2.29 3.29 

MBE (%): -2.58 -6.34 -0.81 -4.43 -1.77 -1.91 -3.16 

Pearson corr.: 0.85 0.73 0.85 0.74 0.22 0.24 0.996 

Specific 

Humidity                

RMSE (kg/kg): 0.00074 0.00078 0.00121 0.00128 0.00053 0.00060 0.00009 

MBE (kg/kg): -0.00052 -0.00065 -0.00085 -0.00102 0.00033 0.00038 -0.00004 

Pearson corr.: 0.984 0.983 0.9803 0.9796 0.653 0.635 0.999 

2-m 

Temperature               

RMSE (°C): 1.01 1.02 0.93 0.88 0.51 0.57 0.71 

MBE (°C): -0.11 0.25 -0.43 -0.19 0.32 0.44 0.69 

Pearson corr.: 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.20 0.21 0.9998 
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Table A2 

Standard deviation for day mean over 2000–2009 for specific humidity, relative humidity (also hourly 

mean 2000–2009) for observations, 12.5 km and 3 km grid resolutions, for Berlin and its 

surroundings. 

 

 

Table A3 

Change in days per year for the grid resolutions (3 km and 12.5 km), for climate change  

(future – historical) and urban-rural contrast (Berlin – surroundings). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Obs Berlin  

Berlin 

12.5 km 

Berlin  

3 km 

Obs 

Surroundings  

Surroundings 

12.5 km 

Surroundings 

3 km 

Relative 

humidity (%)  8.56 9.15 10.21 8.03 7.86 9.25 

Specific 

humidity 

(kg/kg) 0.00213 0.00246 0.00227 0.00216 0.00286 0.00275 

  

Climate change  

(future - historical) 

Urb-rur contrast 

(Berlin - surr) 

  

12.5 km  3 km      historical  future  

Influenza  Berlin  -1 -2  12.5 km +0.2 +0.3 

 

Surroundings  -1 -2  3 km  +0.1 0 

Pollen  Berlin  -4 +0.2  12.5 km +6 +3 

 

Surroundings  -1 +2  3 km  +5 +3 

Mold  Berlin  +11 -18  12.5 km -15 -17 

 

Surroundings  +13 -15  3 km  -11 -14 
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4. Overall discussion  
 
The three papers presented in Chapter 3, all show an urban drying effect in Berlin compared to its 
surroundings for relative and specific humidity, respectively for the mean values throughout the 
21st century (Chapter 3.1.), for the downscaled future extreme conditions (Chapter 3.2.), and for the 
analysis of the humidity related impact cases (Chapter 3.3.). Prior observational studies investigating 
humidity differences between a city and its surroundings in past time periods, also found a humidity 
deficit in urban areas, generally affirming the findings of this study [Cairo (Robaa, 2003); Chicago 
(Ackerman, 2002); Christchurch (Tapper, 1990); Edmonton (Hage, 1975); Lodz (Fortuniak et al., 
2006); Mexico-City (Jåuregui and Tejeda, 1997b); Moscow (Lokoshchenko, 2017)]. Nevertheless, also 
urban moisture excess was identified in other cities [Belgrade: (Unkašević et al., 2001); Krefeld: 
(Kuttler et al., 2007b); London: (Lee, 1991); Szeged: (Unger, 1999b)]. The methods to measure, or 
derive the humidity related variables vary strongly between these observational studies, making it 
challenging to compare among the studies, as well as directly relate them to the regional climate 
model data driven research presented in this thesis.  
 
Zhao et al. (2021) present a global study about urban areas under climate change, based on a crude 
emulator approach downscaling GCM data to calculate the mean difference between the end 
(2091 ̶ 2100) and beginning (2006–2015) of the century, in order to highlight urban change signals for 
two seasons June–August (JJA) and December–February (DJF). The study finds a decrease in urban 
relative humidity in the Berlin area by the end of the century under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, in line with 
the results presented in this study in Chapter 3.1. Worth noting is the relative humidity decrease of 
4 ̶ 8 % RH found by Zhao et al. (2021) in JJA for the RCP8.5 scenario in the Berlin region by the end of 
the 21st century. This result is comparable to the 6 % relative humidity decrease found in the summer 
season at the end of the 21st century for Berlin under RCP8.5 in Chapter 3.1., providing more 
confidence to the presented results.  
 
Previous theoretical and modelling studies without urban representation, project that relative 
humidity will remain approximately constant at the global scale under climate change (Fischer and 
Knutti, 2013; Willett et al., 2007). This thesis (particularly Chapter 3.1.), in line with Zhao et al. (2021), 
clearly identifies an urban induced drying effect for relative humidity in Berlin which enlarges 
throughout the century, deviating from the projected stable global mean relative humidity described 
by for instance Willett et al. (2007). This urban-induced humidity effect highlights the critical 
importance of understanding and simulating the unique urban climate under climate change on the 
local-to-regional scale. 
  
Global temperatures are projected to continue to rise throughout the 21th century, causing a further 
increase of specific humidity, as warmer temperatures can hold more moisture (Fischer and Knutti, 
2013; Willett et al., 2007). This is in line with the findings presented in Chapter 3.1., which show an 
increase in specific humidity for Berlin as well as for its surroundings throughout the 21st century. 
Zhao et al. (2021) also find an increase in urban specific humidity by the end of the century under 
both RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, particularly for JJA. This specific humidity increase is also the expected 
driving mechanism behind the decrease in influenza days under climate change for the near term 
future period, as discussed in Chapter 3.3.  
 
The results presented in Chapter 3.2. and Chapter 3.3. show the added value of the convection-
permitting resolution to simulate humidity extremes and humidity related impact cases in the Berlin 
region. The moist extreme (SH>0.02 kg/kg) (Chapter 3.2.) and the pollen case (Chapter 3.3.), both 
show added value on the convection-permitting scale compared to the 12.5 km grid resolution. Both 
occur in the summer season. The results for the model evaluation presented in Chapter 3.3. 
(paper 3: section 3.1.) also indicate particular added value for the summer months, mainly for 
relative humidity and temperature. This is in accordance with prior research showing the added 
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value of convection-permitting simulations is predominantly found for the summer period, for 
temperature and precipitation (Ban et al., 2021; Prein et al., 2013; Vanden Broucke et al., 2019). 
  
For Chapter 3.2., the downscaled convection-permitting model simulations provide a more detailed 
picture of the physical processes underpinning the future humidity extremes in the urban-rural 
context. This is in line with Di Luca et al. (2015), Kendon et al. (2021), Prein et al. (2015), and 
Gutowski et al. (2021), who point out the potential added value for process understanding on the 
convection-permitting resolution.  
 
Other studies show promise for convection-permitting models to provide urban climate data on the 
local-to-regional scale, supporting the findings of this research. For instance, Trusilova et al. (2013) 
show that the magnitude of the urban heat island in Berlin is better represented at the convection-
permitting resolution compared to the coarse horizontal scale (~10 km). Hirsch et al. (2021) 
demonstrate that the convection-permitting simulations (4km – 800m) can resolve the interaction 
between local sea breezes and the urban environment that are not currently resolved in coarser 
resolution models for Sydney, Australia. Wouters et al. (2017) show, using CP urban climate model 
projections in Belgium for 35 years, that the heat stress increase toward the mid-21st century is 
twice as large in cities compared to their surrounding rural areas. Despite the fact that there is no 
prior research showing the added value for humidity in the urban-rural context, the above 
mentioned studies give general assurance that the results on the convection-permitting resolution 
presented in this thesis can be treated with stronger confidence.  
 
Chapter 3.1. shows a robust climate change signal for relative and specific humidity, as well as 
temperature for the Berlin region, based on the EURO-CORDEX ensemble data on the 12.5 km 
resolution. The results presented in Chapter 3.2. and Chapter 3.3. provide an indication of the 
climate change signal, as the RCM simulations carry the finger print of climate change. However, the 
climate change signal cannot be derived in a robust manner for these parts of the thesis. The model 
simulation periods used here are respectively 1.5 month (Chapter 3.2.) and 10 years (Chapter 3.3.) 
due to limited computing power and data availability. The former are especially constraining factors 
for the convection-permitting simulations. Periods of 20 ̶ 30 years for a historical time period, as well 
as for a future period are required to be able to robustly assess the climate change signal, on the 
convection-permitting resolution (Hawkins et al., 2020; IPCC, 2013).  
 
This thesis solely focusses on the Berlin region as a first testbed to analyze humidity under climate 
change in the urban-rural context. It would be important to understand the transferability of the 
results to other cities. Potentially similar results may be expected for cities located in a similar 
climate zone, respectively a moderate continental climate. Nevertheless, the land use in the 
surroundings can have profound influence on the urban-rural humidity contrast, even if the climate 
zone is similar. Zhao et al. (2021) show that urban warming and humidity changes are not uniform 
across regions in the world. Cities in arid regions, or in tropical climate zones can behave 
considerably different to those in a moderate continental climate. Particularly coastal cities are 
projected to have indiscernible or no decrease in relative humidity, because of the larger water 
availability that allows the increase in urban humidity levels to keep up with its rural counterpart 
(Zhao et al., 2021).  
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4.1. Limitations  

 
Three main limitations of the presented research are identified.  
 
Firstly, the convection-permitting simulations are conducted with one regional climate model, 
downscaling two types of future humidity extremes (Chapter 3.2.), and investigating three humidity 
related impact cases (Chapter 3.3.). The use of a single model approach does not allow for 
quantifying potential model uncertainties in a robust fashion. Nevertheless, the added value of the 
convection-permitting resolution has been demonstrated by several other studies (Chapter 4), and 
the thorough process analysis described in this research, do provide overall confidence in the 
presented results. The newly developed experiment setup for downscaling extremes under future 
climate conditions in urban regions can serve as a blueprint for dedicated coordinated downscaling 
experiments with an ensemble of RCMs, in order to further investigate and quantify the robustness 
of the results. In addition, the three parts of the thesis only use one urban region, and one emission 
scenario. Using different regional climate models, urban regions, emissions scenarios, extremes, and 
impact cases, might lead to other results from the ones found by this thesis. Therefore, the 
presented findings, especially those in paper 2 and 3, shall be considered a first explorative indication 
of the potential added value of the convection-permitting resolution to simulate future humidity 
extremes and impact cases, and their projected changes, under climate change conditions.   
 
Secondly, throughout this research urban areas are represented by the regional climate models 
through a so-called “bulk scheme”. This simplistic representation can simulate regional-to-local scale 
climate processes and urban-rural interactions, and can distill an urban-induced signal, as shown by 
the results of this research. Nevertheless, the bulk scheme fails to capture intra-city details and fine 
urban-scale processes. The research results indicate that the bulk scheme is most reliable during 
summer months (Chapter 3.1., 3.2., and 3.3.), but is unable to represent the timing of the peak of the 
urban heat island correctly at night (Chapter 3.1.). Other studies indicate that improvements of the 
results could arise by implementing a more sophisticated urban model, especially for the timing and 
magnitude of the UHI and for the winter period (Daniel et al., 2018; Trusilova et al., 2016; Vanden 
Broucke et al., 2019). An additional limitation of the approach to represent urban areas used in this 
study, is that it does not account for future urbanization, urban development, and land use changes 
in the surroundings, which could influence the results, as shown by e.g. Argüeso et al. (2014).  
 
The third limitation of this research is the lack of a thorough assessment of the usefulness of the new 
findings for urban decision makers. The posed research questions in this thesis (Chapter 2.1.), and 
particularly the impact cases defined in paper 3, are based on literature reviews on user needs and 
humidity related impacts. However, direct engagement with stakeholders is needed to properly 
understand whether the presented results are useful, and how they could be further tailored to their 
needs, and how they can be put into context to fit their specific decision-making situation. A 
translation of the research findings is desirable to distill the useful information, ideally following a 
co-production approach with relevant urban decision makers (Jack et al., 2021; Langendijk et al., 
2019a; Soares et al., 2018; Vincent et al., 2018).  
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5. Conclusions and outlook  

 

5.1. Answers to research questions 
 
The research presented in this thesis is centered around enhancing the understanding about 
regional-to-local climate change in the Berlin region, with a focus on humidity, towards improved 
climate information for urban areas in order to support knowledge-based decision making. 
Ultimately, this research aims to contribute to increasing the resilience in urban areas to projected 
climate change impacts. More specifically, following a regional climate modelling and data analysis 
approach, the research aims to understand the potential of regional climate models, and the possible 
added value of convection-permitting simulations, to support the provision of knowledge-based 
climate information for urban regions, particularly with respect to humidity.  
 
The five outlined research gaps in the introduction chapter (Chapter 1) are addressed by the three 
main research questions (Chapter 2.2.), that underpin the three papers presented as the central part 
of this thesis (Chapter 3). The following paragraphs highlight the major outcomes of this research and 
outline how they answer the posed research questions and address the research gaps. The main 
findings are summarized in Figure 3. 

 

RQ 1: What can already be understood with available regional climate model simulations about 

future climate change in Berlin and its surroundings, with a focus on humidity? 

The first research question is centered around what can already be understood with available 
regional climate model simulations about humidity under future climate change in the Berlin region. 
All ten EURO-CORDEX model combinations show an urban-rural contrast for relative and specific 
humidity, as well as for temperature. Even with the bulk scheme, the regional climate models are 
able to tease out the urban induced signal, with Berlin being less humid and warmer than its 
surroundings.  
 
The regional climate model ensemble projects that relative humidity decreases in Berlin compared to 
its surroundings by up to 6 % RH in summer, enlarging the RH urban-rural contrast throughout the 
21st century by 2 ̶ 4 % under the RCP8.5 emission scenario. The MK-test indicates these results are 
robust, with 78 % of the model combinations agreeing on a decreasing monotonic trend for relative 
humidity in Berlin throughout the 21st century. The specific humidity levels increase for the entire 
Berlin region, resulting in a consistent urban-rural SH contrast throughout the 21st century. 
Temperature increases are stronger in Berlin than its surroundings under climate change, explaining 
the relative humidity decrease for Berlin throughout the 21st century. The climate change signal for 
relative humidity is robust in Berlin, with 71 % of the model combinations agreeing that the future 
distribution (2070 ̶ 2099) is different from the historical (1971 ̶ 2000) distribution following a 
MWW-test. The largest relative humidity change is found during summer months in Berlin towards 
the end of the 21st century. One main limitation of the regional climate models is their inability to 
capture the peak of the urban heat island at nighttime.  
 
The results presented in Chapter 3.1. show for the first time that the EURO-CORDEX regional climate 
model ensemble can provide robust results for urban-rural humidity contrasts, and their mean 
changes under future climate change conditions. In this light, the findings provide enhanced 
understanding about humidity under climate change in the urban-rural context, simulated by 
regional climate models, addressing research gaps 1, 2, and 5 (Figure 3).  
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RQ 2: How does crossing spatial scales from 12.5 km to 3 km grid size affect unprecedented 

humidity extremes and related variables under future climate conditions  

for Berlin and its surroundings? 

Research question two investigates the added value on the convection-permitting scale to simulate 
unprecedented humidity extremes under future climate conditions for the Berlin region, following a 
multi-variate process understanding approach. Using the unique HAPPI dataset two extreme 
humidity conditions, SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 %, are identified that happen under 2.0°C global 
mean warming. A double-nesting downscaling approach is particularly designed for this study 
tailored to the urban-rural context, in order to downscale two examples cases of each extreme 
condition to the 12.5 km (0.11°) and 3 km (0.0275°) grid resolution with the regional climate model 
REMO.  
 
For both downscaled future humidity extremes, the convection-permitting resolution shows an 
enhanced urban drying effect. Higher temperatures, and lower evaporation rates, due to the 
impervious surface characteristics of urban areas, predominantly drive the urban drying effect. The 
convection-permitting resolution mitigates the SH>0.02 kg/kg moist extreme and intensifies the 
RH<30 % dry extreme. The summer moist extreme SH>0.02 kg/kg shows a particularly profound 
urban drying, indicating that the extreme moist days will be less humid in Berlin than its surroundings 
under 2.0°C global mean warming, especially on the 3 km grid resolution. The multi-variate process 
understanding analysis shows that the more profound urban drying effect on the convection-
permitting resolution is mainly due to better resolving the land surface scheme and the related land-
atmosphere interactions. There are more urban grid boxes containing larger urban fractions on the 
3 km compared to the 12.5 km grid resolution. In addition, the convection-permitting resolution 
shows enhanced spatial details while simulating Berlin, its boundaries, and the urban-rural transition.  
 
The research presented in Chapter 3.2. shows an enhanced urban drying effect on the convection-
permitting resolution for the downscaled future humidity extremes (SH>0.02 kg/kg and RH<30 %) for 
Berlin compared to its surroundings. The research contributes to gaining increased understanding on 
humidity extremes, and their differences simulated by regional climate models across spatial 
resolutions in the urban-rural context, therefore directly contributing to research gaps 1, 3, 4, and 5 
(Figure 3).   
 

RQ 3: What is the added value of convection-permitting climate models to simulate humidity 

related climate impacts under climate change, for Berlin and its surroundings? 

The third research question aims to gain understanding about the added value of convection-
permitting climate models to simulate humidity related climate impacts under climate change 
conditions for the Berlin region. Based on a comprehensive literature analysis three humidity related 
impact cases are defined: influenza survival and spread, ragweed pollen dispersion, and in-door mold 
growth. The meteorological conditions driving the impact cases are investigated under near-term 
climate change (2041–2050) for the 12.5 km and 3 km grid resolution simulated by the regional 
climate model REMO.  
 
The results show that the convection-permitting resolution improves the simulations for the impact 
cases and for the monthly mean values in the Berlin region, compared to the 12.5 km grid resolution. 
The change signal reverses for the 3 km compared to the 12.5 km grid resolution for the impact cases 
pollen, and mold. Respectively, the convection-permitting resolution shows an increase in pollen 
days and a decrease in mold days under near-term climate change, in contrast to a decrease in pollen 
days and an increase in mold days for the 12.5 km resolution. Although less mold days can be 
expected, longer consecutive periods are projected under future climate conditions. For influenza, 
the convection-permitting resolution intensifies the decrease of influenza days, nevertheless longer 
periods of consecutive influenza days are found under near-term climate change. The convection-
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permitting resolution performs better in agreement with observations, and the convection-
permitting model results for the impact cases are in line with available literature. The results for the 
impact cases, as well as for the model evaluation with observations, indicates added value on the 
convection-permitting resolution for the impact cases and monthly mean values, in the Berlin region 
under near-term climate change conditions, compared to the 12.5 km grid resolution. 
The result presented in Chapter 3.3., establish a relationship between regional climate data and 
humidity related impact cases in the urban-rural context, and show the added value of convection-
permitting simulations for the impact cases: influenza; pollen; and mold. Therefore, the outcomes of 
the research are directly contributing to addressing the research gaps 1, 3, 4, and 5 (Figure 3). 
 

 

 

Figure 3. Summary of the key findings, for each research question (RQ), and selected major 

conclusions of the thesis. “RG” refers to the research gaps, as outlined in Chapter 1. 
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5.2. Novelty of findings  
 
This research presents novel insights underpinning the development of climate information for urban 
regions, particularly with respect to humidity under climate change (Chapter 3, and Chapter 5.1.). 
This study is the first to show an urban-rural humidity contrast based on the EURO-CORDEX RCM 
ensemble, and a robust enlarging urban drying effect for relative humidity in Berlin compared to its 
surroundings throughout the 21st century. Convection-permitting modelling is an emerging field. 
There have been hardly any studies showing the added value of convection-permitting models for 
urban areas, especially not for humidity extremes and impacts under climate change conditions. This 
study takes a novel approach by identifying and downscaling two unprecedented humidity extremes, 
and creating a relationship between regional climate models and three innovative impact cases 
related to humidity under climate change conditions. It is the premier, explorative study, that shows 
added value for simulating humidity extremes and impact cases on the convection-permitting 
resolution for the Berlin region, directly contributing to the leading-edge research field on 
convection-permitting models. The research demonstrates that regional climate models offer a 
useful tool to understand urban-rural humidity contrasts under climate change. It clearly shows the 
potential of regional climate models, especially convection-permitting models, to provide the 
underpinning science to improve the development of knowledge-based climate information for 
urban regions.  
 

5.3. Implications for climate services  
 
The research presented in this thesis is framed within the climate services context. It is therefore 
important to reflect on how the findings are relevant to the development of climate services, 
particularly for urban areas. The following section provides perspectives on the implications of this 
research for climate services. This section is not founded on direct research results, but merely 
presents reflections in line with the findings presented in this thesis and literature in the field.  
 
This research shows that projected local urban drying and warming deviates from the regional 
background simulated by regional climate models, showing an urban drying effect for relative and 
specific humidity. In this light, it becomes apparent that it is preferable to extract the urban specific 
data points from the regional climate model simulations over taking a mean value for a larger region 
around the city of interest. Climate services for cities shall therefore ensure to derive the urban scale 
information from regional climate model data for climate change assessments and services. In 
addition, this research identifies added value for convection-permitting simulations to simulate 
urban areas, indicating the potential for improving climate information for cities. Climate services 
shall further employ and develop convection-permitting models for urban areas, to ensure urban 
decision makers will be provided with the state-of-the-art climate information (Gutowski et al., 
2021).  
 
The findings of this study show the importance of humidity in the urban-rural context under climate 
change. Humidity is connected to critical climate impacts that could influence the livability of cities. 
Humidity variables are less commonly used in the urban climate services context, compared to 
temperature and precipitation. Currently, humidity is predominantly considered in connection to 
heat stress (e.g. Coccolo et al., 2016; Hass et al., 2016; Li et al., 2020). This research shows that 
humidity is affecting influenza, pollen, and mold. It would therefore be of importance for climate 
services to increasingly consider humidity variables for their information products for the relevant 
sectors and applications, in order to adequately inform urban decision makers. 
Currently, a broad variety of ways exist to simulate the urban climate, e.g. through micro-scale urban 
models, statistical-dynamical downscaling, GCM-emulators, and increasingly also regional climate 
models with urban schemes of various complexity (Hertwig et al., 2021; Masson et al., 2020; Zhao et 
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al., 2021). The diverse range of approaches need careful consideration to develop urban climate 
services based on the best available knowledge. To make accurately use of the different approaches, 
and the results, it is pivotal to understand which type of model is appropriate for which application 
and/or context. Potentially the different approaches and models could lead to diverging results. A 
key challenge is how to synthesize the multiple data sources and construct robust climate 
information, and thereafter how to communicate the information from the different approaches in a 
coherent way to urban decision makers (Barsugli et al., 2013; Kendon et al., 2021).  
 
Furthermore, it is crucial to acknowledge the complexity of urban systems. A solution for one 
problem, could bring about difficulties for another sector or application. There is a strong need for a 
coherent approach on urban services, integrating climate, weather, air quality, hydrology, social 
systems, and beyond, toward city services that tackle inter-related urban issues in a systematic 
manner (Baklanov et al., 2018; WMO, 2019).  
 

5.4. Future research directions 

 
The findings presented in this thesis contribute to addressing the research gaps outlined in Chapter 1 
and answer the research questions (Chapter 5.1.). Nonetheless, open issues remain that could 
benefit from further research. This section outlines a few main future research directions. 
 
Investigating more cities, with various models, looking at different impacts, and extremes, is needed 
to further understand humidity changes under climate change in the urban-rural context, especially 
on the convection-permitting resolution. It would be critical to understand whether the results found 
in this study would be similar in other cities, particularly in different climate zones. To make the 
results more robust, it would be helpful to conduct similar studies with different models and 
methodological approaches, ideally through coordinated model ensemble experiments (Masson et 
al., 2020). Transient, ideally multi-model, convection-permitting simulations would be required to 
robustly assess the climate change signal, with a minimum simulation time of 20 ̶ 30 years for a 
historical and a future time period (Hawkins et al., 2020; IPCC, 2013). This could provide insights into 
the differences between the climate change signals on the various spatial resolutions, in the urban-
rural context.  
 
Humidity remains an under investigated variable compared to temperature and precipitation, 
especially in the urban-rural context. Further research needs to be conducted to enhance our 
understanding on the urban-induced effect on humidity, and humidity changes under climate 
change. Taking a multi-variate and process understanding approach is important to gain detailed 
knowledge about the meteorological conditions, in order to fully understand urban effects on the 
local-to-regional scale (Fischer and Knutti, 2013). In addition, more studies are required that 
investigate how humidity changes affect climate related impacts, in line with the presented extremes 
and the three impact cases in this thesis.  
 
This research shows how important the urban representation in regional climate models becomes 
when moving to convection-permitting resolutions (Trusilova et al., 2013). It is no longer possible to 
neglect urban areas at this high-resolution, as the urban areas are increasingly taking up grid boxes, 
have their own unique climate, and influence the regional climate around them. Simultaneously, ever 
more people live in cities, increasing the need for urban specific climate information to ensure the 
continuous livability of cities (Baklanov et al., 2018). In this context, regional climate models shall 
develop appropriate parameterization schemes to adequately represent urban areas, while retaining 
a balance between complexity and computing costs. This could also contribute to the on-going 
developments of cutting-edge regional Earth system models (González et al., 2021; Gutowski et al., 
2021). Particularly, incorporating anthropogenic heat into the model, representing the warmth 
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coming from e.g. cars and heating systems, could improve the results, especially during winter 
months. In addition, storing incoming heat from solar radiation during the day and releasing the 
warmth at night could enable improved simulations of the timing and magnitude of the UHI effect 
(Daniel et al., 2019; Vanden Broucke et al., 2019). Climate adaptation, such as introducing green/blue 
spaces, and city development are rapidly evolving topics, that may lead to changes in the urban 
structure and city size (Argüeso et al., 2014). Further research is needed to develop high-resolution 
land-use-change and urbanization scenarios, as an input for regional climate models, to account for 
city development and urbanization.   
 
From a climate services perspective, a thorough assessment of the usefulness of the presented 
findings for urban decision makers would be required, ideally following an interactive approach 
engaging relevant stakeholders. In addition, further research is needed to understand the suitability 
of the range of approaches to model and investigate cities for specific applications, sectors, and 
decision-making contexts. This would allow adequate development of knowledge-based climate 
information for urban decision makers.  
 
 

5.5. Closing remark 

 
This research demonstrates that regional climate models offer a useful tool to understand 
urban-rural humidity contrasts under climate change, by presenting results for mean humidity 
changes, unprecedented humidity extremes, and humidity related impact cases. It shows the 
potential of regional climate models, and especially the added value of convection-permitting 
models, to provide the underpinning science to improve the development of knowledge-based 
climate information for urban regions. Ultimately, this research makes novel contributions that 
advance the science, in order to support the development of evidence-based climate information to 
decision makers, to build the resilient cities of tomorrow in order to ensure the continuous livability 
of urban areas. 
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